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Preface 

5 The present work presents primary materials on the 
life and teaching of Ma-tsu (709-788), who is together with 
Hui-neng (638713) often considered the greatest Ch'an mas- 
ter in history. By extension it also presents materials on the 
teachings of Ma-tsu's Hung-chou school. Ma-tsu's unique ap- 
proach to Buddhist practice, characterized by its immediacy, 
openness, and spontaneity, changed Ch'an's course of devel- 
opment, and served as a model for the creative developments 
in Ch'an teaching methods and modes of expression that took 
place during the later period of Tang Dynasty (61&906), 
when the Ch'an school became the predominant religious 
force in China. 

The Chinese text on which this volume's translation 
of the Record of Ma-tsu is based is the edition of Chiang-hsi 
ma-tsu tao-i ch 'an-shih yii-lu (Record of the Sayings of Ch 'an 
muster Ma-tsu Tao-i of KiangsO from Ssu-chia yii-lu (Records 
of Four Masters), a Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) collection. The 
division of the text into chapters and sections is not found in 
the original. This division, together with the chapter head- 
ings, has been suplied to faciliate better orientation and easier 
reading of the texts. The chapters on Ma-tsu's disciples which 
form the third part of this volume follow the order of their 
appearance in the Record ofMa-tsu. I have added Kuei-tsung 
to the list out of deference to Huang-po's opinion about his 
importance. Further information about the Chinese sources 
for the translations can be found in the Appendix, together 
with a list of previous English translations which contain parts 
of the texts translated in this volume. In doing the present 
translations I have to a varing degrees consulted these works 
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The purpose of this volume is to make accessible in 
English the teachings of Ma-tsu and his disciples to anyone 
interested who is unable to read the original Chinese. It is 
primarily meant for the general public, especially for readers 
who are interested in exploring the spiritual relevance of the 
teachings in question. The Introduction is only intended to 
provide basic information about the historical, institutional, 
and doctrinal backgrounds which were decisive in shaping 
the overall tone, the contents, and the ways of communicat- 
ing the teachings presented in the translations, which will 
hopefully prevent possible misinterpretations of the texts and 
help the reader to better appreciate the uniqueness and the 
significance of the teachings presented. 

In the translation I have tried to keep to the original as 
closely as possible. For those unfamiliar with Sanskrit and 
Buddhist technical terms, a glossary has been appended after 
the main body of the text. Some of the technical terms that do 
not appear frequently have been explained in the notes. 

A brief note about some of the conventions followed. 
The transliterations from Chinese follow the Wade-Giles 
system. Sanskrit words which have entered the English lan- 
guage have beedeft unitalicized (e.g. sfitra, Mahay2na). The 
following abreviations have been used in the notes: 

T Taish6 shinsha daiz6ky6, edited by Takakusu 
JunjirG and Watanabe Kaigyoku. ".- 

HTC Hsii tsang ching, a Taiwanese reprint of Dai- 
nippon zokuzdkyd. 

CTL Ching-te ch 'uan-teng lu, by Tao-yiian. 

Part One 
Introduction 



Introduction 

The unification of China under the short-lived Sui 
Dynasty (590-618) paved the way for the great political, eco- 
nomic, and social achievements of the T'ang Dynasty (618- 
906), which was to become the apogee of Chinese cultural 
history. Under the relative peace and a stable social structure 
T'ang China experienced unparalleled development in the 
arts, crafts, and sciences, and this period has rightly been 
called the Golden Age of Chinese civilization. 

T'ang Chinese inherited a rich Buddhist tradition 
which had been in their country for over a half millennium, 
during which time the Indian religion had been transformed 
and adapted to the indigenous temperament and culture of 
the Chinese. The foreign religion found numerous adherents 
at all levels of society, from poor peasants to emperors. Such 
was the enthusiasm of the populace for the teaching of the 
Buddha, or at least for the outward manifestations of it, that 
on numerous occasions, in the memorials presented to the 
throne by Confucian scholars, staggering information is found 
about the economic power of the Buddhist monastic corntnu- 
nity and its great influence on the ways in which Chinese 
society functioned. This led to a number of attempts by the 
state to bring the monastic community under its control and 
to limit its number, which if unchecked, the bureaucrats 
feared, would go completely out of control. 

By the beginning of the eighth century most of the 
translation of Buddhist literature from Indian languages into 
Chinese was already completed, the translations done under 
the patronage of the Empress Wu (r. 684-7093 being the last 
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major undertaking in that direction, and all of the important 
stitras were readily available in reasonably accurate transla- 
tions. Besides the translations of the sfitras and the treatises of 
the Indian masters, there was a massive corpus of apocryphal 
texts composed in China, many of which became accepted as 
scripturally authentic in time. This process of introduction of 
the new religion, its gradual assimilation and adaptation, and 
the subsequent maturity of understanding and mastery of its 
doctrines, led to the creative manifestations of the Chinese 
religious genius, which in turn gave birth to the distinctly 
Chinese schools of Buddhism. Though all of these schools 
could trace their origins back to the Indian tradition, with 
different stress and emphasis on certain aspects of the doc- 
trine they had a very distinct character of their own, which 
reflected native Chinese patterns of thought. 

The first of these schools to be established was the 
T'ien-t'ai school, whose founder Chih-i (538 597) is regarded 
as one of the most brilliant minds ever to appear in Chinese 
Buddhist history. Drawing from a great number of stitras, In- 
dian treatises, and the works of the Chinese monks prior to 
him, especially those of his teacher Hui-ssu (515-577), he cre- 
ated a very comprehensive system in which he brought 
teaching and practice, conventional and ultimate, sudden and 
gradual, into a harmonious unity where all distinctions lose 
their identity into theultimate reality of the Middle Way. Be- 
sides arranging the scriptures in the p'ah-chiao (division of 
the teachings) scheme, which can be understood both as an 
attempt to present a chronological arrangement of the stitras, 
as well as an attempt to clarlfy the relationship between the 
ultimate and provisional teachings in the dtras, he also com- 
piled the various meditation techniques known during his 
time into his work. dealing with meditation practice. From 
the "gradual" methods of his first work Tz'u-ti ch'an-men 
(Gradual Ch'an (Meditation. Practice), his works include a 
great variety of methods suited to various types of individu- 
als, and lead to the "perfect sudden" practice as outlined in 

his monumental Mo-ho chih-kuan (Great Calmness and In- 
sight), where one takes the supreme reality as the object of 
meditation from the beginning of one's practice.' 

What is impressive about Chi-i's stupendous system is 
that while never leaving the complete teaching of the One 
Vehicle, in which there is nothing that is not the supreme 
reality, where there is no suffering to be obliterated and no 
Nirvana to be achieved, and where mundane and supramun- 
dane lose their identity, he still retains a very realistic outlook 
about the realities of the human predicament, and very clear- 
ly points to the actual practices that one has to undertake in 
order to truly experience the truth of the teaching in one's 
own being. 

The importance of Chih-i for the later developments 
in Chinese Buddhism cannot be overstated. His works influ- 
enced the formulation of the teachings of both Hua-yen and 
Ch'an schools of Tang, and his influence on the latter still 
awaits proper assessment. Most of the meditation manuals of 
the Ch'an school bear an impression of Chih-i works, and 
despite the efforts on the part of some of the members of the 
Ch'an school to cover the areas of possible influence, it still 
remains that Chih-i was one of the Ch'an masters that had 
great impact on the development of this new school. 

Another important school which emerged on the Chi- 
nese religious scene not long after the formation of the T'ien- 
t'ai school was the Hua-yen school. Its name comes from the 
stitra on which it based its doctrines: the Auatatpsaka S&a) 
or Hua-yen ching in  chine^.^ The stitra itself is a collection 
of a number of sfitras skillfully arranged together within the 
framework of the totalistic perspective of the one true 
dharmadhatu. The Auatarpsaka Siitra can be taken as both 
the most consummate statement on the Buddha's enlighten- 
ment, and an unsurpassed exposition of the way of the 
Bodhisattva which covers all the aspects of the Buddhist Path. 
One of the basic themes that permeates the entire stitra, ac- 
cording to the Hua-yen School, is the interdependence and 
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interpenetration of all phenomena in the universe, in which 
each phenomenon is dependent on, and at the same time 
determining, all other phenomena. The main figures in the 
formulation of the teachings that are characteristic of the Hua- 
yen school were Chih-yen (602-668) and Fa-tsang (643-712), 
the reputed second and third patriarchs of the school respec- 
tively, who in their numerous writings presented their unique 
vision of Buddhadharma. Ch'eng-kuan (73&839), whom the 
tradition has taken as the fourth patriarch, was another im- 
portant figure in the history of the school. In his treatises and 
commentaries on the siitra he further elaborated the system 
which he inherited from Chih-yen and Fa-tsang, and brought 
it closer to the not so scholarly oriented Ch'an school. The 
final bridge between the two schools of Ch'an and Hua-yen 
came in the person of Tsung-mi (780-841), the most illustri- 
ous among the many disciples of Ch'eng-kuan. We will return 
to Tsung-mi in greater detail later in this Introduction. 

The doctrines of the Auatawaka Surra and the 
school based on its teachings have exerted great influence on 
the development of the Ch'an school. Points of influence can 
be traced in both Ma-tsu's teachings and in the poetry of Shih- 
t'ou, as well as in the teachings of all the "founders" of the 
five schools of Ch'an that were formed during the second half 
of the T'ang Dynasty. This influence continued during the 
Sung Dynasty (960-1279), as can be witnessed in the records 
of the great Ch'an masters of Sung, especially in the case of 
Ta-hui Tsung-kao (1089-1 l63), kho  was one of the most dis- 
tinguished masters of his time. 

Formation of the Ch'an School 

Later Ch'an tradition has the Indian monk Bodhidhar- 
ma (d. 532) as the putative founder of the Ch'an "school" in 
China.3 A native of south India, he is said to have arrived in 
south China sometime towards the end of the fifth century. 
Legend has it that after his meting with the Emperor Wu 
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(r. 502- 550) of Liang Dynasty (502-557): he went to north 
China and spent nine years at Shao-lin Monastery on Sung 
Mountain sitting in front of a wall. Later on he had few disci- 
ples, the most important of whom was Hui-k'o (487-593). 
While most of the information about Bodhidharma is of a 
much later origin and is not very reliable, one can get a 
glimpse of some of his teachings, or at least the teachings that 
were attributed to him, from the few texts that claim his au- 
thorship. The text most likely containing the actual teachings 

idharma is Erh-ju ssu-hsing lun (Discourse on the Two 
En ances and FourPractices), which gives an outline of two 7 ntrances" that lead towards the Way and four basic ap- 

proaches to practice. The two entrances are "entrance 
through the principle" and "entrance through practice"; the 
four practices are the practice of retribution of animosity, the 
practice of adaptation to circumstances, the practices of non- 
seeking, and the practice of concordance with the Dharma. 
Though it is difficult to ascertain the historical contributions 
of Bodhidharma, it is impossible to deny the great impact of 
his legend on the subsequent Ch'an history. 

Hui-k'o, the main disciple of Bodhidharma, is another 
figure in the early history of the Ch'an school whose biogra- 
phy is fdled with many puzzles and seeming contradictions. 
HM kao-seng chuan (Additional Biographies of Eminent 
Monks) states that his family name was Chi, and that he was a 
native of Hu-lao, in present-day Honan province. In his youth 
Hui-k'o studied the Chinese classics and Buddhist siitras, and 
distinguished himself with his deep insight into their teach- 
ings. Later in life, at the age of forty, he met Bodhidharma and 
accepted him as his teacher. He spent six years with Bodhi- 
dharma, after which he led an itinerant life, and during his 
numerous travels he started teaching on his own. It is said 
that he received from Bodhidharma a copy of the Guna- 
bhadra's translation of the Lurik!avatara S12tra,~ which 
Bodhidharma considered to contain the essence of the Bud- 
dha's teaching. 
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Almost nothing is known about Seng-ts'an, the puta- 
tive third patriarch. The famous Inscnptim on Twting Mind 
(Hsin-hsin mind bears the name of his authorship, but mod- 
em scholars have seriously questioned the historicity of such 
an attribution. 

It is only with the fourth patriarch Tao-hsin (580-651) 
that Ch'an tradition moves from legend to hist~ry.~ Tao-hsin's 
family name was Ssu-ma, and he started studying Buddhism 
at the age of seven. Later on he studied the Vinaya, the 
Prajfiaparamita tradition and the teachings of the San-lun 
(Three Treatises) school. He might have also practiced medi- 
tation in the tradition of T'ien-t'ai Chih-i, whose influences 
can be traced in the extant record of Tao-hsin's teaching.' 

At the age of forty Tao-hsin moved to Shuang-feng 
Mountain in the district of Huang-mei, present-day Hupeh 
province. There he attracted a large following; it is said that 
he had five hundred Students studying under him. Some of 
Tao-hsin's teachings have been preserved in hg-chJieh 
shih-mu chi (Record of the Transmhion of the Lahka- 
uataray, compiled by Ching-chiieh (683-750), which gives a 
version of his Ju-tao an-hsin yao fang-pien fa-men (Expedi- 
ent Teachings on the Essentials of Entering the Way and 
Calming the Mind). The main emphasis in his teaching is on 
the practice of mediQtion within the light of the understand- 
ing of the basic unity of mind and Buddha. 

Tao-hsin's main disciple was Hung-jen (601-674). Ac- 
cording to Leng-ch 'ieh jen-fa ch$ (Record ofthe Peopk and the 
Teaching of Lmikavatara)? compiled by Hsiian-tse (d.u.) and 
quoted in Leng-chJieh shih-tzu chi, his family name was 
Chou, and he was a native of Huang-mei. He first went to 
Taehsin at the age of d e n ,  and stayed with him for thirty 
years. He is described as a noble and pure person, fdled with 
compassion and completely dedicated to the religious life. He 

Qpplied himself to his practice with great diligence, and due 
to his unusual talents he made an extraordinary progress. It is 
said that he spent his days doing monastery chores, and did 

his meditation at night. Upon Tao-hsin's death in 651, he 
moved with part of the community to Feng-mu Mountain in 
Huang-mei, not far from the place where Tao-hsin's monas- 
tery was located. Later the teachings of these two masters 
became known as the East Mountain Dharma Gate, from the 
name of the mountain (Tung-shan or East Mountain) were 
1-fung-jen resided. He had many disciples, and his only in- 
structions to them were about the practice of meditation 
which he considered the essence of the Path. Parts of Hung- 
jen's teaching can be found in Hsiu-hsin yao lun (Discourse 
on the Essentials of Mind Cultivation).lo His teaching can be 
summarized by the two Chinese characters phrase shou-hsin 
,&intaining [or guarding] the mind), the meaning of which is 

maintain awareness the True Mind the Buddha- 
nature within. Instead of trying to dispel the clouds of igno- 
rance, one is to direct one's attention towards the absolute 
aspect of the mind and to let it naturally manifest itself." In 
order to achieve this, Hung-jen exhorts the practitioners to 
unremittingly apply themselves to the practice of meditation. 

Lmg-ch'ieh shih-trm chi provides a list of Hung-jen's 
main disciples, among whom Shen-hsiu (606?-706) is regard- 
ed as the one who received the transmission of the East 
Mountain teaching. Among the other disciples on the list are 
Lao-an (582-709, otherwise known as Hui-an, and Fa-ju 
(638-6%9), both of whom later had very successful teaching 
careers in northern China, and Hui-neng (638-713), who was 
to become known as the leader of the Southern school. 

Shenhsiu's family name was Li; he was a native of 
Wei-shih (in present-day Hunan). He became a monk at an 
early age, and in 625, at the age of twenty, he received the 
6hik.p precepts at T'ien-kung Monastery in Lo-yang. During 
the fmt twenty-five years of his monastic life he dedicated 
himself to the study of the Vinaya and the siitras, as well as 
the practice of meditation. In 651 he went to Huang-mei 
and became a disciple of Hung-jen. He stayed with him for 
six years, during which time he wholeheartedly committed 
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himself to his practice under Hung-jen's instructions, and 
gained deep insight into his master's teaching. After a period 
of solitary practice, sometime during the years 676-679 he 
started to teach at Yu-ch'iian Monastery in Ching-chou. He 
gradually attracted a number of disciples, and when his repu- 
tation reached the court, Empress Wu invited him to the cap- 
ital of Lo-yang. He arrived at Lo-yang in 701 where he was 
greeted with grand fanfare and given the greatest honors. The 
last years of his life were spent between the two capitals of 
Lo-yang and Chang-an. There he was the recipient of imperial 
support and the unreserved admiration of the populace. 
Shen-hsiu presented a comprehensive system of theory and 
practice in which meditation was complemented with the 
study of relevant texts. After his death his teaching continued 
to flourish in the areas of the two capitals, mostly due to the 
efforts of his two disciples P'u-chi (651-739) and I-fu (661- 
736).12 

While some of Hung-jen's disciples were spreading 
the East Mountain teaching in the North, in the far south of 
China Hui-neng started to disseminate his unique vision of 
his master's teaching. Most of the sources on Hui-neng's life 
and teaching are not very reliable and are rather legendary in 
nature; critical studies of the various editions of the Plagbma 
SuZru, which is the basic source of information about Hui- 
neng, show the text to have been heavily edited and to have 
received numerous interp~lations.'~ What follows is a basic 
outline of Hui-neng's life as found in this text. 

Hui-neng's family name was+u; he was born in Hsin- 
chou, located in the present-day Hsin-hsing district in Kwang- 
tung province in south China. He lost his father at a very 
young age and had to support his mother through manual 
labor. When he was twenty-five he went to East Mountain to 
study under Hung-jen, who immediately recognized Hui- 
neng's spiritual capacity. After receiving transmission from 
Hung-jen he spent a number of years in retreat somewhere 
in south China. Eventually he came out of seclusion and 

received the bh- precepts form Vinaya Master Chih-hang 
at Fa-hsing Monastery.14 In 676 he settled at Pao-lin Monas- 
tery in Ts'ao-hsi, Kwangtung province, where for the next 
few decades till the end of his life he taught the numerus 
students who came to study under him. His teachings, as pre- 
served in the Platfom Satra, are relatively simple and re- 
f-hingly straightforward: among the others, he taught the 
simultaneous cultivation of samadhi and prajM) as well as 
the doctrine of no-thought. He emphasized seeing into one's 
nature (~hien-hsi@~ which is to be accomplished through 
freedom from attachment, non-abiding, and absence of (dual- 
istic) thought. 

Though from a historical perspective it is difftcult to 
establish the exact nature of Hui-neng's teaching and his in- 
fluence during his lifetime, later on he became the best 
known of the patriarchs, mostly due to the efforts of his disci- 
ple Ho-tse Shen-hui (670-762 or 684-758) who took it as his 
task to establish Hui-neng as the sixth patriarch of Ch'an. The 
story of Shen-hui's attack on the Northern school--which at 
that time didn't exist as such and the designation was Shen- 
hui's own creation-or rather its version as it comes to us 
from the Tun-huang manuscripts, forms one of the least in- 
spiring events in the history of the Ch'an school. Whatever his 
motives might have been, Shen-hui eventually succeeded in 
establishing Hui-neng as the sixth patriarch, and from the end 
of the eight century on, the Ch'an school came to be identi- 
fied with the followers of Hui-neng. 

Among the disciples of Hui-neng the best known are 
Nan-yang Hui-chug (d. 779, Yung-chia Hsiian-chueh (665- 
713), Nan-yiieh Huai-jang (677-744), and Ch'ing-yiian Hsing- 
ssu (660-740). Huichung rose to great prominence when, in 
761, Emperor Su-tsung (r. 756-763) invited him to the capital 
where he taught till the end of his life. The next emperor, Tai- 
tsung (r. 763-7230), gave him the title "National Teacher," and 
in later Ch'an literature he is referred to as National Teacher 
Chung. Yung-chia spent very little time with the Sixth Patri- 
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arch and it is obvious from the extant records that he already 
had a very profound experience before he went to see the 
Sixth Patriarch, who merely confirmed his understanding. He 
is best remembered by his composition the Song qfEnlighten- 
ment (Cheng-tao ko), which has ever since been one of the 
most popular statements on the Ch'an experience. Not much 
is known about Huai-jang and Hsing-ssu. Their primary sig- 
nificance lies in the fact that they were teachers of Ma-tsu 
Taei (709-788) and Shih-t'ou Hsi-ch'ien (700-790),15 respec- 
tively. We will return to Huai-jang again bellow. \ 

Besides the above mentioned schools, during the 
eighth century there were other collateral branches of the 
Ch'an school which flourished at different locations in China. 
Two of them were the Niu-t'ou school and the Szechwan 
school. The Niu-t'ou school considered Fa-jung of Niu-t'ou 
Mountain (594-657) as its founding teacher and claimed that 
he received transmission from the fourth patriarch Taehsin- 
a claim that is open to a lot of doubts.16 In the teaching of the 
Niu-t'ou school there can be found influences from the Tien- 
t'ai school, the Prajffaparamita literature and the San-lun 
school, especially. in its extensive use of negation and empha- 
sis on emptiness, as well as a lot of similarities with the teach- 
ings of the Southern school. 

The most distinguished representatives of the Szech- 
wan school were the Korean monk Wu-hsiang (694-762), and 
Wu-chu (714-774) from Pao-t'ang Monastery in Cheng-tu. The 
hallmark of its teaching was the doctrine of wu-nien, or no- 
mind, which was also the central concept of the Southern 
school, or at least of its Shen-hui faction. The main sources 
for a reconstruction of the teachings qf the school are Li-tai 
fa-pao chi (Record of the Dhama-trehury Through Genera- 
tions),17 and the writings of Tsung-mi.18 This school has been 
criticized for its extreme position and its unqualified empha- 
sis on non-duality which leave themselves open to antino- 
mian interpretations. More will be said about the Ch'an move- 
ment in Szechwan bellow. 

Besides these schools, Tsung-mi also mentions the 
Ch'an school of Nan-shan whose founder was Hsiian-shih 
(d.u.), a disciple of the Fifth Patriarch. This school practiced a 
form of contemplation of Buddha, in which verbal repetition 
of the Buddha's name was used to gradually induce a relin- 
quishment of mental conceptions, so that the mind will be 
ihfused with Buddha who will then be manifested in each 
thought .I9 

As can be seen from this short historical summary, 
Ch'an at the beginning of the eighth century included a vari- 
ety of different schools, all of which had developed their own 
systems and methods of practice. These loosely-connected 
groups of monks were closely correlated through a great deal 
of mutual influences and free exchange of ideas. Instead of 
emphasizing the divisions and sectarian feelings that charac- 
terize some of the works dating from that period, which- 
seems to be the direction that most of modern scholarship 
have taken, a more meaningful approach towards under- 
standing early Ch'an history might be to return to the teach- 
ings of its great masters. They provide a well-defined analysis 
of the possible distortions of the teaching and clearly expose 
the fallacy of establishing separate schools and indulging in 
sectarian controversies. The works that try to establish differ- 
ent lineages claiming supremacy for their own only reflect 
some of the worldly attitudes and sentiments that surrounded 
the masters, and are only conditioned perceptions motivated 
by sectarian rivalry and desire for prestige and predomi- 
nance. None of the great masters tried to establish any sepa- 
rate school: Bodhidharma did not establish a separate Ch'an 
school; Hui-neng did not establish the Southern school; nei- 
ther Lin-chi nor Tung-shan had anything to do with the estab- 
lishment of what came to be known as Lin-chi and Ts'ao-tung 
schools .20 

In connection with this, it might be useful to remind 
ourselves of the words of Fa-yen Wen-i (885-958), who 
shared the same fate with many other masters when after his 
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death some of his disciples proclaimed him a founding mas- 
ter of a school that carried his name.21 

The Patriarch did not come to this land in order to 
mnsmit any teaching-he only directly pointed to the 
human mind so that people can perceive their nature 
and become Buddhas. How could there be any sec- 
tarian doctrines to be upheld? 

Even so, there were differences in the teach- 
ing styles of the later masters which were open to 
change in accord with situations. Like the two masters 
Hui-neng and Shen-hsiu who both [studied under] the 
same teacher, but had different understanding of his 
teaching. That is why people created the labels of 
Nolthern and Southern schools. After Hui-neng, Hui- 
ssu and Huai-jang continued the teaching. Hui-ssu 
was the teacher of Shih-t'ou, and Huai-jang was the 
teacher of Ma-tsu. From these two masters came the 
various branches, each of which flourished in a par- 
ticular area. But the true origin of all the teachings is 
not to be put within a historical context . . . [All of the 
great masters1 had distinct teaching styles, and when 
the teaching was passed to their disciples some of 
them started forming factions. Not realizing the origi- 
nal reality, they started to accuse each other and en- 
gage in disputes. They are unable to distinguish black 
from white, and do not understand that the Great 
Way has no position and that all streams of Dharma 
are of the same flavor. They are very much like some- 
one trying to paint empty space, or like someone 
trying to pierce iibn or stone with a needle.2? 

i%e Life, and Teaching of Ma-tsu 

Ma-tsu was born in 709 in Han-chou in the southern 
part of the remote province of Szechwan, in the far west of 

China on the border with Tibet.23 There is no other informa- 
tion about his family background except that his family name 
was Ma. Like most Ch'an masters he left home while still very 

Woung and entered the monastic order as $ramanera, or nov- 
ice monk. His first teacher was Ch'u-chi (665-732), whose lay 
surname was T'ang, and who was thereby known as Venera- 
ble T'ang. Ch'u-chi in turn was a disciple of Chih-shen (609- 
702), one of the Fifth Patriarch's disciples whose name ap- 
pears in the list of Fifth Patriarch's main disciples in h g -  
ch'ieh shih-tzu chi. Tsung-mi in his commentary on the Per- 
fect Enlightenment Siitra, the YMn-chub ching ta-shu 
ch'ao, provides the information that Ma-tsu also studied un- 
der Ch'u-chi's disciple Venerable Kim (684-762),24 a Korean 
monk who is better known under his Dharma-name Wu- 
hsiang. Both Ch'u-chi and Wu-hsiang were among the lead- 
ing figures in the Ch'an movement in Szechwan in the first 
half of the eighth century, and the important fact that Ma-tsu 
studied under both of these monks is of great help in under- 
standing the possible influences on the development of his 
teaching style. According to Li-tai fa-pao chi, Wu-hsiang 
taught the "three phrases" which he called the "all-inclusive 
teaching." The three phrases are no-remembering (wu-0, no- 
thought (wu-nien), and no-forgetting (mo-~ang) ;~~  they were 
taken by Wu-hsiang to correspond to the three main aspects 
of traditional Buddhist practice: Sila) samlidhi, and p r ~ j f i a . ~ ~  
Tsung-mi describes this teaching as follows: 

As to the three phrases, they are no-remembering, no 
thought, and no-fofgetting. [Their function is1 to cause 
the mind to abandon the memory of past events and 
to stop worrying about the vicissitudes of the future, 
so that it will always conform to this understanding 
without any confusion or mistake. This is what is 
called no-forgetting. Again, not remembering external 
objects and not thinking of the mind within, one 
should cultivate this without any attachment. The 
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order of s3la, samadhi, and praja corresponds to the 
order of the three phrases. Though they used many 
expedients in their teaching, in their essential mean- 
ing they were all included within the three p h r a ~ e s . ~  

The teachings of the Szechwan school were known 
for their emphasis on non-duality, spontaneity, and non-reli- 
ance on the external forms of religious practices, all of which 
can be found in Ma-tsu's teaching. That might be taken to 
imply that he was considerably influenced by his early teach- 
ers and that this influence was carried throughout his life. 
It might be also mentioned that he spent more time as a 
monk in Szechwan, presumably with his teachers, than with 
Huai-jang who is traditionally considered the teacher from 
whom he received transmission. However, it is difficult to 
ascertain exactly how much time he spent with these two 
monks, since he might have studied with some other teachers 
in Szechwan. Also the amount of time spent with a particular 
teacher is by no means a clear indication of the extent of that 
teacher's influence, especially in the early years of one's 
monastic life. 

In 738 Ma-tsu received the b h w  precepts from Vi- 
naya Master Yiian of Yuchou province,28 and soon after that 
he left Szechwan for central China. The next available infor- 
mation after his ordination is that during the K'ai-yiian period 
(713-742) he stayed at Ch'iian-fa Monastery in Heng-yiieh, in 
present-day Hunan, engaged in the practice of meditation. 
This implies that he moved to Heng-yiieh sometime between 
738 and 742. The fact that he enthusiastically dedicated him- 
self to the practice of sitting meditation, which seems to have 
been neglected by his teachers in Szechwan, coupled with 
the fact that he later referred to the La+tkavatara Stltra as a 
scriptural support of his teaching and as the siitra that was 
transmitted by Bodhidharma, may be taken te indicate that 
during that period Ma-tsu was influenced by the teachings of 
the so-called Northern school, which at that time was flour- 
ishing in the North.29 The practice of sitting in meditation and 
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the connection with the L a  kavatara Siitra are traditionally 
considered to be the two in characteristics of the Northern 4 school that are said to stand sharp contrast to the rejection 
of sitting meditation and a reliance on the Diamond Suwa by 
the Southern school. However, the surviving texts that con- 
tatin the teachings of the Northern school bear very little refer- 
ence to the Lafikauatara, which seems to suggest that the 
~Wra was not very much used by the Northern schoo1.W It is 
also not certain if Hui-neng really championed the Diamond 
Siitra, or whether that was another of Shen-hsiu's inventions; 
what is most likely is that instead of completely rejecting any 
form of meditation practice, Hui-neng criticized the view that 
enlightenment can be attained by meditation, which by no 
means implies that meditation is not useful in preparing the 
conditions that are necessary to bring about the experience of 
sudden enlightenment. 

During his stay in Heng-yiieh Ma-tsu met Huai-jang; 
the famous story of their meeting can be found in the transla- 
tion of the Record of Ma-tsu which forms part two of this 
book. However, while the Record states that Huai-jang en- 
countered Ma-tsu while the latter was practicing meditation 
at Ch'iian-fa Monastery, according to Tsung-mi it was Ma-tsu 
who paid a visit to Huai-jang while on a pilgrimage. Accord- 
ing to Tsung-mi's version the two had a discussion about the 
teaching, and after Ma-tsu realized that Huai-jang's under- 
standing was superior to his own, he decided to become his 
disci~le.3~ 

There is very little information about Huai-jang, and 
the authenticity of that which is available have been brought 
in question. We are told that he left home at the age of fif- 
teen and, after receiving the b h e u  precepts some years lat- 
er, he went to study with W a n ,  one of the disciples of the 
Fifth Patriarch (mentioned earlier in this Introduction). Lao- 
an sent him to his Dharma-brother Hui-neng who was teach- 
ing in the South. The story of Huai-jang's meeting with the 
Sixth Patriarch is recorded in the Transrnksion of the Lamp as 
follows: 
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The Patriarch asked him, "Where are you 
coming from? 

The Master (i.e Huai-jangl said, "I am coming 
from Sung Mountain." 

The Patriarch asked, "What is it that has 
come?" 

The Master said, "To speak of it as something 
does not reach it." 

The Patriarch asked, "Can that be cultivated or 
testified to?" 

The master said, "It is not impossible to culti- 
vate it or to tes* to it, it is only that it cannot be 
defiled. " 

The Patriarch said, "It is this very thing that 
cannot be defiled what all the Buddhas guard and 
think of. You are thus, and so am I. The Patriarch 
PrajA2Ura of India" had made a prophecy that from 
beneath your feet a horse will appear that will stamp 
to death the people in the world. Keep this in your 
mind; you don't have to speak of it soon." The Mas- 
ter's mind opened and he understood [the Patriarch's1 
mea11ing.3~ 

According to the Record of Ma-tsu, Ma-tsu spent ten 
years with Huai-jang, during which time he received Huai- 
jang's instructions and refined his pnactice. After leaving 
Huai-jang sometime around 750, he spent over two decades 
in various locations in the area of the present-day Fukien and 
Kiangsi provinces.% We have very little information about this 
period of his life, but it seems safe to assume that he contin- 
ued his practice and taught those who came to him for guid- 
ance. That was a time when most of China experienced great 
social unrest following the An Lu-shan rebellion of 755. The 
unstable social conditions lasted till 763, and initiated 
changes in the social structure and shift in tt)e centers of 
power that signaled the gradual decline of T'ang Dynasty. 

Introduction I 

Sometime during 776-779 Ma-tsu took permanent residence 
at K'ai-yiian Monastery in Ch~ng-lin,3~ in present-day Kiangsi 
province. From then on students started coming to him in 
ever increasing numbers, and he wholeheartedly responded 
to their enquiries, offering his guidance along the Path to all 
who came to him. His teaching career at K'ai-yiian Monastery 
lakted for only about ten years and ended with his death in 
788. The number of his close disciples who gained deeper 
understanding of Ch'an was one hundred and thirty-nine-or 
eighty-four, depending on the source-more than any other 
Ch'an master in history? 

The movement initiated by Ma-tsu later came to be 
known as the Hung-chou school, after the name of the area 
where Ma-tsu and most of his disciples taught. During the 
ninth century many of the Hung-chou school's monks spread 
Ma-tsu's teaching across China, and together with the illustri- 
ous Shih-t'ou he is regarded as the most important master for 
the development of the late T'ang schools of Ch'an. 

Ma-tsu's relationship with Shih-t'ou is very interesting. 
Though there is no evidence that the two masters ever met, it 
is obvious that they held each other in high esteem. Many of 
the important Ch'an monks studied with both masters. Very 
often one of the masters will advise a particular disciple to go 
to the other master and study with him. As the saying from 
that period goes, "Ta-chi was the master in Kiangsi; Shih-t'ou 
was the master in Hunan. Those who were wavering and 
didn't go to see these two great teachers were considered 
completely ignorant."" With Shih-t'ou and Ma-tsu Ch'an en- 
tered a new phase of development. The meditation instruc- 
tions of Tao-hsin and Hung-jen, and Hui-neng's simultaneous 
cultivation of samadhi and prajfia gave way to a new teach- 
ing style that was refreshingly open and direct. Many of the 
teaching devices that later on came to be identified with the 
Ch'an school-such as shouts, blows, enigmatic questions- 
were first used by Ma-tsu. This change in teaching style initi- 
ated by Ma-tsu and his followers, coupled with the change in 
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the literary format used to record their teachings, have even 
led some to perceive discontinuity between the Ch'an of Hui- 
neng and Ma-tsu. Anyhow, from the beginning of the ninth 
century on, all Ch'an masters were considered spiritual de- 
scendants of Ma-tsu and Shih-t'ou. 

The philosophical foundation of Ma-tsu's teaching is 
mainly based on the tathagatagarbha doctrine. The scriptural 
support of the tathagatagarbha teaching can be found 
in such texts as the &imc3&, the Tathagatagarbha, the 
Siirahgama, and the Perfect Enlightenment S I W ~ ,  as well as 
the A u a t a ~ a k a  Sutra, especially its "Appearance of the 
Tath%gataJ' chapter, and in the Rmagotrauibh~gu, which is 
the only extant Indian Sdstra which gives more detailed treat- 
ment to this influential doctrine. The tathagatagarbha is also 
found in the Lartkauatara Sutra and the Awakening of Faith, 
but in these two texts it is combined with the YogTiclra doc- 
trine of alayampidna. The tathagatagarbha doctrine repre- 
sents a tendency in Buddhism to describe reality in more pos- 
itive terms. The tathagatagarbha, which is sometimes trans- 
lated as the "womb of Buddhahood," is conceived of as an 
indestructible essence present in all sentient beings which is 
the cause for both the ultimate reality and the realm of phe- 
nomenal appearances. This essence, or "seed," is described 
as being neither existent nor non-existent. It is the suchness 
of things, or when spoken of in more apophatic terms, their 
emptiness. 

The tathagatagarbha doctrine alleges that all living 
beings are endowed with the True Mind, which is fundamen- 
tally enlightened and pure by nature, and is only adventi- 
tiously covered with defilements. In his Ch'an-yiian chu- 
ch'iian-chi tu hs12 (Preface to the Colktion of all Explana- 
tions on the Source of Ch'an) Tsung-mi explains the tatha- 
gatagarbha doctrine in the following manner: 

This teaching says that all sentient beings posses the 
true mind of emptiness and quiescence, whose nature 

is without inception fundamentally pure. Bright, un- 
obscured, astute and constantly aware, it constantly 
abides to the end of time. It is called Buddha-nature; 
it is also called tathagatagarbha and mind-ground. 
[Because] from time without beginning it has been 
concealed by false thoughts, [sentient beings1 cannot 

t 

realize it, and thereby experience birth and death. 
The Supremely Enlightened, feeling pity for them, 
manifests in the world to proclaim that all dharmas 
characterized by birth and death are empty, and to 
reveal the complete identity of this mind with all the 
Buddhas.% 

This True Mind has also been described by Huang-po 
Hsi-yiin (d. 850), who is traditionally regarded as Ma-tsu's 
grandson in the Dharma, as follows: 

This mind has from the very beginning been indepen- 
dent of birth and death. It is neither green nor yellow, 
without form and characteristics. It does not belong to 
either existence or nothingness, and it cannot be 
reckoned as either young or old. It is neither long nor 
short, neither large nor small. It transcends all limita- 
tions, words, and traces. It is just this very thing-if 
you stir a thought, you miss it. It is like empty space, 
without limits, beyond conceptualization. It is only 
this One Mind that is Buddha, and Buddha is not dif- 
ferent from sentient beings.% 

While in its essence the True Mind, or the Buddha- 
nature, is beyond thoughts and is devoid of any signs,,in 
response to things it can manifest itself in a variety of ways. It 
is this dynamic aspect of the True Mind that is of paramount 
importance to Ma-tsu, according to whom the realization of 
this mind, and thereby enlightenment, is to be achieved 
through recognizing it in its function. So, the Way is not some 
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abstract metaphysical principle: our very words, thoughts, 
and actions are its function. Reality is not to be sought apart 
from daily life. Reality is present in everything-is every- 
thing-and it is only due to our ignorance that we fail to 
realize this. Therefore, "all living beings have since begin- 
ningless kaljm been abiding in the sarnddhi of the Dharma- 
nature," and all ordinary activities are the Dharma-nature. As 
Ma-tsu is quoted by Yung-ming Yen-shou (904-975) in his 
Tsutg-ching lu (Record of the Mimr  of the Teaching): "If you 
wish to know your mind, this very one that is talking now is 
your mind. This is what is called the Buddha, and is the true 
dhamaMya of the Buddha, and is also called the Way."40 

However, due to beings "not knowing how to return 
to the source, they follow names and attach to forms, from 
which confusing emotions and falsehood arise, thereby creat- 
ing all kinds of karma." It follows that "ignorance is to be 
ignorant of one's original mind," and enlightenment consist in 
simply "awakening to one's original nature.'' 

Since the True Mind is already present in all beings, it 
is not something to be approached through cultivation, which 
implies a process of gradual progress through stages, and in- 
evitably leads to dualistic thinking which is the very cause of 
ignorance. And yet, the painfully obvious fact of our igno- 
rance and suffering &es it plain that there is need for some 
form of cultivation. "To attach to original purity and original 
liberation, to consider oneself to be a Buddha, to be someone 
who understands Ch'an, that belongs to the way of those her- 
etics who deny cause and effect, and hold that things happen 
spontaneously," says Ma-tsu's disciple Pai-chang Huai-hai 
(749-814).41 Ma-tsu himself points that "if one says that there 
is no need for cultivation,'then that is same as ordinary [igno- 
rant1 people."42 While the Way is not to be approached 
through cultivation, its realization is not outside of cultivation. 

Cultivation, as Ma-tsu sees it, consists of not defiling 
our true nature. The defilements that are referred to are 
the mental tendencies of bifurcating reality into conflicting 
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opposites of good and bad, right nd wrong, worldly and 
holy; the defilements consist in thin ing in dualistic terms and 
acting in contrived ways, in creat' g all kinds of views and 
opinions, desires and attachments, d regarding all of them t as real. So, instead of trying to remove defilements which are 
themselves illusory, one has simply to realize their empty na- 
tuie. This realization is correlated with letting go, which inter- 
rupts the habitual pattern of conceptual proliferation and lets 
the brightness of the original nature manifest itself. 

The phrase used by Ma-tsu which best describes this 
kind of approach to cultivation is "Ordinary Mind is the Way." 
Ordinary Mind is the mind that is free from the notions of 
good and bad, right and wrong, permanent and imperma- 
nent, worldly and holy; it is the mind that is free from activity, 
from grasping and rejecting. The following dialogue between 
Nan-ch'iian (747-834) and his disciple Chao-chou (778-897) 
well illustrates the meaning of "Ordinary Mind: 

One day Chao-chou asked Nan-ch'iian, "What 
is the Way?" 

"Ordinary Mind is the Way," said Nan-ch'iian. 
Chaochou asked, "Can it still be ap- 

proached?" 
Nan-ch'iian said, "If you try to approach it, 

you go away from it." 
Chao-chou further asked, "If we do not ap- 

proach it, how can we know that it is the Way?" 
Nan-ch'iian replied, "The way does not be- 

long to knowing or not knowing. Knowing is false 
awareness; not knowing is neutral. If without any 
doubt you truly penetrate the Way, then it is like emp- 
ty space, vast and open. How can then there be any 
quibble about right and wrong?"43 

The teaching of Ma-tsu is considered to belong to the 
tradition of "sudden enlightenment" which, in the eyes of 
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some of its followers, stands against the tradition of gradual 
enlightenment. As its name suggests, this tradition held that 
enlightenment comes in a sudden fashion and does not in- 
volve any gradation of stages. With its emphasis on non-dual- 
ity this tradition often found itself at odds when it came to 
discussing any methods of cultivation. Since cultivation must 
involve some progression and reliance on verbal explana- 
tions, according to that line of thought, it inevitably leads to 
the realm of duality. For this reason in the writings that are 
associated with this school there is a marked tendency to- 
wards elocutionary purity, where all forms of verbal formula- 
tion are eschewed, including any instructions about practice. 
However, the fact that practical advice about day-teday culti- 
vation is something that is usually lacking in the records of 
the masters of this tradition does not necessary means that it 
was not given by them. In the records of Ma-tsu's Hung-chou 
school there are instances with very clear "gradual" tinge, like 
the story related in dialogue 7 of this volume's translation of 
the Record of Ma-m, in which Shih-kung compares his culti- 
vation to tending an ox. The same allegory also appears in 
the teachings of Pai-chang and his disciple Ta-an.44 Again, 
Ma-tsu himself refers to nourishing the "womb of sagehood," 
a reference to the gradual development of the stages that 
constitute the Bodhisattva path,45 and also encourages his dis- 
ciples to keep pure M a  and try to accumulate wholesome 
karma.46 In the record of Pai-chang there is the passage: 
"One's study should be like washing dirty clothes; the clothes 
are originally there, the dirt is from outside."47 This is analo 
gous to the practice of gradually removing defilements and 
returning to the original purity of the self-nature. Perhaps the 
most clear explanation of the place of gradual cultivation in 
Ma-tsu's Hung-chou school comes from the record of Kuei- 
shan Ling-yu (771-853), the great disciple of Pai-chang: 

There was a monk who asked the Master, 
"Does a person who has had sudden awakening still 
need to continue with cultivation?" 

Introduction 

1 
The Master said, "If one has true awakening 

and attains to the fundamental, then at that time that 
person knows for himself that cultivation and non- 
cultivation are just dualistic opposites. Like now, 
though the initial inspiration is dependent on condi- 
tions, if within a single thought one awakens to one's 
own reality, there are still certain habitual tendencies 
that have accumulated over numberless kabus which 
cannot be purified in a single instant. That person 
should certainly be taught how to gradually remove 
the karmic tendencies and mental habits: this is culti- 
vation. There is no other method of cultivation that 
need to be taught to that p e r ~ o n . " ~  

In looking for possible reasons for the apparent lack 
of expedient means in the extant records of the teachings of 
the Hung-chou school, it might be useful to remind ourselves 
of the audience to whom the teaching was directed. As the 
records make it clear, most of the teachings were received by 
monks who were familiar with the basic Buddhist practices 
and (ideally) had good command of the doctrinal teachings. 
We are also not in a position to know the exact details of the 
various instructions that were given to students due to the 
very limited material at our disposal, most of which was not 
written by the masters themselves and was edited a number 
of times. It seems that the basic practices of worship, study, 
precepts, and meditation were all too familiar to be regarded 
as something that was necessary to be recorded. This is clear- 
ly stated by Pai-chang: 

If one were to speak to deaf worldlings, then they 
should be told to leave home, keep the precepts, 
practice meditation, and study wisdom. To worldly 
people who are beyond ordinary measures-like 
Vimalakirti49 and Bodhisattva FuM--one should not 
speak in that way. If one is speaking to Sramanus, 
they have already committed themselves to the 
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religious life51 and the power of their aka, samddhi, 
and praj* is already complete. If one still speaks to 
them in that way, that is called untimely speech, be- 
cause it is not appropriate to the situation; it is also 
called improper talk. To Sramanm one should ex- 
plain the defdement of purity; they should be taught 
to leave all things, whether existent or non-existent, 
to forsake cultivation and attainment, and also let go 
of the very notion of forsaking. If Sramanus in the 
course of their abandonment of defiling habitual ten- 
dencies cannot let go of the diseases of greed and 
hatred, they are also to be called deaf worldlings. In 
such a case they should also be told to practice med- 
itation and study wisdom." 

The above passage makes it explicit that the strong 
foundations in ethical conduct and meditation practice are 
the most basic standards for monks, and due to their wide 
acceptance and familiarity they need not be particularly em- 
phasized. Instead, monks, and those layman who are suffi- 
ciently advanced, should be taught the more subtle teaching 
that directly points to the realm beyond assettion and denial, 
cultivation and attainment. However, if one does not have 
strong foundation in precepts and meditation, then that per- 
son needs fmt to dedicate himself or herself to the strict prac- 
tice of keeping precepts and development of mental clarity, 
without which one is bound to go astray. The same opinion 
was also expressed by Kuei-shan who maintained that only 
those students who have great capacity and determination 
should dedicate themselves to the practice of Ch'an. For the 
majority of practitioners he recommends cultivation of more 
conventional Buddhist practices like observing precepts, 
study and preaching of the scriptures, and investigation of the 
doctrinal teaching~.~3 

The teachings of Ma-tsu and all other Ch'an masters 
need to be understood in the context of the Buddhist 

tradition at large. As eve a superficial reading of their 
records will reveal, most ma IS, ers were very well versed in the 
scriptures and used doctrinal formulations very freely. In the 
relatively short text of the Record of Ma-tsu there are quota- 
tions from the Latikavatara SWa, the WmakaYmm Siicra, the 
Avatarpsaka Sfitra, the Sutra of the Buddha's Names, the Fa- 
cbu thing,% the Awakening of Faith, as well as allusions to 
the Sfiratigama Sutra, the Mahaparinimana Sutra, and the 
Lotus Siitra. This can hardly be taken to support the widely 
held opinion that the Ch'an masters afler Hui-neng discour- 
aged study of the siitras. They certainly pointed to the danger 
of "getting stuck in the net of scriptural explanations," which 
is a statement against a wrong use of the scriptures, of which 
there was plenty in Tang China, not against the scriptures 
themselves. That ultimate reality is not something that can be 
verbally explained is a basic teaching of all schools of Bud- 
dhism, and the dangers of becoming too attached to the liter- 
al meaning of the teachings is frequently pointed out in the 
scriptures. All of the teachings of the Ch'an school can be 
found in the siitras, or even in one si3tra: the Avatatpaka 
Siitra. Few parallels might be quoted here. Corresponding to 
the famous saying of the Ch'an school "mind is Buddha," 
there are the following passages in the sfitra: 

The knowledge of the Tathagata is also thus- 
boundless and unobstructed, universally able to ben- 
efit all sentient beings, it is fully present within the 
bodies of sentient beings. But those who are ignorant, 
prone to false thinking and attachments, do not know 
this, are not aware of it, and thus do not obtain bene- 
fit. Then the Tathagata, with his unobstructed pure 
eye of knowledge, universally beholds all sentient 
beings in the dhamzadharu, and says, "Strange! How 
Strange! How can it be that although all sentient be- 
ings are fully possessed of the knowledge of the 
Tathagata, because of their ignorance and confusion, 
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they neither know nor see that? I should teach them 
the noble path, thus enabling them to forever leave 
false thoughts and attachments, and perceive the vast 
knowledge of the Tathagata within themselves, not 
different from that of the Buddhas.5s 

and elsewhere, 

As mind is, so is the Buddha; 
As the Buddha is, so are living beings. 
One should know that the Buddha's and mind's 
Essential nature is boundless.% 

About "neither mind nor Buddha," we find in the satra: 

Living beings falsely discriminate, 
That is the Buddha, this is the world. 
For the one who comprehends the Dharma-nature, 
There is neither Buddha nor world." 

and about non-attachment to verbal explanations: 

[Bodhisattvas] receive and uphold all the teachings, 
and yet do not give rise to attachment to the 
teachings.. . .Bodhisattvas think, "I should contemplate 
dhamadharus as illusions, all Buddhas as shadows, 
all Bodhisattvas as dreams, the Buddha's teachings as 
echoes, all worlds like illusions.. . ."58 

While perhaps there might not have been much nov- 
elty in the contents of the teachings which the Ch'an school 
used to convey its vision of Buddhadharma, what sharply 
distinguished it from the other schools of Chinese Buddhism 
was the way those teachings were presented and applied in 
the course of religious cultivation and daily life. The masters 
used the teachings in a free and uncontrived way with the 

sole purpose of helping their students to break through their 
delusions and attain liberation. That is why their words are 
very alive and full of force, penetrating directly into the heart 
of the seeker. This practical emphasis on practice and awak- 
ening as the whole meaning of religious life is nowhere felt as 
strongly as in the records of the Ch'an masters. There is very 
h e  space in them for abstract theories and useless theoreti- 
cal speculations; all their energy is instead directed towards 
leading the individual to fully experience the infinite wisdom 
of the Buddhas in his or her body. Of course, all other 
schools of Chinese Buddhism do emphasize practice. It is 
only that sometimes their elaborate systems tend to pose the 
danger of getting too attached to the words and concepts that 
are used to point to the realm beyond words and concepts, 
and to thereby forget the original intention behind all those 
profound theories: the need to use them. 

The Monastic Tradition 

Within the Buddhist tradition all the various teachings 
that have been expounded by the Buddha and all the enlight- 
ened teachers are considered mere expedients that are used 
to counteract certain unwholesome tendencies which are det- 
rimental to the Path, and to bring about positive qualities 
which enable one to break through the clouds of ignorance 
and let the sun of wisdom shine, illuminating the world and 
bringing benefit to all living beings. The unfured nature of the 
teachings is very much emphasized throughout all traditions, 
as is well illustrated by the famous simile of the raft.59 The 
value of all teachings and the practices based on them is 
purely instrumental; when the river of sarpsara has been 
crossed, the verbal teachings are left behind, and one merges 
with the inconceivable state of unobstructed liberation that is 
completely beyond the realm of the dualistic mind. The non- 
dogmatic nature of Buddhist practices and experience is no- 
where emphasized as much as in the records of the Ch'an 
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school. While other schools did establish certain doctrines to 
guide the students, temporary and flexible as they may be, 
most of the Ch'an masters after Ma-tsu avoided using any 
particular set of teachings, and instead responded to the 
needs of particular person or situation in an unconstrained 
and spontaneous way, relying on the power of their own 
insight. As Linchi says, "I have no teaching to give to people; 
all I do is untie knots." Within Ch'an after Ma-tsu the teaching 
can only be understood against the relationship between the 
master and the student, and it is this dynamic interaction be- 
tween the two that gives vitality to the teaching. For this very 
reason, in order to gain better insight into the real meaning 
behind the words and actions of the masters, we have to 
acquaint ourselves with the social, cultural, doctrinal, and in- 
stitutional context in which the teadhing was given, the peo- 
ple to whom it was given, their values and conditioning. This 
is an especially important consideration in the West, whose 
culture is based on very different assumptions and values 
from the culture and institution that gave birth to the Ch'an 
teaching in Tang China. 

A good example of the importance of considering the 
context in which particular teaching was given in order to 
understand its purport is the already mentioned story of Ma- 
tsu's meeting with' Huai-jang. Whether we understand the 
statement made by Huai-jang that sitting in meditation is as 
likely to make one a Buddha as polishing a brick is going to 
turn it into a mirror as a categorical rejection of meditation 
practice, or as an instruction about the way meditation should 
be practiced, will depend on the institutional setting in which 
the event occurred. If meditation was part of the daily prac- 
tice of the monks, and if Huai-jang himself participated in it, 
than it can be better appreciated as a statement about the 
right attitude with which meditation should be approached. 
On the contrary, if the monastic life at Huai-jang's monastery 
precluded any form of meditation practice, then it might be 
understood as a denial of meditation practice per se. 

Reading of Ch'an texts easily brings to notice that 
what figures most prominently is the monastic character of 
the tradition. The vast majority of Ch'an practitioners who 
gained deeper insight into Ch'an were monks; it follows then 
that the monastic character of e tradition is a factor that 
should be given due consid t i ~ n . ~ ~  Unfortunately very of- 
tkn that is not the case. ny of the works on Ch'an (and 
especially Zen) in the W / t tend to overlook this aspect, and 
the result is an inadequate understanding of the tradition 
crippled by a false assumption that the limited range of 
views and perceptions that we have been conditioned to by 
our culture are universal in character, and are equally valid 
in the context of Ch'an. Much has been made of the appar- 
ently iconoclastic, rebellious, anti-institutional tendencies in 
Ch'an without considering that the particular utterances were 
given to monastic communities, in the context of which they 
assume completely different meaning than the one imposed 
on them by those not familiar with the values and the princi- 
ples that governed the life in the ~omrnunity.~~ What follows 
is a short description of the monastic institution in Tang Chi- 
na, which, I hope, will help towards a better appreciation of 
the Ch'an teaching. 

Ma-tsu and the other masters who carried the mes- 
sage of Ch'an were members of the Bhikp Saligha, the an- 
cient monastic order established by Slkyamuni Buddha, the 
founder of the Buddhist religion. Following Buddha's noble 
example great number of men and women left "the dust of 
the world" and, in accordance with the ancient monastic ide- 
als of purity, poverty, and simplicity, led austere lives dedicat- 
ed to the pursuit of higher wisdom inherent in the human 
heart. The monastic character of the Indian tradition was suc- 
cessfully transmitted to China where the Sa~igha performed 
the same role of upholding and preserving the teaching, and 
transmitting it to later generations. The lives of the monks 
were in large part regulated by the Vinaya, the monastic pre- 
cepts that both protect the monks from coming in contact 
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with situations not conducive to practice, and at the same 
time reinforce positive physical and mental habits that are 
helpful for developing clarity and wisdom. Chinese monks 
received the Vinaya of the Dharmagupta school," and the 
study and observation of Vinaya were considered essential 
aspects of the Path by all Chinese schools of Buddhism. 

There is not much first-hand information about the 
monastic life as practiced in the Ch'an monasteries in the 
eighth and ninth centuly China. Many of the Ch'an stories 
provide limited amount of information, albeit in an indirect 
and restricted way. The oldest description of Ch'an monastic 
life is a short work entitled Ch'an-men M-shih (Regulations 
of the Ch 'an School.), which appears in the Transmission of 
the Law3 compiled by Tao-yiian in 1004. This short text 
which follows Pai-chang's biographical entry gives an outline 
of the structure and life in the Ch'an communities during the 
T'ang. According to this text, in what was by that time a well- 
established tradition, it was Pai-chang who fust established 
the rules for Ch'an monasteries which came to be widely ac- 
cepted by all members of the Ch'an school. While from a 
historical perspective we can trace the beginnings of "Ch'an 
monasticism"-if we insist on postulating such a thing at all- 
in the communities on Tung-shan where Tao-hsin and Hung- 
jen had quite sizeable monastic establishments, it might well 
be the case that it was during the time of Pai-chang that Ch'an 
monks came to view their communities as being in some 
ways distinct from the mainstream of Chinese Buddhism. 

The Master (i.e. Pai-chang) said, "Our school does not 
belong to either Mahay2na or Hinaygna. Neither does 
it differ from Mah2yana and Hinay-. We should 
carefully consider them both and establish a rule that 
will include them both in g harmonious way, and at 
the same time be appropriate to the needs of the situ- 
ation." With this in mind, the Master initiated the es- 
tablishment of separate Ch'an communities. 

As can be seen from the above passage, the rules of the Ch'an 
school took into consideration the traditional monastic prac- 
tices: both Mahayana and HinayBna. However, due to the 
different social circumstances of T'ang China, as well as the 
particular needs of the monasteries of the new school, the 
Ch'an masters took an eclectl attitude and tried to adapt the 
hays without losing its spirit. evertheless, the new rules k and practices that were develope y the Ch'an masters of 
T'ang were intended to supplement the Vinaya, not to replace 
it. From various stories scattered through the records of the 
school, a picture emerges of many traditional monastic prac- 
tices-like not eating after noon, keeping the summer retreat 
(va-), maintaining strict discipline of body and speech, us- 
ing formal forms of address, respecting seniority, etc.-being 
the basic standards for Ch'an monks. There are even recorded 
efforts to upkeep traditional monastic practices that were not 
so common among the Chinese Buddhists of the time, like 
going for alms, One of the deviations from the Vinaya rules 
were the agricultural activities performed by some Ch'an 
monks. The Vinaya prohibits monks to engage in farming, 
and this minor rule seems to have been ignored in the Ch'an 
communities. Unlike other schools, manual labor came to 
occupy its own place in Ch'an monastic life, taking on a new 
spiritual dimension, and becoming an integral part of daily 
practice. It is difficult to establish the extent of monks' partic- 
ipation in agricultural activities, but there seems to be some 
exaggeration about it. Many Ch'an masters resided in public 
monasteries, or started to teach at the invitation of high gov- 
ernment officials who were traditionally very generous pa- 
trons of monasteries, and it is very unlikely that, with the 
generous contributions from them and from the general pop- 
ulace, the monks had to exclusively rely on their own labor 
for their ~ustenance.~~ 

The monastery should not have a Buddha hall; in- 
stead only a Dharma hall should be erected. This is to 
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symbolize the respect for the transmission from the 
Buddhas and the patriarchs down to the present age. 
Those monks who have come to pursue the study 
should, irrespective of their numbers and social 
standing, all enter the Sangha hall. They should be 
given a place according to the number of summer 
retreats since their ordinati~n.~~ Long [sleeping and 
meditation] platforms should be set up and everyone 
should be provided with a stand on which to hang his 
 requisite^.^^ During rest-time monks should place 
their pillows on the edge of the platform and lie down 
on their right flank in the auspicious posture.67 They 
should only take a little rest after the long meditation 
periods, thus maintaining the four dignities of monks- 
hood at all times.68 

Except for going to the abbot's quarters to re- 
ceive personal  instruction^,^^ the monks should de- 
cide by themselves about the amount of effort they 
put into their practice, and they should not be bound 
by any rules in this regard. 

All the monks in the monastery should attend 
the morning meditation70 and the evening meeting. 
When the Elder (i.e. the abbot) enters the [Dharmal 
hall and ascends to the high seat to preside over the 
meeting, all the monks should stand on the sides in 
files and listen [attentively to what is said]. At that time 
the monks can raise questions about the essentials of 
the teaching and engage in an open and alive dia- 
logue with the Elder, so that it is shown how to abide 
in accord with Dharma. 

The two meals of gruel and vegetarian food 
are shared equally by all.71 The emphasis on frugality 
should demonstrate how both the Dharma and the 
food are to be used. 

For the practice of physicd labor all monks 
should be divided into ten groups according to their 
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abilities, and each group should have one monk who 
will serve as a supervisor, making sure that everyone 
performs his task. 

The descriptions in the text suggest that monastic life 
was a life of renunciation which had its foundation on strict 
discipline and required hll  from the monks. 
Though the monks had to use their 
free time as it seemed fit to them, 
found within the form which they were expected to follow all 
the time. In case an insincere individual tried to take an ad- 
vantage of the situation, when uncovered, he was to be treat- 
ed harshly. 

If there is someone who falsely pretends [to be a 
monk], and like a thief enters the pure assembly caus- 
ing all kinds of disturbance, he should be reported to 
the Karmad211a~~ who should remove his belongings 
fmm his place and expel him from the monastery. 
This is done out of consideration for the pure assem- 
bly. If a monk has committed a [major] offence, then 
he should be beaten with a stick and his robes, bowl, 
and other requisites should be burned in front of the 
community. Then he should be expelled through the 
side door as a sign of disgrace. 

Besides practicing together with other monks in a 
monastery, the monks undertook pilgrimages during which 
they would visit holy mountains or call on various masters, 
with whom they could try to settle their doubts; if they found 
they could learn more with a particular master, they were 
welcome to stay with him for any amount of time they 
wished. Another option for the monks was to live a more 
hermetic life, where they could deepen their practice in the 
solitude of the mountains among a natural scenery far away 
from the dusty world, enjoying the company of the moon and 
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the clouds. This kind of solitary practice was normally under- 
taken by monks on a higher stage of mental development 
who had spent many years studying with various teachers, as 
can be seen from the examples of the monks translated in this 
volume. The monks enjoyed great freedom to travel and to 
study with various teachers, and it is largely due to this sup- 
port of the monastic form which served as a vehicle for trans- 
mission of the teaching that the Ch'an school had a period of 
such extraordinary activity during the Tang, which enabled 
many people to cut through their delusions and perceive 
their real nature. Instead of looking at Ch'an monasticism as a 
new form of Buddhist monasticism, it might be more appro- 
priate to look at it, with its strict emphasis on sincere practice 
and strong reliance on the spirit of the teaching, as a return to 
the original way of the early Indian monks, who like their 
Chinese brothers led an unattached mendicant lives traveling 
through the land and meeting teachers in search of the pro- 
found mystery. 

It is only with this understanding of the monastic con- 
text in which the teachings were given that we can start to 
appreciate the true meaning of the statements of the masters. 
The lack of emphasis on the foundations of Buddhist prac- 
tice, especially the strong ethical foundation, does not mean 
that they are not part of Ch'an practice; on the contrary, they 
are such an essential aspect of it, that without them one can- 
not even get started, let alone gain any deeper understanding 
of Ch'an. The unity of the precepts, the teaching, and Ch'an is 
explicitly stated by Ma-tsu's disciple Wei-k'uan. 

When the unsurpassed bodhi is expressed through 
the body, it is called Vinaya; when it is expressed 
through the mouth as speech, it is called Dharma; 
when it is practiced with the mind, it is Ch'an. Though 
these are three different functions, they all return to a 
single reality. It is like different rivers and lakes which 
have their own names: though the names differ, the 
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water's nature is always same. Vinaya is Dharma, and 
Dharma is not asunder from Ch'an. How could one 
falsely create any distinctions among the three?73 

The view that immoral behavior, drinking, improper 
sexual relationships, desire for contro ver other people, and 
thk other similar "human weaknesses" n be manifest in the 
life of someone who has gained deeper insight into the Dhar- 
ma is unknown in Chinese Buddhism, 't a certainly has noth- 
ing to do with Ch'an. Of course, there have been impostors 
who, after experiencing some subjective mental states, have 
in their self-delusion claimed realization, and very often with- 
out the noblest of intentions have led others in the same di- 
rection. The Ch'an masters have often tried to expose the 
possible deviations from the Path, and have offered clear 
guidelines as to what constitutes genuine practice and realiza- 
tion, as well as what are the various forms of self-deception. 
The earliest treatise that deals with mistaken notions of Ch'an 
practice is K&-shun ching-ts'e (Kuei-shun's Adrnoniti~ns),'~ 
written by Kuei-shan, where he emphasizes the importance 
of self-control and strict keeping of the precepts which ac- 
cording to him are indispensable prerequisites for any aspir- 
ing Ch'an practitioner. The same theme was taken again by 
Fa-yen in the tenth century, and it occurs frequently in the 
writings of the Sung Dynasty Ch'an masters. The importance 
of the monastic form and a strong foundation in &la were also 
emphasized by Chinul (115&1210), who during the Koryo 
Dynasty (937-1392) revitalized the Ch'an school in Korea; and 
by Dogen (1200-1252), who transmitted the teachings of the 
Ts'ao-tung lineage to Japan. 

Rung-mi's Evaluation of the Hung-chou School 

One of the most valuable sources of information 
about Ch'an Buddhism during the eighth century are the writ- 
ings of Kuei-feng Tsung-mi." Besides providing description 
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of the various approaches to Ch'an practice during that time, 
Tsung-mi also tried to build a bridge between the Ch'an tradi- 
tion and the scriptures by identifying the approaches of the 
various schools of Ch'an with the corresponding schools in 
the scriptural traditions. Being recognized as both a Ch'an 
master and the fifth patriarch of the Hua-yen school, Tsung- 
mi was probably the most qualified person to try to draw 
such parallels; his writings reveal his profound insight into 
Ch'an and his deep understanding of the teaching of the 
scriptures. 

According to Tsung-mi, the school of Ma-tsu-which 
he calls Hung-chou school from the name of the area where 
Ma-tsu, Pai-chang, and other masters of the school had their 
monasteries-teaches kataphatic approach towards the Dhar- 
ma, regarding everything as being the Way and being ulti- 
mately true. It considers all things as being manifestations of 
the Buddha-nature, and its practice consists in letting the 
mind function freely. 

The school [that teaches1 direct disclosure of the 
mind's nature states that all dharmas, whether existent 
or empty, are nothing but the true nature.76 The true 
nature is devoid of characteristics and is inactive. Its 
essence cannot be described in any way: it is neither 
profane nor holy, neither cause nor effect, neither 
good nor evil. However, through its functioning 
the essence can manifest in numerous ways; it can 
manifest as profane or holy, with form and appear- 
ance. . . . This very thing that is capable of speech and 
physical activity, of desire, anger, compassion and pa- 
tience, capable of giving rise to good and evil, and 
experiencing suffering and joy is precisely your Bud- 
dhahature. This is the original Buddha, and outside 
of it there is no other Buddha. Because of the sponta- 
neous nature of this fundamental reality it is impossi- 
ble to arouse the mind to cultivate the Way. The Way 

is mind, and mind cannot be cultivated with mind; 
evil is also mind, and mind cannot be extinguished by 
mind. Neither extinguishing nor culti ting, just being 
oneself and acting in a natural way, th is liberation. 
The nature is like empty space; it n ther increases 
nor decreases. What use there is in 1 g to make it 

* complete? Just at all times and all places stop creating 
any karma, thus nourishing the spirit and supporting 
the womb of sagehood, spontaneously manifest spir- 
itual wonders. This is true enlightenment, true cultiva- 
tion, and true attainment.n 

However, this sole emphasis on the dynamic aspects 
of the Buddha-nature tends to overlook the absolute immuta- 
ble nature of its essence. While the True Mind manifests itself 
through its function which responds to conditions, it is also 
possessed of inherent function which is overlooked by the 
Hung-chou school. 

The original essence of the True Mind has two kinds 
of function: the inherent function of the self-nature, 
and the function in response to conditions. These can 
be compared to a bronze mirror. The substance of the 
bronze represents the essence of the self-nature; the 
brightness of the bronze represents the function of 
the self-nature. The images that appear due to the 
brightness are the function in response to conditions. 
While there can be numerous images that appear 
when certain conditions are present, the brightness 
itself is always bright. The brightness has a single taste 
which can be taken as a simile for the eternal quies- 
cence of the mind, that is the essence of the self-na- 
ture. The constant awareness of the mind is the func- 
tion of the self-nature, and its ability for speech, dis- 
crimination, motion, and so on are its function in re- 
sponse to conditions. So, when the Hung-chou 
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[school] points to the ability for speech and the like, 
that is only the function in response to conditions; 
they neglect the [inherent] function of the self- 
nature.'8 

Because of Hung-chou school's claim that "the mind- 
essence cannot be pointed out; it is only through its ability to 
manifest through speech and the like that we can ve* its 
existence and realize the Buddha-nature,"79 Tsung-mi per- 
ceives a flaw in its approach. While it is true that both the 
essence and the function are different aspects of the same 
reality, at the same time they do differ from each other from 
the point of conventional reality. This failure to perceive their 
mutual difference, and instead to reduce the essence to its 
function, have certain implications for the Hung-chou 
school's understanding of practice and awakening. 

Now, the Hung-chou school says that greed and an- 
ger, Sila and samadhi are all Buddha-nature. In their 
emphasis on function, they fail to distinguish between 
ignorance and enlightenment. Their meaning is that 
the suchness of the mind-nature is always aware, like 
the moist nature of water that never changes. Since 
the mind is free from ignorance, there is no true igno- 
rance. Like a wind that suddenly stops, after awaken- 
ing all delusions gradually cease like the gradual abat- 
ing of the waves. The mind and the body become 
suffused with samadhiand wisdom, and one is grad- 
ually liberated. . . . The Hung-chou school constantly 
proposes that since greed, anger, kindness, and virtue 
are all Buddha- nature, how could there be any differ- 
ence between them? This is like someone who only 
perceives the moist nature of water as unchanging, 
but fails to comprehend that there is a big difference 
between a boat which crosses the water and one that 
sinks on the way. Therefore, although this school is 

close to sudden awakening, it does not reach it; as to 
gradual cultivation, it is altogether mistaken.e0 

While from the point of ultimate reality it is possible 
to say that all things are manifestations of the True Mind and 
that ignorance and enlightenment arise from the same source 
and are ultimately equal, from the point of conventional real- 
ity there is conspicuous difference between ignorance and 
enlightenment, good and evil, and the law of karma is indis- 
putably valid. Within the perfect teaching these two aspects 
of the one true reality, the ultimate and the conventional, are 
equally present and mutually interpenetrate in harmonious 
and unobstructed way. Holding to only one aspect and ob- 
serving phenomena from its particular perspective only cre- 
ates a biased view that prevents one from perceiving the 
ground of harmonious wholeness where all contradictions 
cease in the light of perfect understanding. It is the tension 
created by the apparent contradiction between the original 
enlightenment and universal liberation, and the obvious im- 
perfection and suffering which we all experience, between 
the understanding that there is nothing to be cultivated and 
the need for sincere cultivation, that creates the ongoing in- 
spiration and serves as an activating force in the course of 
Ch'an practice. In Tsung-mi's view, the main shortcoming in 
the teaching of the Hung-chou school comes from its exclu- 
sive emphasis on the ultimate reality, from which they devel- 
op one-sided understanding which overlooks conventional 
reality, thus failing to perceive the differences within unity. 
Because of this they are unable to see the importance of grad- 
ual cultivation and application of effort, and are thus stuck in 
their partial understanding. 

We cannot be sure whether the criticisms mentioned 
above are directed towards Ma-tsu himself or towards some 
of his unenlightened followers who made erroneous interpre- 
tations of his tea~hing.~' There are numerous passages in the 
records of the masters of the Hung-chou school that leave 
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themselves open to such criticism, but there are also passages 
in which the Hung-chou school's masters unmistakably point 
to possible misinterpretations of the Ch'an teaching in very 
much the same way as Tsung-mi. We might assume that 
many people did take some of the utterances of the masters 
of the Hung-chou school out of their context, and applied 
them to their pmctice in a way that prompted criticism by 
more erudite and perceptive monks like Tsung-mi. Indeed, 
much of the writings of the late T'ang and Sung Ch'an masters 
are concerned with uncovering wrong approaches to Ch'an 
practice, and there are frequent complains by the masters of 
the difficulty in finding someone who truly understands 
Ch'an. Whosoever might have been the object of Tsung-mi's 
criticisms, they can certainly be used as helpful pointers by all 
those who try to understand Ch'an and to use it as a vehicle 
for spiritual liberation. While the (apparent) radical non-dual- 
ism of "everything is the Way" and "there are no defilements 
to be eradicated" may sound as an attractive theory, or even 
as the most logical ultimate development of Buddhadharma, 
taken by itself it does offer very little help in dealing with 
one's emotional instability and neurotic thought-patterns, and 
can very easily lend itself to antinomian interpretations which 
can only serve to perpetuate one's self-deceptions. There 
have been numerous examples of this, for many of which 
one does not have to go back in history, which make the 
writings like those of Tsung-mi even more valuable for the 
present-day students. 

A Note on the Translations 

The Record of Ma-rsu (Chiang-hsi ma-tw tao-i ch 'an- 
shih yu-lu) on which is based the translation presented in this 
volume has been compiled during the Ming Dynasty (1368- 
1644), over a half millennium after Ma-tsu's lifetime. While 
much of the material can be found in earlier Ch'an collec- 
tions, most notably the Ching-te ch'uun-teng lu, the Ku tsun- 
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su yii-lu, and to a smaller extend the Tsu-t'ang chi, that still 
leaves a gap of nearly two centuries between the earliest ex- 
tant records and the actual events they are said to portray. 
That gives rise to certain questions. First, how authentic are 
the materials at our disposal? Do they relate the details about 
Ma-tsu's life and his teachings accurately? Or are they mere 
p;oducts of late T'ang and early Sung hagiography? In case 
the authenticity of the materials in question is accepted, 
how well and how completely do they represent Ma-tsu's 
teaching? 

An attempt to answer these questions in a more thor- 
ough way will lead one to a number of related topics about 
the history and doctrine of Ch'an Buddhism. That will involve 
critical historical analysis of the period in question, an exam- 
ination of the relation between T'ang and Sung Dynasty 
Ch'an, the problem of retributive attribution in Ch'an, etc.. All 
of this is obviously well beyond the scope of this Introduc- 
tion. Nonetheless, few brief observation about the issues 
raised above might be useful for our present purpose. 

Concerning the authenticity of the materials which 
record Ma-tsu's teachings (and the same applies to the mate- 
rials which concern some of the other masters presented in 
this volume), the diversity of materials found in the various 
extant sources along with the different versions of some of 
Ma-tsu's dialogues suggest that by the second half of the tenth 
century there have been a number of stories about Ma-tsu's 
exchanges with his disciples. Some of those stories have ei- 
ther already presented variant accounts of the exchanges, or 
have been edited, and sometimes considerably altered by the 
editors of the classical collections which were compiled dur- 
ing that and the subsequent periods. A pertinent example of 
this is the dialogue between Ma-tsu and W u - ~ e h . ~ ~  The short 
version presented in the Record portrays Wu-yeh as been 
enlightened by Ma-tsu in a very direct and immediate way 
without resort to any instructions or verbal explanations, very 
much in harmony with the Sung image about the distinctive 
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methods of the "sudden" school. However, the supposedly 
earlier version from Sung kao-seng chum contains doctrinal 
explanations by Ma-tsu--complete with siitra quotations, 
quite worthy of a Dharma master!-and portrays Wu-yeh as 
equally prone to verbosity, and to a certain extend reveals the 
intellectual content of his realization. Besides these two 
somewhat contrasting versions, in Tsu-tang chi there is a 
third version of the dialogue, closer to the one found in the 
Record. Whether certain editors have added some extra mate- 
rial to the originaKs), or have subtracted certain material to 
bring the story closer to their ideas about Ma-tsu's teaching 
style is something we can only guess about. However, it is 
certain that some (or all) versions of the story do not factually 
portray the event of Wu-yeh's supposed awakening. (If there 
is at all a way to adequately convey an exchange of that kind 
through the medium of letters.) 

The structure of the sermons (which comprise the 
second part of this volume's translation of the Record also 
casts certain doubts whether they are actual records of talks 
Ma-tsu has given to his disciples. The texts tend to be some- 
what incoherent, often with awkward transitions between 
paragraphs and abrupt changes of topics which frequently 
appear to be quite unrelated, all of which is suggestive of 
somewhat clumsy editing. The materials presented are proba- 
bly taken from Ma-tsu's teachings, but there is a possibility 
that the "sermons" might not be records of actual talks Ma-tsu 
has given. It is possible, but by no means certain, that un- 
known editors have selected extracts from Ma-tsu's talks and 
shorter addresses and have put them together with the idea of 
presenting them in a form which will be representative of Ma- 
tsu's teaching. 

If we take that the bulk of the material from the 
Record does represent actual teachings of Ma-tsu, it might be 
relevant to consider how representative is that material of 
the whole of Ma-tsu's teaching, and how helpful it is for 
reconstructing his thought. According to the Tsu-tang chi 
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Ma-tsu thought for over forty years, while all we now have 
are just few pages. With such a scarcity of material, as well as 
the length of time passed since Ma-tsu's lifetime, it seems 
rather farfetched to propose definitive arguments about Ma- 
tsu's understanding of Buddhadharma and the ways he tried 
to convey that understanding to others. That obviously does 
6ot mean that we cannot, or should not try to gain better 
understanding about it. 

When studying the texts which are said to contain the 
teachings of the Hung-chou masters it is useful to distinguish 
between the different kinds of texts. Roughly, the texts can be 
classified in three categories: (1) texts written by Hung-chou 
masters, of which there are only few; (2) sermons recorded 
by their disciples; and (3) dialogues, i.e. kung-am. The pen- 
chant to emphasize only one of this kinds of texts as repre- 
sentative of the tradition-which is often done for the dia- 
logues-does have weighty consequences for one's under- 
standing of the tradition. For example, Kuei-shun ching-ts'e 
with its strong moralistic undertone provides very different 
reading then some of the stories which depict seemingly 
somewhat erratic behavior and utterances, to which one can 
easily impute any meaning and significance. It seems credible 
to question if the role of the dialogues as a new literary form 
marking a new Buddhist movement has not been somewhat 
exaggerated. Is it possible to consider that perhaps they 
gained the importance typicaly attached to them as a result of 
a gradual drive in the Gter Ch'an movement to construe a 
distinct identity for itself? Perhaps, after all, it might be that 
the real degradation of Ch'an Buddhism in China did not take 
place because it got "diluted" by the teachings of the other 
schools. Perhaps the real decay set in when instead of relying 
on the sfitras as the source of final authority, the monks' sub- 
jects of study consisted of ancient stories which readily lend 
themselves to any interpretations one wishes to assign to 
them, without teachers like Ma-tsu to point out the difference 
between mistaken ideas and genuine realization. 
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To gain a more adequate understanding of Ma-tsu's 
teaching, besides careful study of the materials that deal di- 
rectly with Ma-tsu and the records of his immediate disciples, 
it is also essential to consider the teachings with which Ma-tsu 
was familiar, both those which directly shaped his under- 
standing of the Buddhadharma, as well as those which posed 
the challenge of creative response to their perceived short- 
comings. That will include both the Ch'an masters and other 
eminent monks prior to Ma-tsu, his contemporaries, and most 
importantly the Mah2y2na siitras with which he was familiar 
and which he seems to have used extensively both for his 
own edification as well as for the purpose of instructing oth- 
ers. As  it has been already emphasized, one also has to care- 
fully consider the historical, social, and religious background 
which certainly influenced his thought and expression. Bud- 
dhist movements and their doctrines are not created in a vac- 
uum; (ideally) they are creative responses to changing spiritu- 
al needs and social circumstances, and at the same time they 
represent efforts to return back to the source of the Buddhist 
religious experience-the Buddha's enlightenment-and the 
actual ways that experience have been formulated-the 
teachings of the lineage of enlightened teachers which starts 
with the historical Buddha. 

Most importantly, in order to gain more comprehen- 
sive understanding of ahy Buddhist teachings, they ultimately 
have to be approached on their own terms. That obviously 
means undertaking practice by oneself. (Which, contrary to 
widespread present-day notions, means more then mere en- 
gagement in certain "spiritual" exercises motivated by intel- 
lectual curiosity, immahqe yearning for some vague spiritual 
realm, or penchant for the exotic, not to mention seeking of 
worldly profit). As it is stated in the Avatarpsaka Siitra: 

Like a person who counts the treasures of others, 
Without himself having half a coin, 
So are the learned ones 
Who do not practice the Dharma.B3 
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When approached with the right attitude, the study of 
the texts which contain the teachings of the ancient Ch'an 
masters unavoidably points to the one who is undertaking the 
study. Learning about the ancients is, really, a way to learn 
about oneself. That is what truly matters. 

1. See Neal Donner, "Sudden and Gradual intimately Con- 
joined: Chih-i's T'ien-t'ai View," in Peter N. Gregory, ed., Sudden 
and Gradual: Approaches to Enlightenment fn Chfnese mought, 
Studies in East Asian Buddhism, no. 5 (Honolulu: University of Ha- 
waii Press, 1987), p. 201-226. 

2. T 278 and T 279, translated by Buddhabhadra (359-429) 
and &k@nanda (652-710) respectively. English translation by 
Thomas Cleary, m e  Flower Ornament Scr@ture, 3 vols. (Boston & 
London: Shambhala Publications, 1984-1987). 

3. The term "school" as used here does not denote a special 
sect or denomination with its own centralized institutional structure. 
It might be better understood as, to borrow Theodore Foulk's 
phrase, a "school of thought" which is distinguishable from other 
"schools" by its adherence to its own set of doctrines and practices, 
but lacks independent institutional structure. It is a very flexible 
designation, and besides the compliance to common forms of reli- 
gious practice, the teachings of various schools greatly overlap and 
complement each other. The Ch'an school in China never set itself 
apart from the rest of the surZgha in China. As a matter of fact, the 
followers of much of what is labeled as Ch'an school by contempo- 
rary scholars and Buddhist practitioners never considered them- 
selves as Ch'an Buddhists. Much of the present confusion about 
Ch'an Buddhism is a result of the fact that much of the information 
about this religious movement has been derived, or greatly influ- 
enced by the interpretations of the Japanese Zen schools which 
claim to be inheritors of the Ch'an tradition, or by scholars who are 
prejudiced by the views of the same schools. Some of the Ch'an 
school's followers did set themselves as a separate sect, or institu- 
tion, during the Kamakura period in Japan, but it is very unlikely 
that anything of that sort ever existed in China. Of course, there are 
traces of sectarian biases in Ch'an works, but they are always u p  
held by people on the periphery of the tradition, not by the great 
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Ch'an masters themselves. For the place of the Ch'an tradition in the 
context of Buddhist monasticism, see Theodore Griffit Foulk, "The 
Ch'an School and its Place in the Buddhist Monastic Tradition" 
(Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1987). 

4. Emperor Wu of Liang Dynasty was one of the greatest 
supporters of Buddhism in Chinese history. The story of his meeting 
with Bodhidharma forms case 1 of the Blue CliffRecord. 

5. This is the oldest of the extant three Chinese translations 
of the siitra, done in 443 during the (Early) Sung Dynasty (420-479). 
It is in four chiian and there are numerous commentaries on it. 

6. When using the designation "patriarch" in reference to 
these monks, it is important to keep in mind that neither they nor 
any of the other great masters of later times considered themselves 
as such. The whole theory of patriarchal transmission was formulat- 
ed much later by monks of sectarian predilections, during the time 
when the Ch'an school, or at least some of its followers, started to 
feel self-conscious of its separate identity. All of the great masters 
were simply monks who with deep faith engaged in the practice of 
the religion of the Blessed One, and through their sincere effort 
they gained realization into the nature of reality, from which out of 
compassion for other beings, who due to their delusion were creat- 
ing various kinds of suffering for themselves and others, they, in the 
best Bodhisattva tradition, came out and made the teaching avail- 
able to those who wished to use i t  

7. David W. Chappell, "The Teachings of the Fourth Patri- 
arch Tao-hsin (580-658)," in Lai and Lancaster, eds. Early Ch'an in 
China a n d  Tibet. Berkeley Buddhist Studies Series, 110.5 (Berkeley: 
Asian Humanities Press, 1983), p. 89-91. 

8. This important document belongs to the group of texts 
that were discovered at the beginning of this century in the caves of 
Tun-huang in western China. Compiled by Ching-chiieh, it contains 
a history of the Ch'an school till the middle of the eight century. It 
considers Gunabhadra, the translator of the htbktuatara SzZtm, as 
the first patriarch, and it reckons Shen-hsiu as the seventh. It is 
possible that this text was responsible for the tradition that consid- 
ered the Ldzktvatam SzZtm as the main stitra transmitted by the 
Ch'an patriarchs. For an English translation of this text, see J. C. 
Cleary, Zen Daum: &rIy Zen T m f r o r n  Tun Huang (Boston: Sham- 
bhala Publications, 1986), p. 19-78. 

9. This early Ch'an document has been lost and the only 
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information about its contents comes from Leng-ch 'ieh shih-tzu chi, 
which quotes from it. Its compiler, Hsiian-tse, was one of Hung- 
jen's disciples and was the teacher of Ching-chiieh, the author of 
Leng-ch'ieh shih-tzu chi. See Philip B. Yampolski, llhe Platform 
Satra of the Sixth Parrlarch (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1967), p. 16-18. ' 

10. English translation in John R. McRae, The Northern 
School and the F o m t i o n  of Ehdy Ch 'an Buddhism, Studies in East 
Asian Buddhism, no. 3 (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 
1986), p. 121-132. 

11. Ibid. p. 136-137. 
12. For a comprehensive study of Shen-hsiu's life and 

thought and the history of the Northern school of Ch'an see John R. 
McRae's llhe Northern School a n d  the Formation of Early Ch'an 
Buddhism. I am indebted to McRae's work for this part of the Intro- 
duction. 

13. Detailed analysis of the history and contents of the Plat- 
f o n  Sum, and the life of Hui-neng can be found in Yampolsky's 
m e  PIatform S a m  of the Sixth Patriarch. 

14. This monastery is located in Kwangchow, the capital of 
Kwangtung Province. Its present name is Kuang-hsiao Monastery. 

15. According to one account Shih-t'ou became a monk 
with the Sixth Patriarch Hui-neng at the age of thirteen. After the 
death of the Sixth Patriarch he went to study with his disciple 
Hsing-ssu. In 742 he arrived at Nan-yiieh, where he built himself a 
grass hut on a big flat rock and entered a period of solitary practice. 
In 764 he accepted the invitation from a group of Ch'an students to 
came out of seclusion and start to teach. He had many disciples, 
among whom the most famous were Yao-shan Wei- yen, Tan-hsia 
T'ien-jan, and Tao-wu Yuan-chih. 

16. See John McRae, "The Ox-head School of Chinese 
Ch'an Buddhism: From early Ch'an to the Golden Age," in Robert 
M. Gimello and Peter Gregory, eds. Studies in Ch 'an and Hua Yen, 
Studies in East Asian Buddhism, no. 1. (Honolulu: University of 
Hawaii Press, 1983), p. 195. 

17. T 2075. vol. 51, p. 179a-196b. For more information 
about this treatise and Ch'an in Szechwan see Yanagida Seizan, 
"The ti-tar fa-pao chi and the Ch'an Doctrine of Sudden Awaken- 
ing," translated by Carl W. Bielefeldt, in Whalen Lai and Lewis 
Lancaster, eds. Eady Ch'an in China a n d  Tibet, Berkeley Buddhist 

L 
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Series, 110.5. (Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1983, p. 13-49. 
18. Tsung-mi regards the schools of Wu-hsiang and 

Wu-chu as separate schools. From Tsung-mi's account it appears 
that the school of Wu-chu, which he calls the Pao-t'ang school, 
carried the doctrine of no-thought to its ultimate conclusion, which 
led it to deny the validity of any ethical observances and traditional 
practices. 

19. See Yiian-chileh ching ta-shu ch'ao, HTC vol. 14, 
p. 27%. English translation in Jan Yun-hua, Tsung-mi: His Analysis 
of Ch'an Buddhism," T'oung Pao 58 (Leiden, 1972), p. 48-49. 

20. The same is valid for the other school of Chinese Bud- 
dhism from the Sui-Tang period. For example, the Tien-t'ai school 
did not exist during the lifetime of its "founder" Chih-i, and there 
was nothing closely resembling any "Hua-yen schooln at the time of 
the Hua-yen 'patriarchs." 

21. The Fa-yen school, the last of the five Ch'an schools 
that were formed during the late Tang and the Five Dynasties 
period. 

22. Zh.mg-mar shih-kuei lun, HTC vol. 110, p. 439a-b. 
23. For the question of the authenticity of the materials 

about Ma-tsu see the last chapter of the Introduction. Here I merely 
relate the bare outline of his life according to the extant materials, 
and try to avoid redundant speculations, unless there is a reason- 
ably reliable basis for them in the oldest texts. 

24. HTC vol. 14, p. 279a. English translation of the relevant 
passages in Jan, p. 45-47. 

25. According to Tsung-mi the third phrase was later 
changed by Wu-chu to 'no-falsehood" (mo-wang). Wu-chu thought 
that the disciples of Wu-hsiang have misunderstood their teacher. 
See HTC vol 14, p. 278d. 

26. Yanagida, p. 29-30. 
27. HTC vol. 14, p. 27%-c; cf. Jan, p. 43. 
28. The year of his ordination can be inferred from the 

information given in his entry in Sung kao-seng chum (Sung Biog- 
raphies of Eminent M m k )  which states that he spent fifty years as a 
monk, which leads us to the year of 738. 

29. A possible link between Ma-tsu and the Northern 
School has been suggested by McRae in his llhe Northern School, 
p. 93-94. The evidence which he introduces, however, is inade- 
quate at best. 

30. Ibid. p. 9-91. 
31. See HTC vol. 14, p. 27%; also see Jan, p. 45-46. 
32. PrajflEira is the putative twenty-seventh patriarch of 

the Ch'an school. A native of eastern India, he was the teacher of 
Bodhidharma. 

33. CTL cb@n 5, Huai-jang's entry. 
' 34. If we accept the statement in the 2.3~-tang chi that 

Ma-tsu taught for over forty years, that would imply that he left 
Huai-jang before 750 and immediately started to teach. 

35. K'ai-yiian Monastery belonged to a network of state- 
supported monasteries which was established in 738 by the 
Emperor Hsiian-tsung (r. 712-750). See Stanley Weinstein, Bud- 
dhism under the Tang (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1981), p. 53-54. 

36. Or eighty-eight according to the nu-tang chi. It seems 
that further a text is removed from Ma-tsu's lifetime, the greater is 
the number of his close disciples it cites. 

,, 37. Sung bo-seng chuan, T 2061. vol. 50, p. 764a. 
38. T 2015. vol. 48, p. 404bc. Cf. Jeffrey Lyle Broughton, 

"Kuei-feng Tsung-mi: The Convergence of the Ch'an and the Teach- 
ings" (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1975), p. 188-189. 

39. Huang-po Tuan-chi, Ch'uan hsin fa-yao (Taipei: Fo- 
chiao ch'u-pan she, I%), p. 2. 

40. T 2016. vol. 48, p. 492a. 
41. HTC vol. 118, p. 8%. 
42. See the beginning of the second sermon in the Record 

of Ma-tsu in this volume. 
43. CTL chiian 10, Chao-chou's entry. This dialogue is case 

no. 19 in Wu-men kuan ( Wu-men's Barrier). 
44. See note 46 on the Record of Majsu. 
45. See the end of the second sermon in this volume's 

translation of the Record of Ma-tsu. 
46. See the end of the third sermon. 
47. HTC vol. 118, p. 85a. 
48. CTL chiian 9, Kuei-shan's entry. 
49. Vimalakirti is the hero of the VimakzkM St2tt.a. A fabu- 

lous character, he is described as a rich layman whose understand- 
ing of Dharma surpasses that of the rest of the Buddha's disciples, 
with the exception of MafijuSri. He represents the principle of being 
in the world, but not of the world. The Vtmakzkirri Snm is one of 
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the siitras which were held in high esteem in Ch'an circles, and is 
the siitra most often quoted in the Record of Ma-tsu. 

50. Bodhisattva Fu (Fu Ta-shih) is one of the most famous 
laymen in Chinese Buddhism. He lived during the reign of Emperor 
Wu of Liang Dynasty, and was highly respected by the Emperor 
who often sought his instructions and advice. He is often men- 
tioned in Ch'an texts. 

51. The literal meaning is to receive the Saligha's assent at 
its meeting (piapticaturrha-kamran). It refers to the monastic prac- 
tice of requesting the community's agreement on certain issues, like 
confession or ordination, by making announcement and then pass- 
ing a motion three times. 

52. HTC vol. 118, p. 82d. 
53. See Kuei-shan ching-ts'e, HTC vol. 111, p. 14%. Also 

see Melvin M. Takemoto, "Kuei-shan ching-ts'e: Morality and the 
Hung-chou School of Ch'an" (M.A. thesis, University of Hawaii, 
19831, p. 87. 

54. See note 21 on the Record. 
55. "Appearance of the Tatbdgata" chapter, Avata??zsaka 

S w a .  Cf. Thomas Cleary, The Flower Ornament Scripture, vol. 2 
(Boston & London: Shambhala Publications, 1986), p. 315. 

56. "Eulogies in the Palace of Suyiima Heaven" chapter, 
Avatarpaka S a m .  Cf. Cleary, vol. 1, p. 452. 

57. "Eulogies in the Palace of Tu~ita Heaven" chapter, 
Avata?paka SzZm. Cf. Cleary, vol. 1, p. 528. 

58. "Ten Practices" chapter, Avata?psaka S&m. Cf. Cleary, 
vol. 1, p. 465. 

59. When the river is crossed, the raft is left behind. Similar- 
ly, when the river of s a w m  is crossed with the help of the teach- 
ing, one reaches the other shore of Nirvana and can abandon the 
teaching. As Chuang-tzu puts it, "when the fish is caught, the trap is 
abandoned. " 

60. This is by no means to suggest that the practice of Ch'an 
was solely confined to the monastic community. On the contrary, 
many of the literati and government officials during the T'ang Dy- 
nasty actively pursued Ch'an practice and were frequent visitors to 
Ch'an monasteries. However, it was considered most natural that all 
those who decided to completely dedicate themselves to the prac- 
tice would renounce all worldly concerns and become monks. The 
nature of the practice and the formidable difficulties involved in it 

are such that single-minded dedication is essential for any true 
attainment, and the monkshood with its clearly defined priorities is 
greatly supportive in that respect. It is not that the masters attained 
realization because of being monks, but rather they become monks 
in order to attain realization, and the monastic form proved to be of 
great help for that purpose. For a description of lay practice during 
the T'ang, see the account of the Buddhist practice of Po Chii-i (772- 
8461, one of the greatest poets and literati of the Tang Dynasty, in 
Kenneth Ch'en, 'Ihe Chtttese TmnsfirmaHon of Buddhism (Prince- 
ton: Princeton University Press, 1973), p. 184-339. Po Chii-i is espe- 
cially pertinent example for our purpose since he studied under 
number of Ch'an monks, among whom were Ma-tsu's disciple 
Wei-k'uan and Tsung-mi, both of whom are mentioned in this Intro- 
duction. 

61. It can also be pointed out that by no means all Ch'an 
masters of that period displayed penchant for unconventional be- 
havior. As Ven. Yin-shun has perceptively noted, the display of 
such methods as shouts and blows by individual masters is connect- 
ed to the area of China where they come from. It seems that masters 
from the north (e.g. Lin-chi) tend to be more inclined towards 
"crude" behavior in comparison with the masters from the south 
(e.g. Kuei-shan). The same pattern is discernable among Shih-t'ou's 
disciples. Most of them were from the area south of the Yangtze 
River valley, which may account for the paucity of more drastic 
unconventional methods in their demonstration of the Dharma. 
This seems to imply that the iconoclastic elements found among the 
Ch'an masters of the period are more a reflection of local cultural 
patterns then an essential factor in their teaching. See Yin-shun, 
Chung-kuo cb 'an-tsung sbtb (Taipei: Cheng-wen ch'u-pan she, 
1983), p. 410-414. 

62. One of the twenty "Hinay2nan schools in India. Its 
m t i m o k g  (Pdtimokkba in Piili-"Code of Discipline") consists of 
two-hundred and fifty mles and is very similar to the Therav2da 
Patirnokkba . 

63. CTL chzkan 6. For more detailed studies of this text and 
its full translation see Martin Collcutt, T h e  early Ch'an Monastic 
Rule: Ch'ing h i  and the Shaping of Ch'an Community Life," in 
Early Ch 'an in Cbim and  Tibet, p. 165-184, and Foulk, p. 328-383. 
I am indebted to these two works for the present translations from 
this text. 
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64. Kuei-shan and Huang-po were supported by P'ei-hsiu, 
the prime minister of China and one of the most noted lay Bud- 
dhists of the time; Lin-chi's patron was Wang Ch'ang-shih, the pow- 
erful ruler of Hopei province; Ma-tsu resided at the state-supported 
K'ai-yiian Monastery and had Lu Ssu-kung, the Hung-chou district 
magistrate, as his disciple. There are also records of lay patrons 
bringing food to the monastery to offer to the monks. 

65. According to the Vinaya regulations, the seniority of a 
monk is judged from the number of yam (summer retreats) he has 
spent as a monk. The more oa- a monk has, greater is his senior- 
ity and higher his position in the community, which is reflected in 
the siaing and sleeping arrangements where he is given precedence 
over more junior monks. 

66. The monks' requisites consist of the set of three robes, 
bowl, razor, and few personal belonging which may include a 
book, rosary, cup, etc.. 

67. This is the reclining posture that Buddha assumed on 
his envy into PatJnim2pz. He is often depicted in this posture in 
Buddhist ah. 

68. The four dignities are dignity in the standing, sitting, 
walking, and reclining postures, which embrace all activities of 
daily life. 

69. Alternative reading could be "Except for those monks 
who receive personal instructions from the abbot." This would im- 
ply that those monks who through their sincere application of effort 
have gained the privilGge to receive private instructions from the 
abbot would have greater responsibility to practice, and would be 
expected to follow certain regime that would not be expected from 
the rest of the community. 

70. Though the term chao-a'un ("morning practicen) is tak- 
en to mean morning meditation, it is possible that it have started to 
be used in this sense duriqg the Sung Dynasty, and it might have 
had different meaning during the Tang. 

71. According to the Vinaya monks can have two meals. 
The morning meal consists of rice gruel, while the midday meal can 
include variety of foods, and it should be taken before noon. 

72. This is one of the monastic official titles. It is given to a 
monk who directs the general affairs of the monastery. 

73. CTL cb&n 7, Wei-k'uan's envy. 

74. This important text is one of the very few works written 
by a master of the Hung-chou school of Ch'an. It provides very 

i. valuable information about the place of morality in the Ch'an school 

i and about the relationship between Ch'an and traditional Buddhist 
I practices. For the Chinese text and its English translation, see note 

r 53 above. 
75. Tsung-mi was born in 780 in Hsi-ch'un province in 

! present-day Szechwan. His family name was Ho, and his family was 

[ one of the most wealthy and influential families in the area. During 
i his youth he received traditional Chinese education which included 

study of the Confucian classics. At the age of twenty-five he decided 
to become a monk upon meeting a Ch'an monk who greatly im- 
pressed him. During the early part of his monastic life as a Ch'an 
monk Tsung-mi familiarized himself with the teachings of the 
Southern school of Ch'an. Later on, when he moved to central Chi- 
na, he came in contact with the teachings of the Hua-yen school, an 
event that signaled a major shift in his religious life. In 812 he met 
Ch'eng-kuan, the reputed fourth patriarch of the Hua-yen school, 
and become his disciple. A prolific writer, he is author of a number 
of commentaries on the siltras and &Wms, as well as a number of 
works that encompass such varied subjects as Buddhist rituals, the 
Vinaya, the teachings and history of the Ch'an school, various as- 
pects of the Buddhist doctrine, etc.. The best study of Tsung-mi's 
life and teaching in English language are the two articles by Jan 
Yun-hua: "Tsung-mi: His Analysis of Ch'an Buddhism." T'oung Pao 
58 (Leiden, 19721, p. 1-54, and "Conflict and Harmony in Ch'an 
Buddhism." Journal of Chinese Phflarophy 4 (1977), p. 287-302. 
Also see Jeffrey L. Broughton, "Kuei-feng Tsung-mi: The Conver- 
gence of Ch'an and the Teachingsn (Ph.D. diss., Columbia Universi- 
ty, 1975). Parts of Tsung-mi's writings with comments by the Korean 
monk Chinul can be found in Robert E. Buswell, 'Ihe Koreun Ap- 
p m c h  to Zen: 'Ihe Collected Works of Cbinul (Honolulu: University 
of Hawaii Press, 1983), p. 263-374. Peter N. Gregory's comprehen- 
sive and well written Tsung-mi and  the Slnrfiatkm of Chinese Bud- 
dhism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991) unfortunately 
came out after the manuscript for the present volume was complet- 
ed, and I was thereby unable to consult any of the excellent materi- 
al contained in it. 

76. Tsung-mi considers both the Hung-chou school and 
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the Ho-tse school of Shen-hui, to which he belonged, as teaching 
"direct disclosure of the mind's nature." He identifies this approach 
to Dharma with the tathagatagarbba doctrine, especially as found 
in the Avata?psaka Stitm. 

77. Cb'an-@n cbucb'z2unchi tu-hsil, T 2015. vol. 48, 
p. 402c. Cf. Jan, p. 39. 

78. Chung-hua ch 'wn hsin-ti ch 'an-men shib-tzu cb 'eng- 
bsi t'u, HTC vol. 110, p. 437d. I have adapted the translation from 
Robert Buswell's i%e Koean A p p m b  to Zen, p. 277. 

79. HTC vol. 110, p. 437d. 
80. Ibid. p. 438a-b. 
81. While in his Cbung-bua cb'z2un hsfn-ti cb 'an-men sbib- 

t m  cb'eng-hsf t'u Tsung-mi tends to be quite critical of Hung-chou 
school's approach, in his Ch'an-ytlan chucb'tlan-cbi tu-hsii he is 
much more lenient towards it. As a matter of fact, in the second 
work he equates the teaching of the Hung-chou school, together 
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Biography 
5 

Ch'an Master Tao-i of Kiangsi was born in Shih-fang 
county in Han-chou province.' His family name was Ma. He 
left home [to become a novice monk1 at Lo-han Monastery in 
his home town. His appearance was unusual: he walked with 
the dignity of a bull, and his stare was like that of a tiger. 
When he stuck out his tongue, it reached his nose; on his 
soles there were two wheel marks2 In his youth he had his 
head shaved by Venerable T'ang of Tm-~hou.~  He received 
the bh- precepts from Vinaya Master Yiian of Yu-chou? 

During the K'ai-yiian period of T'ang Dynasty (713- 
742) he was practicing sarn&ihi at Ch'iian-fa Monastery in 
Heng-~iieh.~ There he met Venerable ~uai-jang,6 who imme- 
diately recognized him as a Dharma-vessel? Huai-jang asked 
him, "Why are you sitting in meditation?" 

The Master replied, "Because I want to become a 
Buddha." Thereupon Huai-jang took a brick and started to 
polish it in front of the Master's hermitage. The Master asked 
him, "Why are you polishing that brick?" 

Huai-jang replied, "Because I want to make a mirror." 
The Master asked, "How can you make a mirror by 

polishing a brick?" 
Huai-jang said, "If I cannot make a mirror by polish- 

ing a brick, how can you become a Buddha by sitting in 
meditation?" 

The Master asked, "Then what shall I do?" 
Huai-jang asked, "When an ox-carriage stops moving, 

do you hit the carriage or the ox?" The Master had no reply. 
Huai-jang continued, "Are you practicing to sit in meditation, 
or practicing to sit like a Buddha? As to sitting in meditation, 
meditation is neither sitting nor lying. As to sitting like a 
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Buddha, the Buddha has no fixed form. In the non-abiding 
Dharma, one should neither grasp nor reject. If you try to sit 
like a Buddha, you are just killing the Buddha. If you attach to 
the form of sitting, you will never realize tile principle." 

Upon hearing this the Master felt as if he had tasted 
ghee.8 He bowed and asked, "How should one's mind be so 
that it will accord with the formless samddhz?" 

Huai-jang said, "Your study of the teaching of the 
mind-ground is like planting a seed. My teaching of the es- 
sentials of the Dharma is like heaven bestowing rain. Because 
you have natural affinity, you will perceive the Way." 

The Master also asked, "The Way is without form; 
how can it be perceived?" 

Huai-jang said, "The Dharma-eye of the mind-ground 
can perceive the Way. It is same with the formless samcSdhi." 

The Master asked, "Is that still subject to becoming 
and decay?" 

Huai-jang said, "If you see the Way trough such con- 
cepts as becoming and decay, meeting and parting, then you 
do not truly see the Way. Listen to my verse: 

The mind ground contains various seeds, 
Which with rain will come to sprout. 
The flower of samadhi is formless, 
How can it decay or become." 

The Master was awakened and his mind became de- 
tached. He stayed to serve Huai-jang for ten years, gradually 
deepening his understanding of the profound mystery. 

In the past, the Sixth Patriarch told Venerable Huai- 
jang: "Patriarch PrajAmra of India has made a prophecy that 
from beneath your feet a horse will appear that will stamp to 
death the people in the world." This referred to the Ma~ter.~ 

From among the six disciples of Huai-jang, it was only 
the Master who secretly received the mind-seal.1•‹ After that 
he moved from Fo-chi Ling, a mountain in Chien-yang,ll 
to Lin-ch'uan.12 Later he went to Kung-kung Mountain in 
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Nan-k'ang.13 During 
K'ai-yiian Monastery 

the Ta-li period (776-779) he settled at 
in Chung-lin.14 At that time the provin- 

cial governor Lu Ssu-kung heard about Master's reputation, 
and came to personally receive the teaching from the Master. 
From then on, students from the four directions gathered 
around his seat like clouds. 

When Huai-jang heard that the Master was teaching in 
Kiangsi, he asked the monks in his assembly, "Has Tao-i start- 
ed teaching?" 

They told him, "Yes, he has started teaching." 
Huai-jang said, "There has been no one to bring any 

news from there." He then asked one of the monks to go to 
the Master [and instructed him that] as soon as the Master 
enters the hall to teach, to ask him, "How is it?" and then to 
return to report what has happened. 

The monk did as he was instructed. When he asked 
the question, the Master replied, "Since I left confusion be- 
hind, for the last thuty years I have been lacking neither salt 
nor sauce." When the monk returned to Huai-jang and report- 
ed what had been said, Huai-jang approved of it. 

The Master had one hundred and thuty-nine close 
disciples, all of whom became teachers in different areas, 
thus continuing his teaching.15 

During the fmt month of the fourth year of the Chen- 
yiian period (788), the Master climbed Shih-men Mountain in 
Chiench'ang.16 As  he was walking through the forest, he saw 
a cave which was very flat. He told his attendant, "Next 
month my old and useless body should return to this place." 
Having said that, they returned to the monastery. 

Not long afterwards the Master become ill. The head 
monk asked him, "How is the Venerable feeling these days?" 

The Master replied, "Sun-Face Buddha, Moon-Face 
Buddha."17 On the first day of the second month, after having 
taken a bath, he sat cross-legged and passed away. During 
the Yiian-ho period (806-820) he received the posthumous 
title Ch'an Master Ta-chi (Great Quiescence). The stupa built 
in his memory was called "Great Adornment." 
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Sermons 

The Patriarch said to the assembly,18 "All of you 
should believe that your mind is Buddha, that this mind is 
identical with Buddha. The Great Master Bodhidharma came 
from India to China, and transmitted the One Mind teaching 
of MaMy2na so that it can lead you all to awakening. Fearing 
that you will be too confused and will not believe that this 
One Mind is inherent in all of you, he used the Lurzkavatdra 
SiWa to seal the sentient beings' mind-ground. Therefore, in 
the Lurzktwatdra Siitra, mind is the essence of all the Bud- 
dha's teachings, no gate is the Dharma-gate.l9 

"'Those who seek the Dharma should not seek for 
anything.'" Outside of mind there is no other Buddha, out- 
side of Buddha there is no other mind. Not attaching to good 
and not rejecting evil, without reliance on either purity or 
defilement, one realizes that the nature of offence is empty: it 
cannot be found in each thought because it is without self- 
nature. Therefore, the three realms are mind-only and 'all 
phenomena in the universe are marked by a single Dhar- 
ma.'21 Whenever we see form, it is just seeing the mind. The 
mind does not exist by itself; its existence is due to form. 
Whatever you are saying, it is just a phenomenon which is 
identical with the principle. They are all without obstruction 
and the fruit of the way to'bodhi is also like that. Whatever 
arises in the mind is called form; when one knows all forms 
to be empty, then birth is identical with no-birth. If one real- 
izes this mind, then one can always wear one's robes and eat 
one's food. Nourishing the womb of sagehood, one sponta- 
neously passes one's time: what else is there to do? Having 
received my teaching, listen to my verse: 
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The mind-ground is always spoken of, 
Bodhi is also just peace. 
When phenomena and the principle are all without 

obstruction, 
The very birth is identical with no-birth." 

A monk asked, "What is the cultivation of the Way?" 
The Patriarch replied, "The Way does not belong to 

cultivation. If one speaks of any attainment through cultiva- 
tion, whatever is accomplished in that way is still subject to 
regress. That is the same as the Srdvakas. If one says that 
there is no need for cultivation, that is the same as the ordi- 
nary people." 

The monk also asked, "What kind of understanding 
should one have in order to comprehend the Way?" 

The Patriarch replied, "The self-nature is originally 
complete. If one only does not get hindered by either good or 
evil things, then that is a person who cultivates the Way. 
Grasping good and rejecting evil, contemplating anyata  and 
entering samadhCal1 of these belong to activity. If one seeks 
outside, one goes away from it. Just put an end to all mental 
conceptions in the three realms. If there is not a single 
thought, then one eliminates the root of birth and death and 
obtains the unexcelled treasury of the Dharma king. 

"Since limitless kabas, all worldly false thinking, 
[such as1 flattery, dishonesty, self-esteem, and arrogance have 
formed one body. That is why the stltra says, 'It is only 
through the grouping of many dharmas that this body is 
formed. When it arises, it is only dharrnas arising; when it 
ceases, it is only dharmas ceasing. When the dharmas arise, 
they do not say I arise; when they cease, they do not say 
I cease.'" 

"'The previous thought, the following thought, and 
the present thought, each thought does not wait for the 
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others; each thought is calm and extinct.'23 This is called 
Ocean Seal SamddhXZ4 It contains all dharmas. Like hundreds 
and thousands of different streams-when they return to the 
great ocean, they are all called water of the ocean. [The water 
of the ocean1 has one taste which contains all tastes.25 In the 
great ocean all streams are mixed together; when one bathes 
in the ocean, he uses all waters. 

"The Sravakas are awakened, and yet still ignorant; 
the ordinary people are ignorant about awakening. The 
Sravakas do not know that originally the Holy Mind is with- 
out any position, without cause and effect, without stages, 
mental conceptions, and false thoughts. By cultivating causes 
they attain the fruits and dwell in the sumadhi of emptiness 
from twenty to eighty-thousand ka@as." Though already 
awakened, their awakening is the same as ignorance. All 
Bodhisattvas view this as suffering of the hells: falling into 
emptiness, abiding in extinction, unable to see the Buddha- 
nature. 

"There might be someone of superior capacity who 
meets a virtuous friend and receives instructions from himn 
If upon hearing the words he gains understanding, then with- 
out passing through the stages, suddenly he is awakened to 
the original nature. That is why the siitra says, 'Ordinary peo- 
ple can still change, but not the Sravaka~.'~ 

"lt is in contrast to ignorance that one speaks of awak- 
ening. Since originally there is no ignorance, awakening also 
need not be established. All living beings have since limitless 
ka@a ago been abiding in the sumadhi of the Dharma- 
nature. While in the samddhi of the Dharma-nature, they 
wear their clothes, eat their food, talk and respond to things. 
Making use of the six senses, all activity is the Dharma-nature. 
It is because of not knowing how to return to the source, that 
they follow names and seek forms, from which confusing 
emotions and falsehood arise, thereby creating various kinds 
of karma. When within a single thought one reflects and illu- 
minates within, then everything is the Holy Mind. 
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"All of you should penetrate your own minds; do not 
record my words. Even if principles as numerous as the sands 
of Ganges are spoken of, the mind does not increase. And if 
nothing is said, the mind does not decrease. When there is 
speech, it is just your own mind. If there is silence, it is still 
your own mind. Even if one could produce various transfor- 
&tion b0dies,~9 emit rays of light and manifest the eighteen 
transm~tations,3~ that is still not like becoming like dead 
ashes.'l 

"Wet ashes are without power, and can be compared 
to the Sravakas who falsely cultivate causes in order to obtain 
the fruits. Dry ashes are with power, and are like the Bodhi- 
sattvas whose karma is mature and who are not defiled by 
any evil. If one is to speak about all expedient teachings of 
the tvipgaka that the Tathagata has expounded, even after 
innumerable ka@a one still will not be able to finish them 
all. It is like an endless chain. But if one can awaken to the 
Holy Mind, then there is nothing else to do. You have been 
standing long enough. Take care!" 

The Patriarch said to the assembly, "The Way needs no 
cultivation, just do not defile. What is defilement? When with 
a mind of birth and death one acts in a contrived way, then 
everything is defilement. If one wants to know the Way di- 
rectly: Ordinary Mind is the Way!" What is meant by Ordi- 
nary Mind? N o  activity, no right or wrong, no grasping or 
rejecting, neither terminable nor permanent, without worldly 
or holy. The siitra says, 'Neither the practice of ordinary peo- 
ple, nor the pmctice of sages, that is the Bodhisattva's prac- 
t i ~ e . ' ~ ~  Just like now, whether walking, standing, sitting, or 
reclining, responding to situations and dealing with people 
as they come: everything is the Way. The Way is identical 
with the dharmadhatu. Out of sublime functions as numer- 
ous as the sands of Ganges, none of them is outside the 
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dharmadhdtu. If that was not so, how could it have been said 
that the mind-ground is a Dharma gate, that it is an inexhaust- 
ible lamp. 

"All dharmas are mind dharmas; all names are mind 
names. The myriad dhannas are all born from the mind; the 
mind is the root of the myriad dharmas. The sUtra says, 'It is 
because of knowing the mind and penetrating the original 
source that one is called a Srama?za.' The names are equal, 
the meanings are equal: all dharmas are equal. They are all 
pure without mixing. If one attains to this teaching, then one 
is always free. If the dhamadhatu is established, then every- 
thing is the dhamadhatu. If suchness is established, then 
everything is suchness. If the principle is established, then all 
dharmas are the principle. If phenomena are established, 
then all dharmas are phenomena. When one is raised, thou- 
sands follow. The principle and phenomena are not different; 
everything is wonderful function, and there is no other princi- 
ple. They all come from the mind. 

"For instance, though the reflections of the moon are 
many, the real moon is only one. Though there are many 
springs of water, water has only one nature. There are myriad 
phenomena in the univeme, but empty space is only one. 
There are many principles that are spoken of, but 'unob- 
structed wisdom is only one.'% Whatever is established, it all 
comes from One Mind. Whether constructing or sweeping 
away, all is sublime function; all is oneself. There is no place 
to stand where one leaves the Truth. The very place one 
stands on is the Truth; it is all one's being. If that was not so, 
then who is that? All dharmas are Buddhadharmas and all 
dharmas are liberation. Liberation is identical with suchness: 
all dhannas never leave suchness. Whether walking, stand- 
ing, sitting or reclining, everything is always inconceivable 
function. The atras say that the Buddha is everywhere. 

"The Buddha is merciful and has wisdom. Knowing 
well the nature and characters of all he is able to 
break through the net of beings' doubts. He has left the 
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bondages of existence and nothingness; with all feelings of 
worldliness and holiness extinguished, [he perceives that] 
both self and dharmas are empty. He turns the incomparable 
[Dharmal wheel. Going beyond numbers and measures, his 
activity is unobstructed and he penetrates both the principle 
and phenomena. 

"Like a cloud in the sky that suddenly appears and 
then is gone without leaving any traces; also like writing on 
water, neither born nor perishable: that is the Great Nirvarp. 

"In bondage it is called tath@atqarbha; when liber- 
ated it is called the pure dharmakdya. Dhamukaya is 
boundless, its essence neither increasing nor decreasing. In 
order to respond to beings, it can manifest as big or small, 
square or round. It is like a reflection of the moon in water. It 
functions smoothly without establishing roots. 

"'Not obliterating the conditioned; not dwelling in the 
un~onditioned.'~~ The conditioned is the function of the un- 
conditioned; the unconditioned is the essence of the condi- 
tioned. Because of not dwelling on support, it has been said, 
'Like space which rests on nothing.'" 

"The mind can be spoken of [in terms of its two 
aspects]: birth and death, and s ~ c h n e s s . ~  The mind as such- 
ness is like a clear mirror which can reflect images. The rnir- 
ror symbolizes the mind; the images symbolize the dhannas. 
If the mind grasps at dharmas, then it gets involved in exter- 
nal causes and conditions, which is the meaning of birth 
and death. If the mind does not grasp at dharmas, that is 
suchness. 

"The Srauakas hear about the Buddha-nature, while 
the Bodhisatma's eye perceives the Buddha-nature.39 The re- 
alization of non-duality is called equal nature. Although the 
nature is free from differentiation, its function is not the same: 
when ignorant it is called consciousness; when awakened it is 
called wisdw. Following the principle is awakening, and 
following phenomena is ignorance. Ignorance is to be igno- 
rant of one's original mind. Awakening is to awake to one's 
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original nature. Once awakened, one is awakened forever, 
there being no more ignorance. Like, when the sun comes, 
then all darkness disappears. When the sun of p ~ a j M  emerg- 
es, it does not coexist with the darkness of the defilements. If 
one comprehends the mind and the objects, then false think- 
ing is not created again. When there is no more false thinking, 
that is acceptance of the non-arising of all dharrna~.~~ Origi- 
nally it exists and it is present now, irrespective of cultivation 
of the Way and sitting in meditation. Not cultivating and not 
sitting is the Tathagatds pure meditation. If you now truly 
understand the real meaning of this, then do not create any 
k a m .  Content with your lot, pass your life. One bowl, one 
robe; whether sitting or standing, it is always with you. Keep- 
ing Sih, you accumulate pure karma. If you can be like this, 
how can there be any worry that you will not realize? You 
have been standing long enough. Take care!" 
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Dialogues 
1 

# 

Once Hsi-t'ang, Pai-chang, and Nan-ch'iian accompa- 
nied the Patriarch to watch the moon. The Patriarch asked, 
"What shall we do now?" 

Hsi-Tang said, "We should make offerings." 
Paichang said, "It is best to practice." 
Nanch'iian shook his sleeves and went away. The 

Patriarch said, "The siitras enter the treasury, meditation re- 
turns to the sea. It is P'u-yiian alone that goes beyond all 
things."" 

Once, as Nan-ch'iian was serving gruel to the com- 
munity of monks, the Patriarch asked him, "What is in the 
bucket?" 

Nan-ch'iian said, "This old man should keep his 
mouth shut. What is this talk all about?" The Patriarch did not 
respond. 

Paichang asked, "What is the direction of the 
Buddhas?" 

"It is the very place where you let go of your body 
and mind." replied the Patriarch. 

When Ta-chu came to see the Patriarch for the first 
time, the Patriarch asked him, "Where are you coming from?' 
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"I am coming from Ta-yiin Monastery in Yiieh-chou." 
replied Ta-chu. 

The Patriarch asked him, "What is your intention in 
coming here?'' 

Ta-chu said, "I have come here to seek the Buddha- 
dharma." 

The Patriarch said, "Without looking at your own trea- 
sure, for what purpose are you leaving your home and walk- 
ing around? Here I do not have a single thing. What Bud- 
dhadharma are you looking for?" 

Ta-chu bowed, and asked, "What is Hui-hai's own 
treasure?"42 

The Patriarch said, "That which is asking me right 
now is your own treasure-perfectly complete, it lacks noth- 
ing. You are free to use it; why are you seeking outside?" 
Upon hearing this, Tachu realized the original mind without 
relying on knowledge and understanding. Overjoyed, he paid 
his respects to the Patriarch and thanked him. After this he 
stayed with him for six years and served him as his disciple. 

Later he returned [to Yueh-chou143 and composed a 
treatise entitled Essentials of Enrering the Way  rough Stul- 
den Awakening in one ch&m When the Patriarch saw the 
text, he said to the assembly, "In Yueh-chou there is a great 
pearl (ta-chu); its brilliance shines freely without ob- 
struction." 

Ch'an Master Fa-hui of Le-t'an4 asked the Patriarch, 
"What is the meaning of 'Patriarch [Bodhidharma'sl coming 
from the West?" 

The Patriarch said, "I am going to tell you quietly; 
come closer." As Fa-hui stepped forward, the Patriarch gave 
him a blow, saying, "It is not to be discussed in front of anoth- 
er person. Come back tomorrow." 

The next day Fa-hui entered the Dharma hall again 
and asked, "May the Venerable say something, please." 
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The Patriarch said, "Go and wait till I am about to give 
a a talk; then come out and I will testlfy to you." 

On hearing this Fa-hui had awakening, and said, 
"Thanks to the great assembly for testifying." Then he encir- 
cled the Dharma hall once and went away. 

One day Ch'an Master Wei-chien of Le-t'an4s was sit- 
ting in meditation at the back of the Dharma hall. The Patri- 
arch saw him sitting, came to him, and blew twice in his ear. 
Wei-chien emerged from meditation, and when he saw it was 
the Patriarch, he entered meditation again. The Patriarch 
went back to the abbot's quarters and asked his attendant to 
take a bowl of tea to Wei-chien. [When the attendant took the 
tea to him1 Wei-chien ignored him; then he returned to the 
hall. 

Ch'an Master Hui-tsang of Shih-kung used to be a 
hunter [before becoming a monk]. He disliked monks. One 
day, as he was chasing a herd of deer, he happened to pass in 
front of the Patriarch's hermitage. The Patriarch greeted him. 
Hui-tsang asked, "Has the Venerable seen a herd of deer 
passing nearby?" 

The Patriarch asked him, "Who are you?" 
Hui-tsang replied, "I am a hunter." 
The Patriarch asked, "Do you know how to shoot?" 
Hui-tsang said, "Yes, I know." 
The Patriarch asked, "How many deer can you shoot 

with a single arrow?" 
Hui-bang said, "With a single arrow I can shoot only 

one [deer]." 
The Patriarch said, "You don't know how to shoot." 
Then Hui-tsang asked, "Does the Venerable know 

how to shoot?" 
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The Patriarch said, "Yes, I know." 
Hui-tsang asked, "How many can the Venerable shoot 

with a single arrow?" 
The Patriarch said, "With a single arrow I can shoot 

the whole herd." 
Hui-tsang said, "They also have life; why shoot the 

whole herd?" 
The Patriarch said, "If you know that, then why don't 

you shoot yourself?" 
Hui-tsang replied, "If you ask me to shoot myself, I 

cannot do that." 
The Patriarch said, "Ah, this man. All his ignorance 

and defilements accumulated over vast kakus have today 
suddenly come to an end." At that point Hui-tsang destroyed 
his bow and arrows. He cut off his hair with a knife, and 
became a monk with the Patriarch. 

One day, as Hui-bang was working in the kitchen, 
the Patriarch asked him, "What are you doing?" 

Hui-bang replied, "1 am tending an ox." 
The Patriarch asked, "How do you tend an ox?" 
Hui-tsang replied, "When he wants to enter the grass, 

I grab his nostrils and pull him away." 
"You are really tending an ox." commented the 

Patriar~h.~~ 

A monk asked the Patriarch, "Without using the four 
phrases and the hundred negations,"7 may the Venerable di- 
rectly point out to me the meaning of [Bodhidharma'sl com- 
ing from the West." 

The Patriarch said, "Today I do not feel like doing 
that. You can go and ask Chih-t~ang."~~ 

The monk [went to] Chih-tsang and asked the same 
question. Chih-tsang said, "Why don't you ask the Venerable 
Master?" 
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The monk replied, "He sent me here to ask your 
Reverence." 

Chih-bang rubbed his head with his hand, and said, "I 
am having a headache today. You can go and ask my elder 
Dharma-brother Hai."49 

The monk went to Huai-hai and asked the same ques- 
ti&. "I don't know anything about it." was Hui-hai's reply. 

Later the monk told the Patriarch what had happened. 
"Chih-tsang's head is white; Hui-hai's is black." commented 
the Patriarch. 

One day as Ch'an Master Paoch'e of Ma-ku was 
accompanying the Patriarch for a walk, he asked, "What is the 
Great Nirv@a?' 

"Quickly!" exclaimed the Patriarch. 
"What quickly? asked Pao-ch'e. 
"Look at the water." said the Patriarch 

When Ch'an Master Fa-ch'ang of Ta-mei Mountain 
went to see the Patriarch for the first time, he asked, "What is 
Buddha?" 

The Patriarch replied, "Mind is Buddha." [On hearing 
this1 Fa-ch'ang had great awakening. 

Later he went to live on Ta-mei mountain. When the 
Patriarch heard that he was residing on the mountain, he sent 
one of his monks to go there and ask Fa-ch'ang, "What did 
the Venerable obtain when he saw Ma-tsu, so that he has 
come to live on this mountain?" 

Fach'ang said, "Ma-tsu told me that mind is Buddha; 
so I came to live here." 

The monk said, "Ma-tsu's teaching has changed 
recently. " 
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Fa-ch'ang asked, "What is the difference?" 
The monk said, "Nowadays he also says, 'Neither 

mind nor Buddha."' 
Fa-ch'ang said, "That old man still hasn't stopped 

confusing people. You can have 'neither mind nor Buddha,' I 
only care for 'mind is Buddha."' 

The monk returned to the Patriarch and reported 
what has happened. "The plum is ripe." said the Patriar~h.~" 

When Ch'an Master Wu-yeh of Fen-chou went to see 
the Patriarch, the Patriarch noticed that his appearance was 
extraordinary and that his voice was like [the sound ofl a bell. 
He said, "Such an imposing Buddha hall, but no Buddha in it." 

Wu-yeh respectfully kneeled down, and said, "I have 
studied the texts that contain the teachings of the three vehi- 
cles and have been able to roughly understand their meaning. 
I have also often heard about the teaching of the Ch'an school 
that mind is Buddha: this is something I have not yet been 
able to understand." 

The Patriarch said, "This very mind that does not un- 
derstand is it. There is no other thing." 

Wu-yeh further asked, "What is the mind-seal that the 
Patriarch has secretly transmitted from the West?" 

The Patriarch said, "The Venerable looks rather dis- 
turbed right now. Go and come some other time."51 

As Wu-yeh was just about to step out, the Patriarch 
called him, "Venerable!" Wu-yeh turned his head and the Pa- 
triarch asked him, "What is it?" [On hearing this1 Wu-yeh ex- 
perienced awakening. He bowed to the Patriarch, who said, 
"This stupid fellow! What is this bowing all about?"52 

When Teng Ying-feng was about to leave the Patri- 
arch, the Patriarch asked him, "Where are you going?" 
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"To Shih-t'ou." replied Yin-feng. 
The Patriarch said, "Shih-t'ou's path is slippery." 
Yin-feng said, "I will use my own skills to deal with 

the situation as it presents itself."53 Then he left. 
As soon as he arrived in front of Shih-t'ou, he walked 

around the Ch'an seat once, stuck his staff on the ground, and 
asked, "What is the meaning?" 

Shih-t'ou said, "Heavens! Heavens!" Yin-feng was left 
speechless. 

He returned to the Patriarch and reported what has 
happened. The Patriarch said, "Go back to see him again. 
When he says, 'Heavens! Heavens!' you make a deep sigh 
twice." 

Yin-feng went back to Shih-t'ou and asked the same 
question as before. Shih-t'ou made a deep sigh twice. Yin- 
feng was left speechless again. He returned to the Patriarch 
and related what has happened. 

The Patriarch said, "I told you that Shih-t'ou's path is 
slippery. " 

One day, as Yin-feng was pushing a cart full of dirt, 
he came across the Patriarch who was sitting [on the ground] 
with his legs stretched over the path. He said, "Master, please 
move your legs away." 

The Patriarch said, "Since I have already stretched a 

them out, I am not going to move them away." 
"Since I am already moving forward, I am not going to 

retreat." said Yin-feng, and pushed the cart over the Patriarch, 
thereby injuring his legs. 

Later the Patriarch returned to the Dharma hall with 
an ax in his hand, and asked, "Let the one who injured this 
old monk's feet step forward." Yin-feng came in front of the 
Patriarch and stretched out his neck. The Patriarch put the 
ax down. 
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When Venerable Shih-chiu went to see the Patriarch 
for the first time, the Patriarch asked him, "Where are you 
coming from?' 

Shih-chiu said, "From Wu-chiu."" 
The Patriarch asked, "What is Wuchiu talking about 

these days? 
Shih-chiu said, "How many are uncertain about it?" 
The Patriarch said, "Lets leave talking about uncer- 

tain, how about saying one sentence quietly." 
Shih-chiu stepped three steps forward. The Patriarch 

said, "I have seven blows with the stick to send to Wuchiu. 
Would you be willing to do it for me when you return there?" 

Shih-chiu replied, "I will do that if you taste them 
first." He then returned to Wu-chiu. 

Lecture Master Liang went to see the Patriarch. The 
Patriarch asked him, "1 have heard that the Venerable has 
been lecturing on many sfim and SLZS~TUS. Is that true?" 

"Yes." replied Liang. 
The Patriarch then asked him, "What do you lecture 

with? 
Liang replied, "I lecture with my mind." 
The Patriarch said, "'The mind is like an actor, con- 

sciousness is like a c~adjutor. '~~ How can they explain the 
siitras?" 

Liang said in a raised voice, "If the mind cannot lec- 
ture, is it that empty space can lecture?" 

The Patriarch said, "Yes, indeed, empty space can 
lecture." 

Liang disagreed with that and [started to1 leave. When 
he was about to step down the stairs, the Patriarch called him, 
"Venerable lecturer!" Liang turned his head and suddenly had 
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great awakening. He bowed to the Patriarch, who said, "This 
stupid monk! What are you bowing for?"% 

Later, when Liang returned to his monastery, he said 
to the assembly, "I used to think that no one could lecture on 
the stitras as well as I did. Today a single question by the 
Great Master Ma rendered my whole life's work like a melting 
ick or broken tile."" He then returned to the Western Moun- 
tain and no trace was found of him afterwards. 

When Venemble Shui-lao of Hung-chou came to see 
the Patriarch for the first time, he asked, "What is the meaning 
of [Bodhidharrna'sl coming from the West?" 

The Patriarch said, "Bow down!" 
As soon as Shui-lao went down to bow, the Patriarch 

kicked him. Shui-lao had great awakening. He rose up clap- 
ping his hands and laughing heartily, and said, "Wonderful! 
Wonderful! The source of myriad sarnc3dhk and limitless sub- 
tle meanings can all be realized on the tip of a single hair." He 
then paid his respects to the Patriarch and withdrew. 

Later he told the assembly, "Since the day I was 
kicked by Master Ma, I have not stopped la~ghing."~ 

Layman P'ang asked the Patriarch, "Who is the one 
that does not keep company with the myriad dharmas?" 

The Patriarch said, "I will tell you when you swallow 
all the water of the West River in a single 

Layman P'ang also asked, "The unveiled original man 
asks you to look upward, please." The Patriarch looked 
straight down. The layman said, "Only the Master can play so 
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wonderfully on a stringless lute." The Patriarch looked 
straight up. The layman bowed, and the Patriarch returned to 
his quarters. The layman followed him; when he entered the 
room, he said, "Just now bungled it trying to be wise." 

Layman P'ang also asked, "Water has no bones and 
sinews, and yet it can support a boat of ten-thousand hu6" 
What is the meaning of this?"'jl 

The Patriarch said, "There is neither water nor boat 
here; what bones and sinews are you talking about?" 

A monk asked, "Why does the Venemble say that 
mind is Buddha?" 

The Patriarch said, "To stop small children's crying." 
The monk asked, "What do you say when they have 

stopped crying?" 
The Patriarch said, "It is neither mind nor Buddha." 
The monk asked, "And when you have someone 

who does not belong to either of these two, how do you 
instruct him..' 

The Patriarch said, "I tell him that it is not a thing." 
The monk asked, "And how about when you sudden- 

ly meet someone who is there?" 
The Patriarch said, "I teach him to directly realize the 

Great Way." 

Someone asked, "What is the meaning of [Bodhidhar- 
rna'sl coming from the West?" 

"What is the meaning right now?" replied the 
Patriarch. 
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A monk asked, "How should one be in harmony with 
the Way?" 

The Patriarch replied, "I am already not in harmony 
with the Way. " 

6 

23 

Someone asked, "What is the meaning of [Bodhi- 
dharma'sl coming from the West?" 

The Patriarch hit him, and said, "If I don't hit you, 
people everywhere will laugh at me." 

There was a young monk whose name was Tan-yiian. 
Once, after returning from a pilgrimage, he went to the Patri- 
arch and drew a circle in front of him. He then entered the 
circle, bowed, and stood still. The Patriarch asked him, "Is it 
that you want to become a Buddha?" 

The young monk replied, "I do not know how to rub 
my eyes. "" 

The Patriarch said, "I am not as good as you." The 
young monk had no answer. 

25 

Once a monk drew four lines in front of the Patriarch. 
The top one was long, the three below were short. He asked, 
"You may not say that there is one long line and three short 
lines. Without using the four phrases and the hundred nega- 
tions, please answer me." 

The Patriarch drew one line on the ground and 
said, "Without talking about long and short, I have an- 
swered you." 
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The Patriarch sent a monk to deliver a letter to Vener- 
able [Fa-] ch'in of Ching-~han.~~ 1n the letter he drew a circle. 
When Ching-shan opened the letter and saw the circle, he 
took a brush and put a dot in the center. 

Later a monk related this to National Teacher Hui- 
~ h u n g . ~ ~  "Master Ching has been fooled by Master Ma." com- 
mented the National Teacher. 

Once a lecturing monk came [to the Patriarch], and 
asked, "What Dharma does the Ch'an school teach?" 

[In return] the Patriarch asked him, "What Dharma 
does the Lecture Master teach?" 

The lecturer replied, "I have lectured on over twenty 
stitras and S&@as." 

The Patriarch said, "Aren't you a lion?" 
The lecturer said, "Thank you." Thereupon, the Patri- 

arch hissed. The lecturer said, "That is Dharma." 
The Patriarch asked, "What Dharma is it?" 
The lecturer said, "It is the lion coming out of a cave." 

The Patriarch kept silent. The lecturer said, "That is also 
Dham."  

The Patriarch asked, "What Dharma is it?" 
The lecturer said, "It is the lion in a cave." 
Then the Patriarch asked, "When there is neither com- 

ing out nor going in, what Dharma is that?" The lecturer had 
no reply.6s He then started to leave. When he reached the 
door, the Patriarch called him, "Lecture Master!" The lecturer 
turned his head and the Patriarch asked him, "What is it?" The 
lecturer had no reply again. "This stupid lecturer." said the 
Patriarch. 
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The chief law-inspector in Hung-chou asked, "Is it 
correct to eat meat and drink wine?" 

The Patriarch replied, "If you eat meat and drink 
wine, that is your happiness. If you don't, it is your blessing." 
# 

29 

When Ch'an Master Wei-yen of Yao-shad6 went to 
see Shih-t'ou for the fust time, he asked, "I have some know- 
ledge about the three vehicles and the twelve divisions of the 
teaching. I have also often heard about the Southern 
[school's] teaching of directly pointing to the mind, perceiving 
the nature, and becoming a Buddha. This is something I have 
not been able to understand. May the Venerable be compas- 
sionate enough to instruct me." 

Shih-t'ou said, "Thus will not do; not thus will not do; 
either thus or not thus, none will do. What can you say?" Yao- 
shan was unable to understand. Shih-t'ou said, "Your affini- 
ties are not here. Go to the Great Master Ma." 

Yao-shan did as he was instructed, and went to see 
the Patriarch. When he arrived, he bowed respectfully and 
asked the same question. The Patriarch said, "Sometimes I 
teach to raise the eyebrows and blink the eyes; sometimes I 
don't teach to raise the eyebrows and blink the eyes. Some- 
times raising the eyebrows and blinking the eyes is correct, 
sometimes raising the eyebrows and blinking the eyes is 
not correct. How do you understand this?" On hearing this 
Yao-shan had an awakening. He bowed to the Patriarch 
who asked him, "What did you realize so that you are 
bowing?' 

Yao-shan said, "When I was with Shih-t'ou, I was like 
a mosquito trying to bite an iron ox." 
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The Patriarch said, "Since you are like this, take good 
care of it." 

Yao-shan stayed with the Patriarch for three years act- 
ing as his attendant. One day the Patriarch asked him, "What 
have your views been recently?" 

Yao-shan replied, "All skin has completely come off. 
There is only one true reality." 

The Patriarch said, "What you have attained harmo- 
nizes with your mind and is displayed in your four limbs. 
Since that is so, you can tie three strips of bamboo around 
your stomach and become the head of a community." 

Yao-shan said, "How could I dare to assume that I can 
become the head of a community?" 

The Patriarch said, "That is not so. There has been no 
one who has always cultivated without starting to teach; there 
has been no one who has taught without having cultivated 
himself. If you wish to bring benefits, then there are no ben- 
efits. If you wish to act, there is nothing to be done. You 
should be like a boat. Don't stay here for too long." Soon after 
this Yao-shan left the Patriarch. 

Ch'an Master T'ien-jan of Tan-hsiam went to see the 
Patriarch. Before going to pay his respects, he entered the 
monk's hall and rode on the neck of the holy image. The 
monks started to panic. They quickly went to the Patriarch to 
report what was happening. The Patriarch went to the hall in 
person; when he saw Tan-hsia, he said, "My disciple is natu- 
ral (t'ien-jan). " 

Tan-hsia came down, paid his respects, and said, 
"Thank you, Master, for giving me my Dharma-name." This is 
how he became known as T'ien-jan. 
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3 1 

When Ch'an Master Hui-lang went to see the Patriarch 
for the fust time, the Patriarch asked him, "What are you seek- 
ing by coming here?" 

Hui-lang replied, "I am seeking for the Buddha's 
ledge and insight."68 

The Patriarch said, "The Buddha has no knowledge 
d insight; knowledge and insight belong to mra.  Where 
you coming from?" 

Hui-lang replied, "I am coming from Nan-yiieh."@ 
The Patriarch said, "You are coming from Nan-yiieh, 

not know the essence of the mind of Ts'ao- 
You should return there quickly. You need not go to 

32 

The Patriarch asked a monk, "Where are you com- 

The monk replied, "I am coming from Hu-nan (South 

The Patriarch asked, "Is the East Lake full?" 
The monk replied, "Not yet." 
The Patriarch said, "It has been raining for so long; 

how come it is still not full?" 
(Later different monks made comments on the above 

Tao-wu said, " F ~ l l . " ~  
Yiin-yen said, "Pr~found."~~ 
Tung-shan said, "In which ka@a has it been 
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NOTES: 

1. In present-day Szechwan province. 
2. Long and broad tongue and wheel-signs on the feet are 

among the thirty-two lahatys, or physical marks, of a Buddha. 
3. Tzu-chou is in present-day Szechwan. For Venerable 

Tang, also known as Ch'u-chi, see "The Life and Teaching of 
Ma-tsu" in the Introduction. 

4. Nothing is known of this monk. Yu-chou is in present- 
day Szechwan province. 

5. In present-day Hunan province. 
6. For Huai-jang, see "The Life and Teaching of Ma-tsu" in 

the Introduction. 
7. The phrase "Dharma-vessel" is used in reference to 

someone who has the capacity to receive the Dharma and compre- 
hend its meaning. 

8. In the Ni?ua?uz S a m  the taste of ghee is likened to the 
perfect teaching, the Buddha-nature, or NirvP~. 

9. For the background of this prediction, see the dialogue 
between Huai-jang and Hui-neng in the Introduction. 

10. The other five disciples of Huai-jang are: Ch'ang-hao, 
Chih-ta, T'an-jan, Shen-chao, and Yen-chun. See CTL chmn 5, 
Huai-jang's entry. 

11. In present-day Fukien province. 
12. In present-day Kiangsi province. 
13. In present-day Fukien province. 
14. In present-day Kiangsi province. 
15. The literal meaning of the phrase ju-shih ti-tm, which 

here has been translated as "close disciples," is disciples who have 
entered (the abbot's) room (to receive personal instructions). This 
phrase has often been mis-translated to mean enlightened disaples. 
Putting aside the question of what different translators mean by the 
word "enlightened," it is difficult to see why all of Ma-tsu's close dis- 
ciples are necessarily "enlightened." If anything, the masters are re- 
peatedly recorded complaining how difficult it is to find even a sin- 
gle person who understands Ch'an completely. Huang-po puts the 
number of Ma-tsu's disciples who completely realized his teaching 
at two or three, and Lin-chi says that for ten or fifteen years he has 
not been able to find a single man (who understood his meaning). 
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16. In present-day Kiangsi province. 
17. The names of these two Buddhas appear in the Siitra of 

the BuddhmJNames. The life-span of Sun-face Buddha is said to 
one thousand and eight-hundred years, while the life-span of 
on-face Buddha is only one day and one night. This story is 
e 3 in the Blue CltffRecord. 

18. Throughout his record, with the exception of the bio- 
phical part, Ma-tsu is referred to as the "Patriarch." He is the only 
an master, besides the six Chinese patriarchs, who is referred to 
such a way, which symbolizes his place of prominence within 

e Ch'an school. Usually in their records Ch'an masters are referred 
as the "Master." 

19. This sentence does not appear in any of the three extant 
se translations of the Lar5kdvatdm Siiwa. The phrase "The 
of all the Buddha's teachings" (i-ch'ieh fey2 hsin) is the sub- 

Gunabhadra's translation; Chinese commentators have ex- 
it to mean that among all teachings that the Buddha has 

unded, the most essential is the teaching of the mind-ground 
n-ti fa-men). In his work Treasury of the Proper Dhamra-eye, 
Sung Dynasty Ch'an Master Ta-hui Tsung-kao, in his notes on 
above passage by Ma-tsu, points out that many students have 
ken this sentence to be a quotation from the Larikavutdm 

and that it has been used as such by both Yung-ming Yen- 
ou (904-975) in his work Tsung-chtng lu, and by T'ien-i I-huai 
781050) in his T'ung-ming lu. See HTC vol. 118, p. 18a. 

20. Quotation from the "MafijuSri Asks for the Illness" 
apter, Vimakzkirti Siiwa. 

21. This quotation appears in the Fa-chz.2 ching (T 2901. 
vol. 85, p. 1432), the title of which suggests it to be one of the 
Chinese translations of the Dharmapada, though probably it is an 
apocryphal work composed in China. Fa-tsang in his treatise Con- 
templation of Practicing the Pro@nd Purport of Avata??Isaka 
whtch Extinguishes Falsehood and Returns to the Source, comments 
on this passage: "That which is referred to as 'a single Dharma' is 
the One Mind. This mind includes all mundane and supramundane 
dharmas. It is the essence of the teaching of the great universal 
characteristic of the one dharmadhatu." (T 1876. vol. 45, p. 637b). 

22. This quotation is from the "MafijuSri asks for the Illness" 
chapter of the l.kmalukttri Stit??a. There b a sentence from the 
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original text which is missing between the second and the third 
sentence: "These dharmas do not know each other." 

23. Quotation from the "Disciplesn chapter, Vimahki-rH 
Siitra. 

24. The name of Ocean Seal S a d h i  (Sgararnudrc5 
S a d h i )  appears in the Avataysaka Siirra. According to the Hua- 
yen tradition this is the samiidhi in which the Buddha was im- 
mersed after his enlightenment, and from which he consequently 
expounded the Avata?psaka Siitra. Just as the images of all things 
are reflected in the still water of the ocean, so are all phenomena 
manifested within the ocean of Buddha's wisdom. The name of this 
samiidbi symbolizes the vastness of the Buddha's awareness. Fa- 
tsang explains the Ocean Seal S a w h i  in the following way: 
"Ocean Seal is the original enlightenment of true suchness. When 
all falsehood is extinguished the mind becomes clear and still, so 
that the myriad images equally appear in it. It is like the great ocean 
whose water has been stirred by wind; when the wind ceases, the 
water of the ocean becomes clear and still, so that there are no 
images that are not reflected in it." (T 1876. vol. 45, p. 63713). 

25. These two sentences are allusions to a passage from the 
"Ten Stagesn chapter of the Avata?ysab S W .  There it is said that 
the great ocean has ten characteristic.; the third characteristic is that 
when any body of water enters the ocean, it loses its name; the 
fourth characteristic is that all water in the ocean has a single taste. 
The third characteristic h a simile for the third stage, the stage of 
issuing light, in which the Bodhisattva goes beyond conventional 
names and designations; the fourth characteristic is a simile for the 
fourth stage, the stage of blazing wisdom, in which the Bodhi- 
sattva's merit is of the same taste as the merit of all the Buddhas. 

26. The four fruitions of the Src5vaka vehicle are stream 
enterer (Smta-@anna), once returner (sa&&gLimin), non-returner 
(andgamin), and liberated dne (arhat). The length of their stay in 
cessation is, according to their attainment, said to be eighty, sixty, 
forty, and twenty-thousand k a l '  respectively. 

27. Virtuous (or spiritual) friend (kaf'?m-mitra) is some- 
one who by the virtue of his profound insight into the teaching, and 
the corollary personal transformation, is capable of guiding others 
along the spiritual path. 

28. Quotation from the "Buddha's Way" chapter, Vimala- 
kim' SWa. 
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29. This refers to the ability of the Buddhas and the Bodhi- 
attvas to reproduce their bodies anywhere in the universe. 

30. These are the eighteen transmutations that manifest 
hen an arhat enters sawdhi. 

31. In Huang-po's treatise Essentials of the Tmmrnission of 
nd there is the following passage: "Nowadays in this degenerate 

o study Ch'an. All of them attach to all kinds 
unds. Why don't they follow our example and let 
ome like empty space; let them become like dry 

cold ashes. It is only then that they can have some 

32. Together with "mind is Buddha," "Ordinary Mind is the 
" became known as the hallmark of Ma-tsu's teaching. See "The 
nd Teaching of Ma-tsu" in the Introduction. 

33. Quotation from the Vimalakf+rC Siitra. 
34. The sentence "Unobstructed wisdom is only one" (lit. 

not many*) appears in the Vimahkirtf Siitra. 
35. The meaning of the Chinese phrase shun chi hsfng, 

nslated as 'well knowing the nature and 
s that the Buddha has the ability to know 

aracter of each individual and is able to give 
g which is best suited to the needs of the person it is 

on from the "Bodhisatma's Practicen chapter, 

37. This sentence appears in the "Appearance of the 
dgata" chapter of the Avataysaka Siitra. The full text of the 

verse of which it forms a part is: 
If anyone wants to know the mind of all the Buddhas, 
He should contemplate the Buddha's knowledge; 
The Buddha's knowledge has no place of rest, 
Like space which rests on nothing. 
38. The analysis of the mind in terms of these two aspects 

appears in the Awakening of Faith, a treatise that has exerted enor- 
mous influence on the development of Chinese Buddhism. This 
whole paragraph is a paraphrase from the treatise. For an English 
translation of it, see Yoshito S. Hakeda, The Awakening of Fafth 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1967). 

39. The literal meaning of the word Sr&aka is "hearer." 
Originally it was used to refer to those disciples of Buddha who 
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gained understanding upon hearing his explanations of the doc- 
trine. Bodhisattvas perceive the Buddha-nature with their wisdom- 
eye. For an interesting discussion on the stage on which Bodhi- 
sattvas perceive the Buddha-nature, see Ven. Song-chol, Echoes of 
Mr. Kaya (Seoul: Lotus Lantern International Buddhist Center, 
19881, p. 33-35. 

40. Anutpam'ka-dharma-&anti in Sanskrit. This is an in- 
sight of the Bodhisattvas in which they perceive the suchness of all 
dharmas as being completely disengaged from arising and ceasing. 
It is attained by the Bodhisattvas on their eight stage, called "im- 
movable" (acala3. 

41. The sentence "The siitras enter the treasuryn refers to 
Hsi-t'ang whose Dharma-name is Chih-tsang, tsang meaning trea- 
sury. "Meditation returns to the sea" refers to Pai-chang whose 
Dharma-name is Huai-hai, the meaning of the character hat being 
sea. P'u-yiian is the Dharma-name of Nan-ch'iian. 

42. Hui-hai is Ta-chu's name. 
43. The text simply says "he returned," without specifying 

the place. Other sources provide the information that Ta-chu re- 
turned to his old teacher in Yiieh-chou to attend to his needs as he 
was getting old and sick. 

44. Besides this dialogue nothing else is recorded about 
this monk. 

45. This is the only record of Wei-chien and nothing else is 
known about him. 

46. The use of the image of tending an ox as an allegory for 
spiritual training is very common in the Ch'an school. On the theme 
of tending an ox, there is the following exchange between Pai- 
chang and Ta-an, a disciple of his and the second Abbot of the 
monastery on Kuei-shan, as recorded in the Transmission of the 
Lamp (CTL chiian 9, Ta-an's entry): 

Ta-an asked Pai-chang, "I want to know the 
Buddha. Who is he?" 

Pai-chang said, "It is very much like seeking 
an ox while you are riding on one." 

Ta-an asked, "What shall I do after I know 
[that]?" 

Pai-chang said, "It is like man going home 
riding on an ox." 
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Ta-an asked, "How should I take care of it all 
the time?" 

Pai-chang said, "It is like man tending an ox: 
he looks after it with a stick in his hand and does 
not let it intrude upon the unripe crops." 

Later on, when Ta-an become a teacher in 
his own right, he told the assembly, "Ta-an has for 
thirty years been taking the food at Kuei-shan, and 
then has been returning it at the Kuei-shan's la- 
trine. I did not study Kuei-shan's Ch'an-all I did 
was looking after a water buffalo. If it went astray 
from the path and entered the grass, then I would 
pull it away. If it intruded on other people's crops, 
I would flog it with a whip in order to tame it. For 
a long time it was looking miserable, having to 
listen to a human voice. But now it has become a 
white ox in an open field, always on my side. 
Spending the day in the vast open fields, even if 
someone tries to take advantage of it, it does not 

By the time of Sung Dynasty, this allegory started to be 
scribe the process of Ch'an train- 

in ten stages, which was to become the famous --herding 
This is another instance of "gradual" elements in the 

are existence, emptiness, both exist- 
xistence nor emptiness. They are 

omena in the universe are unborn. As 
ns," the number hundred is used to 

le negations such as not existent, 
not non-existent, not permanent or impermanent, etc., are used to 
point out that the ultimate reality is beyond verbal descriptions. In 
Sun-lun hsuan-i, a treatise by the T'ang Dynasty San-lun school's 
monk Chia-hsiang, there is the sentence: "If one were to discuss 
Nirvana, its essence is beyond the fouf phrases and its reality tran- 
scends the hundred negations." The question of the monk can be 
interpreted to mean: "Without using any form of verbal expression, 
please point out to me directly the ultimate reality." 

48. Hsi-t'ang Chih-tsang. 
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49. Pai-chang Huai-hai. 
50. The character mei in the name of the mountain where 

Fa-ch'ang resided means plum. The meaning of the sentence "The 
plum is ripe." is that after Fa-chang had his initial awakening, he 
matured his insight during his cultivation at Ta-mei, and is now 
ready to start to teach. 

51. Later Yiin-chu asked, "Where is Fen-chou's (i.e. Wu- 
yeh's) disturbance?" (CTL chiZan 8, Wu- yeh's entry). 

52. Sung kao-seng cbuan has a different version of this 
story, which goes as follows: 

Later, [when Wu-yehl heard that Ta-chi of Hung- 
chou was the leader of the Ch'an school, he went 
there to see him and pay his respects. Wu-yeh's 
body was six feet tall and it stood magnificently 
like a mountain. His gaze had a determined ex- 
pression, and the sound of his voice was like a 
bell. As soon as he saw him, Ta-chi smiled and 
said, "Such an imposing Buddha hall, but no 
Buddha in i tn  

Wu-yeh respectfully kneeled down, and said, 
"As to the texts which contain the teachings of the 
three vehicles, I have been able to roughly under- 
stand their meaning. I have also heard about the 
teaching of the Ch'an school that mind is Buddha; 
this is something that I have not yet been able to 
understand." 

Ta-chi said, "This very mind that does not un- 
derstand is it; there is nothing else. When there is 
no realization, it is ignorance; with realization it is 
awakening. Ignorance is sentient being; awaken- 
ing is the Buddha's Way. Without leaving sentient 
beings, how could there be any Buddha? It is like 
making a fist with one's hand-the fist is the hand!" 

On hearing this Wu-yeh experienced awaken- 
ing. He wept sorrowfully, and told Ta-chi, "Before 
I used to think that the Buddha's Way is broad 
and distant, and that it can be realized only after 
many kalpas of effort and suffering. Today for 
the first time I realized that the m e  reality of the 
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dbarmakdya is originally completely present in 
oneself. All the myriad dharmas are created by the 
mind and are names only, devoid of any reality." 

Ta-chi said, "That is so. The nature of all dhar- 
mas is neither born nor perishable. All dharmas are 
fundamentally empty and quiescent. The siitras 
say that 'all dharmas are from the very beginning 
of the character of extinction [Nixv2~al.' They also 
say that they are 'the house of ultimate emptiness 
'and quiescence,' and that 'emptiness is the seat of 
all dhannas.' That is to say that all the Buddhas, 
Tathdgatus, dwell in this abode of nondwelling. If 
one has this understanding, then one dwells in the 
house of emptiness and quiescence, and sits on 
the seat of emptiness. Whether lifting the foot or 
putting it down, one never leaves the site of en- 
lightenment. If upon receiving instructions one has 
realization, then there is no gradualness; without 
moving the foot, one ascends to the mountain of 

Still another version of the same dialogue can be found in 
nu-tang chi. This version is similar to the one found in the 

53. The translation is tentative. The literal meaning of the 
hinese is something like: "I will have a bamboo pole with me and 

rm a play when I get there." I have understood it to be a 
of self-confidence on the part of Yin-feng, claiming that 

e has his own tricks (a bamboo pole), which he can use to deal 
th Shih-t'ou (to perform a play) when he gets there. 

54. This dialogue is the only extant record of Shih-chiu. In 
mission of the Lamp both he and Wu-chiu are listed as 

Ma-tsu. See CTL chwn 8. 
. This quotation forms part of a verse which appears in 

the fourth book of Guqabhadra's translation of the Lat2kdvatdm 
SWa. The full text of the verse is: 

The mind is like an actor, 
Consciousness is like a coadjutor, 
The other five consciousness are like companions, 
False thoughts are like spectators. 
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The term "mind" in the first line refers to alaya-oij%Wxa, the store- 
consciousness, and the term "consciousness" in the second line 
stand for manas, the thinking and calculating mind. 

56. In the Record of Ch 'an Mmter Wen-i, Fa-yen quotes a 
slightly different version of this story. According to that account 
Lecture Master Liang says that he has been lecturing on the Heart 
Siiwa. Then the two texts are in agreement till Liang is about to 
leave. In Fa-yen's version when Liang responds to Ma-tsu's call, Ma- 
tsu says, "From birth to old age, it is only this." Pa-yen adds his 
comment: "It can be seen how compassionate the ancients were 
when they taught other people. Now, how are you going to under- 
stand this? Do not create any false opinions about it!" (T 1991. vol. 
47, p. 592~). The Tsu-tang chi also contains a variant account of this 
dialogue which is longer and more elaborate then the other two. 

57. The meaning of the phrase "melted ice or broken tile" is 
that something has been mined completely. 

58. There is a different version of this story in Ku Bun-su 
y r l - l~  (HTC VO~.  118, p. 80d): 

One day, as the Master (Ma-tsu) was gathering rat- 
tan [with the comrnunityl, he saw a puddle of wa- 
ter (shut-h), and made a gesture as if he was go- 
ing to splash the water. Shui-lao came close to him 
as if to receive [the water]; the Patriarch kicked him 
over. Shui-lao rose up  laughing heartily, and said, 
"The source of limitless subtle meanings and myr- 
iad samcfdhs can all be realized on the tip of a 
single hair. " 

The two versions have different characters for the second character 
in Shui-lao's name. 

59. Before going to see Ma-tsu, layman P'ang went to Shih- 
t'ou and asked the same question. As soon as he had finished the 
sentence, Shih-t'ou closed his mouth with his hand. At that the lay- 
man had an initial insight. Ma-tsu's reply led him into "sudden 
awakening to the profound meaning [of Buddhadharmal," an expe- 
rience that many have interpreted as his final enlightenment 

60. Hu is a dry measure 10 or 5 times that of the Chi- 
nese peck. 

61. Ku tsun-su yii-lu has the monk who is participating in 
dialogue 32 asking this question. 

62. This is an allusion to a passage from the second book of 

e of the rubbing of the eyes is not to be spoken of as 
r without form, because of its illusory nature. The state- 
oung monk can be interpreted to mean: "I am not into 

creating any illusions." 
63. The name of this monk appears in the Tmnsmission of 

Tao-ch'in while the Btogmphies of Eminent Monks 
huan) has it as Fa-ch'in. There are also different dates of 
away: 719 and 715 respectively. A monk of the Niu-t'ou 

of Hsiian-su. He is regarded as 
of the Niu-t'ou school. 

e. Also see the Introduction. 
65. Later Pai-chang posed the following reply: "Do you 

e?" (HTC vol. 118, p. 81b). 
66. Ch'an Master Yao-shan Wei-yen (745828) was a native 

nce. His family name was Han. He became a 
teen; Ch'an Master Hui-chao was his first 

he went to live at Yao-shan in Li-chou province and 
the numerous students who came to study under 

Among his disciples, the most noted were Tao-wu Yuan-chih 
835) and Yiin-yen Tan-sheng (780-841). 

67. Ch'an Master Tan-hsia T'ien-jan (738-823) is considered 
a Dharma successor of Shih-t'ou. His birth place and family name 

oung age he studied the Confucian classics. 
ay to the capital of Chang-an to take part in the 

erial civil service examinations, he met a Ch'an practitioner who 
give u p  his pursuit of the career of an official, and 

ad to go to visit Ma-tsu. Ma-tsu in turn sent him to Shih-t'ou, 
whom he eventually became a monk. Later on he visited Ma- 

tsu again, and also made a number of pilgrimages on which he 
visited many of the famous Ch'an masters of the time. During one of 
these travels occurred the famous incident in which on a cold win- 
ter day he burned a wooden Buddha-image to warm himself. Final- 
ly he settled on Tan-hsia Mountain in Nan-yang (in present-day 
Kiangsi province), and started to teach. 
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68. The phrase "the Buddha's knowledge and insight" (F, 
chih-chCen) comes from the "Expedient Meansn chapter of the Lotus 
Siirru. There it is said that the Buddha appears in the world for the 
sake of leading sentient beings to reveal, indicate, realize, and enter 
the Buddha's knowledge and insight. These three characters can 
also be interpreted to mean "(intellectual) knowledge and views," 
which is clearly the way Ma-tsu uses them. While the Buddha's 
knowledge and insight, the content of which is inconceivable to the 
unenlightened mind and is not something to be sought with a lim- 
ited consciousness, is the goal of Ch'an practice, intellectual knowl- 
edge and biased views are obstacles to the Path, which is why 
Ma-tsu places them within the province of Mara. 

69. Nan-yiieh has for a long time been a center for Bud- 
dhist practice and is the place where Ma-tsu's teacher Huai-jang 
resided. Here it refers to Shih-t'ou, whose monastery was also on 
Nan-yiieh. In the Tmnsmfssion of the Lump Hui-lang is listed as a 
disciple of Shih-t'ou. According to the same record, after this con- 
versation Hui-lang followed Ma-tsu's advice and returned to Shih- 
t'ou. See CTL chWn 14, Hui-lang's entry. 

70. Ts'ao-hsi is the name of the place where the monastery 
of the Sixth Patriarch is located. So, the phrase "the mind of Ts'ao- 
hsi" means the mind of the Sixth Patriarch, or simply the enlight- 
ened mind. 

71. The 73u-tang chi has "Huai-nan," the region south of 
the Huai River, instead of "Hu-nann in its version of this dialogue. 

72. yuan-chihSof Tao-wu Mountain (769-836), a disciple of 
Yao-shan. For his biography and teaching, see CTL chtlan 14. 

73. Yun-yen (781-841) is another famous disciple of Yao- 
shan. He was the teacher of Tung-shan. For more information about 
him, see CTL c W n  14. 

74. Tung-shan Liang-chieh (807-869) is the reputed found- 
ing teacher of the Ts'ao-tu,ng school of Ch'an. For the text of his 
record, see HTC vol. 119, p. 437-444, and p. 449-461. For an English 
translation of it, see William F. Powell, me  Record of Tung-shun 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1986). 

Part i%ree 
Ma-tsu 's Disciples 



Hsi-t 'ang Ch ih -tsa ng 

r Hsi-fang Chih-bang (734-814) was a 
e of Ch'ien-hua.' At the age of eight he [left home and1 

lowed his master; at the age of twenty-five he received the 
precepts [of a bhzkgul. Later he went to study with Ma-tsu, 

i-chang they were his two close disciples 
received his approval. He stayed with Ma-tsu until the 

ich the monks invited him to become 
bot and start to teach. 

* 

One day Ta-chi sent the Master to [the capital of] 
ng-an to deliver a letter to National Teacher Hui-chung.= 

National Teacher asked him, "What is your master 

The Master walked from east to west, and then 

The National Teacher asked, "Only that? Any- 

The Master walked back to the east, and then 

The National Teacher said, "This is what you have 
Master Ma. How about anything of your own?" 

The Master replied, "I have already shown it to the 

* 

asked the Master, "Why don't you 
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The Master replied, "How could the slitras be 
different?" 

Ma-tsu said, "Though it is so, still, later you will need 
to use them for the sake of other people." 

The Master replied, "Chih-tsang should [first] try to 
cure his own illnesses; how can he dare to concern himself 
with other people." 

Ma-tsu said, "Later on, you will become well known 
in the world." 

Secretary of State Li Aoch'ang once asked a monk, 
"What was the teaching of the Great Master Ma?" 

The monk replied, "The Great Master sometimes 
would say that mind is Buddha; sometimes he would say that 
it is neither mind nor Buddha." 

Li said, "All pass here." Li then asked the Master, 
"What was the teaching of the Great Master Ma?" 

The Master called, "Li Ao!" Li responded. The Master 
said, "The drum and horn moved." 

Ch'an Master Chih-kung said to the Master, "The sun 
is rising too early." 

'IJust on time." responded the Master. 

After the Master came to stay at Hsi-t'ang, there was a 
layman who asked him, "Are there heavens and hells?" 

The Master replied, "Yes, there are." 
The layman asked, "Are there the [three] treasures of 

the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sangha?' 
The Master replied. "Yes, there are." 
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Then the layman asked many questions, on all of 
ich the Master replied in positive. 

The layman asked, "Isn't there any mistake in the 
nerable speaking this way?" 

The Master asked him, "Have you seen any virtuous 

The layman said, "I went to see Venerable Ching- 

The Master asked, "What did Ching-shan have to 

The layman said, "He said that there are none of those 
t I just brought up1 at all." 

The Master asked him, "Do you have a wife?" 
The layman said, "Yes, I do." 
The Master asked, "Does Venerable Ching-shan have 

The Layman replied, "No, he doesn't." 
The Master said, "Then it is alrtght for him to say that 

The layman bowed, thanked the Master, and went 

1. In present-day Kiangsi province. 
2. For National Teacher Hui-chung, see Tormation of the 

h'an School" in the Introduction. 
3. For Ching-shan see note 63 on the Record ofMa-tsu. 
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Ch'an Master Huai-hai of Pai-chang Mountain was a 
native of Chang-le in Fu-chou.' His family name was Wang. 
He left the dust of the world at a young age, and dedicated 
himself to the three s tudie~.~ Later on he went to study with 
Ta-chi, and before long became one of his most prominent 
disciples. Together with Nan-ch'iian and Hsi-t'ar~g,~ they 
were referred to as "the ones who entered the room."4 These 
three great ones stood without peers [among all the disciples 
of Ma-tsul. After spending a number of years with Ma-tsu, the 
Master went to live at Ta-hsiung Mountain in Hung-chou: 
which because of its steep cliffs was also known as Pai-chang 
[hundred-foot] Mountain. Before long, students from the four 
directions came to investigate Ch'an under the Master's guid- 
ance; from among his many disciples, the most noted were 
Kuei-shan and Huang-po. The Master was credited with es- 
tablishing the fust rules for Ch'an monasteries, which later 
become known as the Pure Regulations of ~ a i - ~ h a n g . ~  It is 
said that the Ch'an monastic institutions drew upon the stan- 
dards set by him for their guidance and inspiration, thereby 
ensuring his place among the most important Ch'an masters 
of all times. 

One day as the Master accompanied Ma-tsu for a 
walk, they heard a cry of wild duck. Ma-tsu asked, "What 
kind of sound is that?" 
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The Master replied, "It is a cry of wild duck." 
After a while, Ma-tsu asked, "Where is the sound 

The Master said, "Flown away." 
Ma-tsu turned his head, grabbed the Master's nose, 

pulled it out. The Master cried with pain. Ma-tsu said, 
own away." On hearing that, the 

the attendant's cottage and started to 
One of his fellow-monks came in, and asked him, "Are 
thinking of your parents?" 

"No." replied the Master. 
The monk asked, "Has anyone scolded you?" 
"No." replied the Master again. 
The monk asked, "Then why are you crying." 
The Master said, "The Great Master pulled my nose 

The monk asked, "What kind of disagreement have 

The Master said, "You can go and ask the Venerable." 
The monk then went to Ma-tsu, and asked him, "What 

happened so that attendant Hai is crying in the cottage? 
told me to ask the Venerable." 

Ma-tsu said, "He understands. Go and ask him." 
The monk returned to the cottage, and said, "The 

nerable said that you understand. He told me to ask you." 
n hearing that, the Master started to laugh. The monk asked 

were crying; why are you laughing 

The Master said, "A while ago I was crying; now I am 

make anything out of it. 
The next day as soon as Ma-tsu entered the Dharrna 

and seated himself, the Master stepped forward and 
? Ma-tsu then left his seat, and the 

bot's quarters. 
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Ma-tsu asked, "Concerning what just happened, why 
did you roll up the bowing mat?" 

The Master replied, "Because my nose hurts." 
Ma-tsu asked, "Where did you go to?" 
The Master said, "Yesterday there was going out and 

coming in; there is no need to pursue that." Ma-tsu shouted, 
and the Master lek8 

One day Ma-tsu asked the Master, "Where are you 
coming fiom?" 

The Master replied, "From the other side of the 
mountain." 

Ma-tsu asked, "Did you meet anyone?" 
The Master said, "No, I didn't." 
Ma-tsu asked, "Why didn't you meet anyone? 
The Master said, "If I did, I would have told the 

Venerable." 
Ma-tsu asked, "Where did you get this news?" 
The Master said, "It is my fault." 
Ma-tsu said, "No, it is this old monk's fault." 

When the Master went to see Ma-tsu again, Ma-tsu 
took his whisk and held it upright. The Master said, "It is that 
function; it leaves that function." Ma-tsu put the whisk back at 
its old place. 

After a while, Ma-tsu asked, "Later on, when you 
open your mouth, what are you going to do for other peo- 
ple?" The Master took the whisk and held it upright. Ma-tsu 
said, "It is that function; it leaves that function." The Master 
put the whisk back at its old place. Ma-tsu gave a shout which 
made the Master deaf for three days. 
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Someone asked the Master, "How can one keep a 
d that is like a wood or stone in all kinds of situations? 

The Master said, "All things never say that they are 
ey say that they are form. They also do not 
right or wrong, pure or impure. Neither is 

o bind anyone. It is only that people them- 
e false attachments, thereby giving rise to all kinds 
nding, creating various views, desires, and fears. 

''Just realize that all things are not created by them- 
s-they all come into existence only because of a single 
thought that wrongly attaches to appearances. If one 
ives that the mind and phenomena do not mutually 
each other, then one is liberated at that very spot. All 
are calm and extinct as they are, and that very place is 

"The intrinsic nature cannot be named. Originally it is 
nor holy; it is not pure or impure, empty or 
evil. When among all the defilements, it is 

realm of the two vehicles of humans and gods. If 
d mind ceases, then there is no abiding in either 
or liberation. Without any mental conceptions of 

and unconditioned, bondage or liberation, 
ifesting within the realm of birth and death, one's 

ultimately dissociated from all falsehood, 
ions, as well as from the aggregates the 

and death, and the entrances.1•‹ Having 
, nothing can obstruct it and is free to 

e prospect of future births is like an open 

The Master said, "When a person who studies the 
Way encounters all kinds of painful or pleasant, agreeable or 
'disagreeable situations, his mind does not recede. Not think- 
ing about fame and profit, robes and food, and not being 
greedy for any merit and blessings, he is not obstructed by 
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anything in the world. With nothing dear, free from love, he 
can equally accept pain and pleasure. A coarse robe to pro- 
tect from the cold, simple food to support the body; letting 
go, like a fool, like a deaf, like a dumb--it is only then that 
one gains some understanding. If one uses one's mind to 
broadly engage in intellectual study, seeking merit and wis- 
dom, then all of that is just birth and death, and it does not 
serve any purpose as far as reality is concerned. Blown by 
the wind of knowledge, one gets drown in the ocean of birth 
and death. 

"The Buddha is a person who has nothing to seek. If 
there is seeking, then one is contradicting the principle. The 
principle is the principle of non-seeking; if one seeks it, one 
misses it. If one attaches to non-seeking, then that becomes 
same as seeking; if one attaches to the unconditioned, then it 
becomes the conditioned again. That is why the siitra says, 
'Not grasping at dharma, not grasping at no-dharma, and not 
grasping at not no-dharma.' It also says, 'The Dharma attained 
by the Tatbagata is neither real nor false.'" 

"If one could only for a lifetime keep a mind that is 
like a wood or stone, without being moved by the aggregates, 
the realms of sense, the entrances, the five desires,12 and the 
eight windsI13 then one cuts off the cause of birth and death 
and is free to go or sky. One is not bound by any phenome- 
nal causes and results and is not hindered by any of the afflic- 
tions. At that time, because of oneself being free, one can 
help others by adapting to them and acting in beneficial 
ways.14 With an unattached mind one responds to all things; 
with unobstructed wisdom one unties all bonds. This is what 
has been called 'Giving medicine according to illness.'" 

A monk asked the Master, "What is [most] unique?" 
The Master said, "Sitting alone on the summit of 

Ta-hsiung [Mountain]."15 The monk bowed and the Master 
hit him. 
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1. Present-day Fukien province. 
2. The three studies, or trainings (MSikq2), are Ma, or 

orality; samddhi, or mental clarity and composure; and prajfm, 
ative insight into the reality of existence, often 

ted as wisdom. 
3. Some versions mention only Pai-chang and Hsi-t'ang, 

omit Nan-ch'iian. 
4. Meaning that they were his closest and most enlightened 

5. Located in today's Nan-chang in Kiangsi province. 
6. For the development and the nature of Ch'an monasti- 

, as well as for Pai-chang's role in it, see "The Monastic Tradi- 
" in the Introduction. 

7. The bowing mat referred to in the text is a kind of bam- 
mat which is spread out before the beginning of a Dharma talk 

the abbot, and is used by the monks to bow when they ask 
tions. Since the mat was out;Ma-tsu was going to give a talk; 

the mat implied that the talk was over. Ma-tsu 
t, and returned to his quarters. 

8. There is another version of the last part of this story in 
-chis yr.2-lu (HTC vol. 119, p. 409): 

Ma-tsu asked, While ago, why did you roll up 
the mat before I have said anything?" 

The Master said, "Yesterday the Venerable 
grabbed my nose and it is hurting." 

Ma-tsu said, "What did you pay attention to 

The Master said, "Today my nose does not hurt 

Ma-tsu said, "You have very clearly compre- 
hended yesterday's event. " 
9. The dh-, of which there are eighteen, are: the six 

organs, the six sense objects, and the corresponding six con- 
sciousnesses. 

10. $a@yatana, the six entrances or locations, can refer to 
the six sense-organs or to the six objects of cognition which corre- 
spond to the six sense-organs. 

11. These two quotations are from the Diamond Siimz. 
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12. The desires for wealth, sex, food and drink, fame, and 
sleep. The same term can also mean the five objects of sense, viz., 
form, sound, smell, taste, and physical sensation. 

13. The eight winds, or influences, are so called because 
they stir the mind and cause right awareness to be lost, thereby 
giving rise to false thinking from which confusion arises. They are 
gain, loss, scorn, praise, fame, ridicule, suffering, and joy. 

I 
14. These two, adaptation to others and beneficial action, / 

together with giving and kind speech, form the four all-embracing 1 

I 
virtues, which are different ways of establishing relationship with I 

others that is based on love, respect, and faith. with this kind of 
trustful relationship, the Bodhisama is more likely to be able to 
slowly influence others to listen to his teaching, and then start to 
practice the Buddha's Path. 

15. Ta-hsiung is another name for Pai-chang Mountain. 
This story forms case 26 of the BZue CItffRecord. 

Nan-ch 'uan P'u-yiian 

Ch'an Master P'u-yiian of Nan-ch'iian Monastery (747- 
) was a native of Hsincheng in Cheng-ch0u.l His family 

was Wang. In the second year of Chih-te period (757) 
home and went to study under Ch'an Master Ta-hui of 

i Mountain. During the second year of Ta-li period 
at the age of thrrty, he received the b h w  precepts 

m Vinaya Master Kao at Hui-shan Monastery on Sung 
o~n ta in .~  He then studied the ancient writings of the Fa- 

0013 and the Vinaya treatises. Later on he traveled 
y to hear different lectures on the Luhkduatam 
the Auatarpsaka Sfitra. He also studied the three 
ises of the San-lun school, the Madbyamaka Shstra, 

k e a  &ma, and the h a  &l~tra.~ After many 
and practice, he went to Hung-chou to stay 
d "suddenly forgot the trap and obtained the 

ddhi" (i.e. become free from delusions and wor- 
. From among the over eight-hundred disciples who lived 
Ma-tsu's monastery, the Master was considered the most 

minent. During the eleventh year of the Chen-yiian peri- 
(795) he went to live at Nan-ch'iian Mountain in Chih- 

~oun ty .~  There he built himself a hermitage, and lived in 
sion supporting himself by working in the mountain. He 

not leave the mountain for thlrty years. During the begin- 
g of the Tai-ho period (827835) he was invited to start to 
h. Soon many students came to study with him; it is said 
his community was never less then several hundreds 
g. Among his numerous disciples the most famous were 

ang-sha Ching-Wen (d. 868) and Chao-chou Ts'ung-shen 

* 
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Once the Master said, "Ma-tsu taught that mind is 
Buddha. Elder Master Wand does not say it that way. It is not 
mind, it is not Buddha, it is not a thing: is there still any fault 
in this statement?" 

Chaochou bowed and left. One of the monks fol- 
lowed Chaechou, and asked him, "What did the Venerable 
mean by bowing and then going out?" 

Chaochou said, "You can go and ask the Abbot." 
The monk went back to Nan-ch'iian, and asked, 

"What did Venerable Shen (Chaochou) mean [by acting in 
that way]?" 

The Master said, "He understood my meaning." 

The Master set off together with Kuei-tsung and 
Ma-ku to go to pay their respects to National Teacher Nan- 
yang [Hui-chungl. While on the way, the Master stopped, 
drew a circle on the road, and said, "If you can say some- 
thing, we will continue." Kuei-tsung sat in the circle; Ma-ku 
bowed as a woman. The Master said, "Then we don't go." 

Kuei-tsung asked, "What kind of thought is that?,, 
The Master took them back, and they did not go to 

pay their respects to the National Teacher? 

When the Master was offering vegetarian meal in 
memory of the Great Master Ma, he asked the monks, "Is the 
Great Master Ma going to come?,, None of the monks could 
answer. 

Tung-shan said, "He will come when he has a com- 
panion." 

The Master said, "Though he (i.e. Tung-shan) is still 
young, he is truly worthy of training.'' 

Ma-tsu's Disciples log 

Tung-shan said, "The Venerable should not disdain a 
precious thing as being worthless." 

The Master said, "The old worthy from Kiangsi (i.e. 
Ma-tsu) used to say that mind is Buddha. Even though the late 
atriarch said that mind is Buddha, that was just a statement 

suited for a particular time. That kind of speech is like an 
empty fst full of yellow leaves which are used to stop [chil- 
dren's] crying. Nowadays there are many people who say that 
mind becomes Buddha and wisdom is the Way. They also 
onsider that all seeing, hearing, feeling, and knowing is the 

Way. Isn't that being like Yajibdatta who sought his head after 
ing his reflection in the mirr~r?~ Even if he could find 

ing that way, that would still not be his original head. 
why the Bodhisattva scolded K2ty2yana for trying to 

speak the true Dharrna with the mind of birth and death.9 
These are all perverted views. If one says that mind is Buddha, 
that is like a hare or a horse with horns. If one says that it is 
neither mind nor Buddha, that is like a cow or a goat without 

s. If it is your mind, then what need is there of a Buddha. 
If he is not without form, then how can he be the Way?"1•‹ 

A monk asked, "All the patriarchs till the Great Master 
from Kiangsi have taught that 'mind is Buddha' and 'Ordinary 
Mind is the Way.' Now the Venerable says that mind is not 
Buddha and that wisdom is not the Way. I have certain 
doubts about it; may the Venerable be compassionate 
enough to instruct me." 

The Master replied in a loud voice, "If you are a 
Buddha, how can it be that you still have doubts and have to 
ask this old monk? I am not a Buddha and I have not seen 
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the patriarchs. Since it is you who is speaking in that way, 
you can go to seek the patriarchs by yourself." 

The monk asked, "Since that is so, what hind of teach- 
ing can the Venerable offer to help the student?" 

The Master said, "Quickly lift the empty space with 
your palm." 

The monk asked, "Empty space has no movable form; 
how can I lift it?" > 

1 
The Master said, "When you say that it is without 

movable form, that is already a movement. How could empty 1 
space say 'I have no movable form? These are all just your 
perverted views." 

The monk asked, "Since [to say that] space is without 
movable form is just a perverted view, then what did you 
asked me to liW" 

The Master said, "Since you already know that one 
cannot speak about lifting it, how are you going to help it?" 

The monk asked, "Since 'mind is Buddha' is not cor- 
rect, is it that mind becomes Buddha?,, 

The Master said, "'Mind is Buddha' and 'mind be- 
comes Buddha' -are just ideas created by your thinking. The 
Buddha is a person who has wisdom; the mind is the host 
who collects things. When confronted with things, they per- 
form subtle functions. Do not conceive of mind and do not 
conceive of Buddha: whatever you conceive of, it becomes 
an object. This is the so-called 'delusion of knowing.' It is 
because of this that the Great Master from Kiangsi said, 'It is 
not mind, it is not Buddha, it is not a thing.' He wanted to 
teach you, people of later generations, how to act. Nowadays 
students put on their robes and walk around doubting things 
that are of no concern to themselves. Have you attained any- 
thing that way? 

The monk asked, "Since 'it is not mind, it is not 
Buddha, it is not a thing' is not correct, what does the Vener- 
able mean when he says 'mind is not Buddha, wisdom is 
not the Way?" 
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The Master said, "Don't consider that mind is not 
Buddha and that wisdom is not the Way. I have no mind to 
bring up; what are you going to attach to?" 

The monk asked, "If there is nothing at all, then in 
which way is it different from empty space?" 

The Master said, "Since it is not a thing, how can you 
are it to empty space? Also, who spoke of sameness and 

The monk said, "It cannot be that now 'it is not mind, 
is not Buddha, it is not a thing' is not right!" 

The Master said, "If you understand it that way, it just 
omes 'mind is Buddha' again." 

1. In present-day Honan province. 
2. Sung-shan is the highest and central peak of the Five 

cred Mountains of China, located in Honan province. The famous 
o-lin Monastery, where Bodhidharrna is said to have sat for nine 
rs in front of a wall, is on this mountain. 

3. Fa-hsiang, or Dharrna-lak~ana, is the Chinese version of 
@c&a school, sometimes also called "Wei-shih tsung," Con- 

sness-only school. Its teachings are based on the V i p n a &  
nd-only) doctrines of the great Indian monks Vasubandhu, 

, and Dharmapgla. Its teachings were transmitted to China 
uan-tsang during the early Tang Dynasty; his disciple K'uei- 

of Tz'u-en Monastery is regarded as the founder of this school. 
4. These three treatises were translated in Chinese by 

mhjiva. They are the main texts of the Chinese equivalent of 
Mgdyarnika school, the "Three Treatises" school (San-lun 
g). The first two were written by NHgiTrjuna, while the third is 

attributed to iiryadeva. 
5. In present-day Honan province. 
6. Wang is Nan-ch'iian's lay surname. He often uses it to 

refer to himself as "Elder Master Wang." 
7. This story forms case 69 of the Blue ClffRecord. For the 

interview between Nan-ch'iian and Hui-chung, see CTL chilan 5, 
Hui-chung's entry. 
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8. The story of Yajfiadatta is told in the fourth book of the 
Siiraftgama Siitra. There it says that one day he looked into a 
mirror and saw his eyebrows and eyes, but not seeing them on 
his head, he went mad and started walking around looking for 
his head. 

9. K2tygyana was one of the ten great disciples of the 
Buddha, foremost in expounding the doctrine. In the "Disciples" 
chapter of the VimahkWi Siinw he is reproved by Vimalakirti for 
speaking the m e  Dharma with the mind of birth and death. 

10. It seems that Nan-ch'iian here is uying to counteract 
some of the misunderstandings upheld by part of Ma-tsu's followers 
concerning Ma-tsu's statement 'mind is Buddha." As pointed out by 
Tsung-mi, the unqualified emphasis on the dynamic aspect of the 
m e  mind may lead to partial view, which neglects its transcendent 
aspect Here Nan-ch'iian Vies to balance that view by pointing to 
the relative (empty) nature of both the dynamic (manifest) and the 
transcendent aspects of the True Mind. See "Tsung-mi's Evaluation 
of the Hung-chou School" in the Introduction. 

Ta-cbu Hui-bai 

Ch'an Master Ta-chu was a native of Chien-chou.' His 
y name was Chu. He left home and started studying 

ddhism under Venerable Taochih of Ta-yiin Monastery in 
eh -~hou .~  Later on he went to Kiangsi and became a disci- 

of Ma-tsu. He stayed with Ma-tsu for six years, after 
ich he returned to Yiieh-chou to take care of his aging 
cher. During that time he composed a treatise entitled: 

ourse on the Essentials of Entering the Way lhrough Sud- 
Awakening (Tun-wu ju-tao yao-men l ~ n ) . ~  It was only 

r Ma-tsu saw the text and approved of it that Ta-chu start- 

* 

A cultivator asked the Master, "[It is said that] mind is 
ddha, but which one is [the true] Buddha?" 

The Master said, "Can you point something that you 
not Buddha?" The cultivator had no reply. The Master 

, "If you have realization, then everything is Buddha; if 
haven't had awakening, then you will be far away from 

* 

The Master said, "The Venerable from Kiangsi (i.e. 
Ma-tsu) once told me: 'Your own treasure is completely en- 
dowed with all that you need, and you are free to use it. You 
don't have to seek outside.'* Since that time I have been at 
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rest. Being able to use one's treasure according to one's There was a cultivator who once asked the Master, 
needs can truly be called a happy life. There is not a single ow can one abide in the right Dharma?" 
thing to grasp, nor is there a single thing to reject. When you The Master said, "To seek to abide in the right 
do not perceive anything as having birth or death, and do not harma is wrong. Why? Because the Dharma is beyond right 
see anything as either coming or going, then within the 
whole universe there is not a speck of dust that is not your The cultivator asked, "How can one become a 
own treasure. 

'tJust observe your mind carefully-from a single The Master said, "There is no need to abandon the 
essence, the three treasures are always manifested ~ i t h i n ; ~  ind of sentient being-just do not defiie your self-nature. 
there is nothing to be anxious about. Because the mind's na- atra says, 'Mind, Buddha, and sentient beings are not 
ture is fundamentally pure, there is nothing to ponder over, rent from each other. "'6 
nothing to seek. The cultivator asked, "If one has this kind of under- 

"It is said in the Aoata+saka Suwa: 'All dharmas are ding, is he going to obtain liberation?" 
not born, all dharmas do not cease. If you can understand The Master replied, "Since originally you are not 
this, then all the Buddhas will manifest themselves.' More- need to seek liberation. The Dharma is 
over, it is said in the VimakkM SWa: 'As contemplating the nd words and letters: do not seek it in verbal expres- 
reality of the body, the Buddha should also be contemplated is not of past, present and future: you 
thus.' If you do not give rise to any thinking due to sounds unite with it within the realm of cause and effect. 
and forms, and do not by pursuing appearances create any endental and beyond comparison. The 
understanding, then naturally there is nothing to do. You , and yet it can manifest forms in 
have been standing long enough. Take care!" ration is not to be sought outside of 

Someone asked, "Is prajiid big?" 
The Master said, "It is big." 1. Present-day Ch'ien-ou district in Fukien province. 
The questioner asked, "How big is it?" 2. present-day Shao-hsing district in Chekiang province. 
The Master said, "It is without limits." nslation of this treatise and the record 
The questioner further asked, "Is prajiid small?" life and teaching, see John Blofeld, 7he Zen Teaching 

The Master said, "Yes, it is." on Sudiien Illumination (London: Rider & Company, 
The questioner asked, "How small is it?" 
The Master said, "So small that it cannot be seen." 

4. See the dialogue between Ma-tsu and Ta-chu in the 
Record of Ma-tsu" in this volume (dialogue 4). 

The questioner asked, "Where is it?" 5. The three treasures are the Buddha, the Dharma, and 
The Master said, "Where is it not?' the Sangha. These three are different aspects of one reality, 

hence the expression i-tY sun-pao, 'three treasures of a single 
* 
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6. This quotation is from the "Verses Spoken by the Bodhi- 
sauvas in the Palace of Suy2ma Heaven" chapter of the Buddha- 
bhadra's translation of the Avatarpuk?a StZmz. The text of the verse 
of which it forms a part is: 

As Mind is, so is Buddha; 
As Buddha is, so are sentient beings. 
Mind, Buddha, and sentient beings 
Are not different from each other. 

Shih-kung Hui-tsang 

kung's awakening, see the Record of 

The Master asked Hsi-t'ang, "Do you know how to 

Hsi-t'ang said, "Yes, I know." 
The Master asked, "How can you g m p  it?" 
Hsi-t'ang made a gesture as if trying to grasp the 

. The Master said, "How can you grasp 

, "How is my elder Dharma-brother 

bbed Hsi-t'ang's nostril and pulled it. 
, and said, "You are pulling my nos- 

the way to grasp empty 

* 

Once a group of monks came to see the Master. The 
ter asked, "Where did it go right now?" 

One of the monks said, "It is here." 
The Master asked, "Where is it?" 
The monk snapped his fingers once. 

* 
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A monk came to bow. The Master asked him, "Did 
you bring that back?" 

The monk said, "Yes, I brought it back." 
The Master asked, "Where is it?" 
The monk snapped his fingers thrice. 

A monk asked, "How can one escape fmm birth 
and death?" 

The Master said, "Why do you want to escape from 
them?" 

The monk asked [again], "How can one escape 
from them?" 

The Master said, "This one has no birth and death." 

Ma-ku Pao-cb 'e 

Once, while the Master was walking in the mountains 
-hsia,l he saw a f ~ h  in the water. He point- 

Tan-hsia said, "Natural. Natural." 
The next day the Master asked Tan-hsia, "What did 

-hsia lay down on the ground. The 

On another occasion the Master and Tan-hsia amved 
-ku Mountain. The Master said, "I am going to stay 

Tan-hsia said, "Let you stay if you wish, but is there 

The Master said, "Take good care." 

A monk asked, "I don't doubt the twelve divisions of 
meaning of the Patriarch's coming 

The Master stood-up, went with the stick around his 
y once, lifted his foot, and said, "Do you understand?" 
monk had no reply. The Master hit him. 
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Buddhadharrna?" 
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asked, "What is the great meaning of 
The Master kept silent. 

The same monk later asked Shih-shuang? "What was 
the meaning of that?" 

Shih-shuang said, "The host is busy getting others in- 
volved in combat. It is only that you are too confu~ed."~ 

Tan-yiian asked the Master, "Is the twelve-headed 
Kuan-yin an ordinary person or a sage?" 

The Master said, "A sage." Tan-yiian hit the Master. 
The Master said, "I knew that you have not reached 

that realm." 

NOTES: 

1. For Tan-hsia see dialogue 30 in the Record ofMa-rm. 
2. Shih-shuang Ta-shan was another disciple of Ma-tsu. 

Once when he was asked the same question, he replied, "On a 
spring day a cock crows." When the monk remonstrated that he 
does not understand, Shih-shuang said, "In Mid-Autumn a dog 
barks." See CTL chiian 8, Shih-shuang's entry. 

3. The literal reading of the Chinese is "to drag through 
mud and water," meaning confused, sloppy, unable to make deci- 
sions; hence the translation "too confused." 

Ta-mei Fa-ch 'ang 

Ch'an Master Fa-ch'ang of Ta-mei Mountain in Ming- 
was born in Hsiang-yang.' His family name was Cheng. 

e still' very young, he become a monk at Yiichuan 
tery in Ching-chou province. 
The first time he went to see Tachi, he asked, "What 

Tachi said, "Mind is Buddha." The Master had great 

During the Chen-yiian period of the Tang Dynasty 
05) he went to live on Ta-mei Mountain, seventy miles 
of Yin county, at the place where in ancient times Mei 

-chen had his retreat. 
Once, as a monk from the Yen-kuan'sz community 

red the mountain to gather wood, he got lost, [and while 
was trying to find his way1 he came across the Master's 

itage. He asked, "How long has the Venerable been liv- 
on this mountain?" 

The Master replied, "I can only see the four moun- 
ins turning green and yellow." 

Then the monk asked, "Which is the way out of the 

The Master said, "Just follow the stream." 
The monk returned to Yen-kuan and reported what 

ad happened. Yen-kuan said, "When I was in Kiangsi, I met 
k of whom I have not heard ever since. Is it possible 

monk?" He then sent a monk to invite the 
aster to leave the mountain. 
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The Master composed a verse: 

A broken dry wood lying in a cold forest, 
How many springs has it met without a change of 

heart? 
Even when the wood-cutter passes by, he does not 

look at it; 
How could a man from Ying seek for it?3 

The Master gave the following talk to the assembly: 
"All of you should turn your mind to penetrate the source; do 
not follow the apparent. If you realize the source, the appar- 
ent will be accomplished naturally. If you wish to know the 
source, you only need to realize your own mind. Originally 
this mind is the source of all mundane and supramundane 
dharmas. That is why, 'when the mind arises, various kinds of 
dharmas arise, when the mind ceases, the various dharmas 
cease.' When the mind functions without attaching to either 
good or evil, then the myriad dharmas are themselves 
suchness." 

Layman P'ang asked the Master, "For a long time 
I have been looking towards Ta-mei.4 Is the plum ripe 
already?" 

The Master said, "Where would you like to bite?" 
Layman P'ang said, "If that is so, then it is so many 

complicated trifles." 
The Master said, "Return me the kernel." 
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A monk asked, "What is the great meaning of 

said, "Rush flowers, willow catkins, 
needle, and hemp thread." 

Once Chia-shan and Ting-shan had a conversation 
ile walking together. Ting-shan said, "If in birth and death 
re is no Buddha, then that is not birth and death." 

Chia-shan said, "If while in birth and death there is 
ddha, then one is not deluded by birth and death." 

When the two of them came to visit the Master, after 
, Chia-shan related their conversation, 
, "Among the two of us, which one is 

The Master said, "One is close, one is distant." 
Chia-shan asked, "Which one is close?" 
The Master said, "Go now. Come back tomorrow." 
The next day Chia-shan came again and asked the 

e question. The Master said, !'The one who is close does 
ask; the one who asks is not c lo~e ."~  

(Later Chia-shan commented: "At that time I lost a 

One day the Master unexpectedly said to his disciples, 
ing, it cannot be resisted; going, it cannot be pursued." 

they heard a sound of a flying squirrel. 
said, "It is just this; not something else. All of you 
good care of it. Now I am departing." Having said 

he passed away. He was eighty-eight years old, and had 
a monk for sixty-nine years. 
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NOTES: 

1. Presentday Hsiang-yang county in Hupeh province. 
2. Yen-kuan was another disciple of Ma-tsu. For an account 

of his teaching, see CTL chWn 7. 
3. Ying was the name of the capital of the state of Chu 

during the period of Spring and Autumn (722-481/480) in today's 
Hupeh province. 

4 .  The meaning of Ta-mei is "great plum," and it can refer 
both to the monk and to the mountain. This conversation happened 
sometime after the one described in dialogue 11 in the Record of 
Ma-su. Probably Layman P'ang had heard that Ma-tsu acknowl- 
edged Ta-mei's understanding by saying "the plum is ripe," and he 
wanted to check Ta-mei by himself. 

5. This is an allusion to the opening passage of section 56 
of Tao-re chfng, which reads: "The one who knows does not speak; 
the one who speaks does not know." 

Fen-chou Wu-yeh 

Ch'an Master Wu-yeh of Fen-chou (761-823) was a 
ve of Shang-lo in Shang-chou province. His family name 
Tu. He was an unusual child: when walking he always 
ed straight ahead, and when seated he would always 
s his legs in the posture for meditation. At the age of nine 

started to study the MahZiy2na siitras under the guidance 
Ch'an Master Chih-pen; among the texts he studied were 
Diamond Siitra, the Lotus S i i q  the Vivnalakwi S&a> 
the Avaratpsaka Siitra. At the age of twelve he had his 

haved, and when he became twenty he received the 
precepts from the Vinaya Master Yu of Hsiang-chou. 
n studied the commentaries of the Four-division 
,' and was able to lecture on them as soon as he had 

reading them. He would always lecture on the 
riniwana Siitra, regardless of it being summer or 

. Later on, he heard that Ma-tsu was the leader of the 
school in Hung-chou, and went to study with him.2 

r receiving Ma-tsu's seal of approval, he went to Ts'ao-hsi 
ay his respects to the sMpa of the Sixth Patriarch. From 

re he continued his pilgrimage to Lu-shan, Nan-yiieh, 
ien-t'ai, and other holy mountains. While he was resting at 
i-rning Monastery on his way to Yung, the monks there 

vited him to become the leader of the community. The Mas- 
r declined the invitations saying that was not his original 
tention. Later on he went to Shang-tang where the provin- 

clal governor Li Paochen held him in high esteem and paid 
him frequent visits. The Master always had a weary expres- 
ion; he said, "Originally I kept myself away from the great 
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crowds around the court. How could I now like to trouble 
myself with contacts with the potentate." Consequently the 
Master left. After a short stay at Pao-fu Mountain in Mien- 
shang, he went to Chin-ko Monastery in Ch'ing-liang. There 
he spent eight years in reading the whole wipitaka. After that 
he moved south to the West River, where he was invited by 
Tung Shuch'an, the district magistrate, to stay at K'ai-yiian 
Temple. The Master said to his disciples, "Since my arrival 
here, I haven't had any intent to travel to other places. It 
seems my affinities lie here." From then on he started to teach 
and for twenty years he instructed all the people in Fen- 
chow3 Whenever students came to him, he would simply say, 
"Don't indulge in false thinking." 

Emperor Hsien-tsung of Tang (r. 805-821) heard 
about the Master and sent an invitation for him to appear at 
the court. The Master did not comply with the request, offer- 
ing illness as an excuse. The same happened the next year. 
When the next emperor Mu-tsung (r. 821-825) succeeded to 
the throne, he sent messengers to invite the Master to come to 
the capital, so that the Emperor can pay him his respects. 
When the messengers arrived at Master's monastery, they in- 
formed him about the Emperor's anxiety to see him and re- 
quested that this time he does not feign illness. The Master 
smiled, and said, "What virtue does this poor monk have so 
that he can dare to cause worry to the Emperor. You can 
return now; I will come another way." He then shaved his 
head, took a bath, and when the middle of the night arrived, 
he said to his disciples, "This very nature of yours that does 
see, hear, feel, and know, is the same age as empty space 
which is neither born nor perishable. All objects are funda- 
mentally empty and quiescent; there is not a single thing that 
can be obtained. The ignorant lack realization, and are there- 
by deluded by objects, transmigrating in sa?psdra without an 
end. You should know that the nature of your mind is intrin- 
sically present; it is not something produced. It is like a dia- 
mond which is indestructible. All things are like shadows and 
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echoes, devoid of any reality. That is why the siitra says, 'It is 
only this one that is true; the others are not real.' You should 
always live in the realization that everything is empty, that 
&ere is nothing one needs to ponder about: this is the way all 
$he Buddhas use their minds. You should diligently cultivate 
W." Having said this, he passed away while sitting cross- 
;egged. He was sixty-two years old, and had been a monk for 
&xiy-two years. He received the posthumous title National 
;Xeacher Ta-ta (Great Penetration). The sGpa built in his 
memory was called Ch'eng-yiian. 

* 

There was a monk who asked the Master, "The twelve 
divisions of the teaching have spread through this land; the 
number of those who have obtained the fruits of the Way 
,does not stop at one or two. How is it that the Patriarch has 
some to the East and has proclaimed a separate mysterious 
mching which directly points to the human mind, whereby 
one can perceive one's nature and become a Buddha. How is 

l i t  possible that there is something missing in the teachings 
$hat the Bhagavat has spoken? In the past all virtuous h@ 
,monks thoroughly studied the nine orifices and clearly pene- 
>tt.ated the teachings of the mitaka. Taesheng, Seng-chao, 
Tao-jung, Seng-jui: all of them were extraordinary people.4 
How can it be that they did not understand Buddhadharma? 
;hilay the Master be kind enough to instruct this ignorant 
person." 

The Master said, "All the Buddhas have not appeared 
in the world, nor has there been a single teaching that they 

:have given to people. The twelve divisions of the teaching 
are like medicines that are used to cure various diseases. It is 
like sweet fruit used to change [the taste ofl bitter calabash. 
They are all for the sake of cleaning away your karma--there 
is nothing real about them. The spiritual powers and trans- 
formations, as well as hundreds and thousands of samadhb 
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are for the sake of converting the heavenly demons and the 
heretics. The two adornments of blessings and wisdom are 
for the sake of destroying the views of attachment to exist- 
ence and abiding in emptiness. If one does not understand 
the Way and the meaning of the Patriarch's coming [from the 
West], then what use is there in speaking about Tao-sheng, 
Seng-chao, Tao-jung, and Seng-jui. Nowadays those who ex- 
plain Ch'an and explain the Way are as many as the sands of 
Ganges. Those who speak about Buddha and mind count in 
millions. If there is even a tiny speck of dust remaining, then 
one still has not left the wheel [of birth and death]. If all think- 
ing is not gone, then one is certain to fail completely. These 
kind of people don't themselves understand about cause and 
effect, and falsely speak about benefiting oneself and benefit- 
ing others. They consider themselves to be superior people 
equal to the former worthies. They say that whatever comes 
in contact with the eye is Buddha activity, and that wherever 
the foot is set is bodhima@. Their original practice cannot 
be compared even with that of an ordinary person who only 
keeps the five precepts' and the ten wholesome ways of ac- 
t i ~ n . ~  When they start speaking, they slight those of the two 
vehicles and the Bodhisattvas of the ten stages. Though the 
superior taste of ghee is considered rare and precious in the 
world, when it comq in contact with these it turns into poi- 
son. Even Nan-shan7 didn't allow to call himself Mah3y3na. 

"All those who are engrossed in studying words, when 
arguing with eloquence they loudly discuss that which is with- 
out form. It is so pitiable when compared with the ancient 
worthies. Like a gentleman of noble character who gives up 
his wealth and position, and goes to live in the wilderness, 
using a stone as a pillow and a stream to rinse himself. Though 
he has the ability to pactfy the country and govern the people, 
when called [by the emperor1 he refuses to go. 

"The way of our Ch'an school is different, After the 
ancient worthy people of the Way attained realization, they 
went to live in thatched huts and stone houses. They would 
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old cauldron with broken legs to cook their food, and 
Id pass twenty or thirty years in that way. Unconcerned 
t fame and wealth, they never thought of money and 
s. Completely forgetting about human affairs, they con- 

ed their traces among the rocks and thickets. When sum- 
ned by the monarch, they would not respond; when invit- 

the princes, they would not go. How can they be same 
who, greedy for fame and desirous for wealth, sink 

the worldly ways. It is like a peddler who by seeking 
11 profit loses great gain. If the sages of the ten stages have 
realized the principle of the Buddhas, then wouldn't they 
ike ordinary people with great learning? There is no such 

"Even though he could speak the Dharrna as elo- 
ntly as clouds and rain, he was still scolded by the Bud- 
, who said, 'Seeing the nature is like dividing thin silk.' As 

ng as there is feeling of holiness, and views about cause 
d effect, one has still not been able to transcend the feeling 
sacredness nor go beyond shadows and traces. The former 
ges and ancient worthies were eminent people of great 

ing who were familiar with the past and the present, and 
clear insight into the Teaching. Yet, despite all of their 

rning and eloquence, they still could not distinguish be- 
milk and water. Not knowing themselves, they sought 
by calming their thoughts. 
"Alas! Those who obtain human body are like dirt on 

il; those who lose it are like the great earth. This is really 
mething to grieve about. 

"There might be someone who has awakened to the 
principle, and yet still has certain knowledge and understand- 
ing. Because of not knowing that within awakening one en- 
ters the principle, he considers himself as being beyond 
worldly advantage? Walking through mountains and sitting 
besides streams, he slights the path to Nirvana. 

"If one's mind is not completely free from outflows, 
and one is not clear about the fundamental reality, then one's 
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whole life will be wasted without accomplishing anything. 
Karma cannot be overcome by cleverness; dry wisdom can- 
not help one to escape the wheel of suffering. Even if one has 
eloquence equal to that of ASvaghop, or understanding like 
that of Nag2 r j ~ n a , ~  one can still avoid losing the human body 
for only lifetime or two. Profound thoughts, innate purity, 
ability for immediate comprehension-just like Tao-sheng- 
all of that is not something to be envious about, because that 
is still far away from the Way. 

"Brothers! What I say is true, not false. Your eating of 
food and wearing robes is just cheating the sages and deceiv- 
ing the saints. If you are considering the future, those with the 
eye of wisdom will perceive this like eating pus and blood. 
One day you will still have to repay others. Those who attain 
the fruit of the Way are naturally able to refuse the donors 
when they come with offerings. 

"Bodhisattvas who study praj&i do not deceive them- 
selves. They are like someone who is walking on ice or on 
the blade of a sharp sword. If at the time of one's death one 
still has any feeling of ordinary or holy that has not been let 
go of, any subtle thought that has not been forgotten, then 
one receives birth according to one's thoughts. Correspond- 
ing to the heaviness or lightness of one's karma, one is reborn 
in the womb of a donkey or a horse, or in the hell of caul- 
drons of molten iron. At that time all one's former practices, 
thoughts, views, and wisdom will be lost in an instant. And 
then one is again reborn as a mole cricket or an ant, only to 
be reborn as a mosquito or a gadfly again. Though there is a 
good cause, the result is nevertheless bad. Why do that? 

"Brothers! If you cherish any desires, then you will be 
tied down to the twenty-five abodes of living beings,1•‹ never 
accomplishing anything. 

"The Patriarch [Bodhidharmal perceived that the 
people of this country had the potential for receiving MahH- 
yana, so he only pointed to people's confused feelings and 
transmitted the mind-seal. If one attains this, then one does 
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iscriminate between ordinary and holy, ignorance and wis- 
. A lot of falsehood is not as good as a bit of truth. 

"The true person should right now strait go to rest. 
denly putting to rest the myriad conditions, one tran- 
ds the stream of birth and death, and, going beyond rules 
patterns, the spiritual light shines solitary. Not hindered 
ings and events, dignified and upright, one walks alone 
three realms. What need then there is of a sixteen feet 
with a golden skin radiating bright color, halo around 
ead, broad and long tongue?" 'If one sees me through 
, he seeks the false way.'12 Then even without seeking 
, retinues and various adornments are naturally present, 
mountains, rivers, and the great earth cannot hinder 
sight. One attains the great dbdmnt, and is able to un- 
nd thousand [meanings] on a single hearing. One is not 

king even as much as the value of a single meal. 
"If you are not like this, then the Patriarch's coming to 

land has brought both benefit and loss. As to benefit, 
g hundreds and thousands of people, one can pick one, 

who is a Dharma-vessel. As to loss, that has been 
ed already. Let then them practice according to the 

ings of the three vehicles, so that they can obtain the 
fruits and the three virtuous stages,13 thereby making 
progress in their practice. That is why a former worthy 

said, 'If one has realization, then [one perceives that1 the 
rmBc obstacles are fundamentally empty; without realiza- 

on, one still has to repay one's debts."' 

1. This is the Chinese translation of the Vinaya of the 
harmagupta school, done in 405 by BuddhayaSas and Chu Fo- 
en. It is so called because it is comprised of four sections. This is 

the Vinaya that has been, and still is, used by all Chinese monks and 
there are numerous works on it. 

2. For the story of Wu-yeh's meeting with Ma-tsu, see the 
Record of Ma-rsu, dialogue 11. 
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3. In presentday Shansi province. 
4. Tao-sheng (360-434), Seng-chao (384-414), Tao-jung 

(n.d.), and Seng-jui (355-498) are the four great disciples of 
KumHrajiva. The better known two are Seng-chao, who is the 
author of Chao lun, a collection of essays which was later widely 
read in Ch'an circles and exerted considerable influence on the 
thought of many Ch'an masters; and Tao-sheng, who was the first 
to propound the theories of universal Buddha-nature and sudden 
enlightenment. 

5. The five precepts are to abstain from killing, stealing, 
improper sexual relationships, lying, and consuming alcoholic 
beverages. 

6. The first four of the ten wholesome ways of action are 
identical with the fist four of the five precepts. The remaining are to 
eschew slander, use of offensive language, equivocation, avarice, 
anger, and ignorance. 

7. Tao-hsiian (55)6-667), the founder of the Vinaya school in 
China who lived on Nan-shan, and is known as Nan-shan Ta-shih. 
He wrote five important treatises on the Vinaya, and he is also the 
author of Etnl kao-seng chum ( A d d i W  Bbgraphies of Eminent 
Monks). 

8. This passage describes a common mistake in the practice 
when one experiences certain shallow insight into the nature of 
reality ("awakened to the principlen) which is still tainted by various 
forms of intellectual understanding. Because of the obstructions 
created by this knowledge, one is unable to enter into the reality, 
while considering oneself to be an enlightened person. It is like 
someone who has only seen the door, without actually going 
through it and entering the realm beyond. 

9. Mvagho~a and NHgHxjuna are among the most famous 
and respected monks in the Indian tradition. Mvaghqa was best 
known in China as the author of Buddhacarita k&ya si4tnaJ a 
poetic narrative of the Buddha's life, and the Awakening of FaCth. 
Ngg-na is the reputed founder of the Mgdhyamika school. He is 
the greatest philosophical genius of the MahHyHna tradition, and all 
schools of Chinese Buddhism trace their lineages back to him. 

10. The twenty-five abodes of living beings are: the four 
evil realms, the four continents of the human realm, the six heavens 
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alm of desire, the seven heavens of the realm of form, and 
heavens of the formless realm. 
11. These are some of the physical marks of a Buddha. 
12. Quotation from the Diamond S~Ztna. 
13. The three virtuous stages of a Bodhisattva are the ten 

gs, the ten practices, and the ten dedications. Their most 
nsive and authoritative explication can be found in the 
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Ch'an Master Yin-feng was from Shao-wu in Fukien 
province. His family name was Teng. As a child he didn't 
show great intelligence, and his parents allowed him to be- 
come a monk. First he studied with Ma-ts~, but was unable to 
perceive the profound mystery. Later on he went to Shih-t'ou. 
Though in his study with both masters he did not make a very 
rapid progress, later on he gained realization on hearing 
Ma-tsu's words. 

When the Master was with Shih-t'ou, he asked, "How 
should one unite with the Way?" 

Shih-t'ou said, "I am also not in union with the Way." 
The Master asked, "Ultimately, how is it?" 
Shih-t'ou said, "How long have you been with this?" 

When the Master arrived at Nan-ch'iian he saw the 
monks assembled together. Nan-ch'iian pointed to a pitcher, 
and said, "This bronze pitcher is an object. In the pitcher 
there is water. Without moving the object, bring the water to 
this old monk." 

The Master took the pitcher and poured the water in 
front of Nan-ch'iian. Nan-ch'iian did not say anything. 
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Later on, when the Master arrived at Kuei-shan,' he 
his robe and bowl on the head monk's seat. When Kuei- 

his younger Dharma-brother had come, he 
y went to the hall to meet him. When the Master saw 
e lay down as if asleep. Kuei-shan returned to his 

ers, and the Master started to leave. A bit later, Kuei- 
asked his attendant, "Is my younger Dharma-brother 

The attendant told him, "He is already gone." 
Kuei-shan asked, "What did he say when he left?" 
The attendant replied, "He didn't say anything." 
Kuei-shan said, "Don't say he didn't say anything. His 

ice was like a thunder." 

* 

Later on the Master went to live on Wu-t'ai Mo~ntain.~ 
en he was about to pass away in front of the Diamond 
e, he asked the monks, "I have already seen people pass- 
away while sitting or lying. Has there been anyone who 
passed away standing?" 

The monks answered, "Yes, there has been." 
The Master asked, "And how about anyone passing 

y while standing on his head?" 
The monks said, "We have not heard of anyone." 
The Master then stood on his head and passed away. 

looked dignified and his robe stayed properly attired on 
y. When the monks decided to lift the body and take 
for cremation, the body was still standing erect and it 

impossible to move. People from near and far came to 
this. Everyone greatly marveled at this occurrence. 

The Master had a sister who was a nun. When she 
came to the body, she bowed, came close, and shouted, 
,*Brother! While alive you didn't comply with the Dharma- 
'Vinaya; even after your death you are still confusing people." 
She then pushed the body with her hand and the body fell 
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flat on the ground. Soon afterwards the body was cremated. 
The Sarirus were placed into a pagoda. 

NOTES: 

1. The mountain where Kuei-shan Ling-yu, a disciple of 
Pai-chang and one of the most famous Ch'an monks, resided. The 
Kuei-yang school of Ch'an took him as its founding master. 

2. Wu-t'ai shan is one of the four holy Buddhist mountains 
in China. Traditionally it is considered to be the bodhima@ of 
MaAjusri Bodhisattva. 

r the story of the Shui-lao's awakening, see the Record of 

Once a monk drew a circle and placed it on the Mas- 
s body with his hands. The Master shook it off thrice; then 

and pointed to the monk. The monk 
d; the Master hit him, saying, "You liar!" 

* 

Someone asked the Master, "What is the practice of 

The Master said, "When there is a movement, a shad- 
appears; with awareness, ice forms." 

Someone asked, "What is the great meaning of 
aster clapped his hands and laughed 

&Its came to him, he responded in a 
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Layman P'ang-yiin 

Layman Pang-yiin (d. 808) was a native of Heng-yang 
in Heng- ch0u.l Raised in a Confucian environment, when he 
came of age, he got married and had a son and a daughter. 
Sometime during the middle of his life he threw all of his 
wealth into a river and decided to dedicate himself to 
religious life. His whole family shared his enthusiasm about 
Buddhism, and his daughter Ling-chao gained deep under- 
standing of Ch'an. He first studied with Shih-t'ou; later he 
went to stay with Ma-tsu, under whom he had his main awak- 
ening. During the later part of his life he made a number of 
pilgrimages on which he visited many of the famous Ch'an 
masters of the time. He left a number of poems which reflect 
his deep insight into Buddhism. 

One day Shih-t'ou asked the layman, "Since you saw 
me last time, how has your daily activity been?" 

The layman replied, "If you ask me about my daily 
activity, I have nothing really to say." 

Then he presented a verse, which says: 

My daily activity is not different, 
It is only that I am spontaneously in harmony with it; 
Not grasping or rejecting anything, 
Everywhere there is nothing to assert or oppose. 
Whose are the titles of vermillion and p ~ r p l e ? ~  
The mountain is without a speck of dust. 
Supematuml powers and wonderful activity: 
Fetching water and carrying firewood. 

Shih-t'ou approved of it. 

The layman had two verses, which say: 

When the mind is thus, objects are also thus: 
Not real and not unreal. 
Not concerning oneself with existence, 
And not dwelling in nothingness; 

ary man who has done his job. 

Easy, really easy! 
These five skandhas have true wisdom. 
In the whole universe there is the same One Vehicle;3 
How can in the formless dhamakdya there be two? 
If you try to reject passions in order to enter bodhi, 
I don't know where will the Buddha stage be. 

1. Heng-yang is in present-day Hunan province. Another 
born in Hsian-yang, in presentday Hupeh 

and that his family moved to Heng-yang during his early 
. See R. F. Sasaki et al., me Recorded Sayings of Luymun 

York, 1971), p. 39. 
2. Vermilion and purple were the colors of the dress worn 

high officials during the Tang Dynasty. 
Vehiclen refers to the ultimate teaching 

dniversal reality of it, as opposed to the 
e three vehicles. The most popular scrip 

turd assertion of the One Vehicle in East Asia is presented in the 
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Kuei-tsung Chih-ch 'ang 

The Master said, "From the past the ancient worthies 
were not without knowledge and understanding. Those men 
of exalted characters were not the same as the common lot. 
Nowadays, because people lack attainment of their own and 
are not independent, they spend their time in vain. All of 
you---do not use your minds wrongly! There is no one who 
can do it for you, nor is there any place for you to use your 
minds. Don't seek from others-it is because you have al- 
ways been relying on other people's understanding that 
whatever is said, it becomes a hindrance and the light can not 
penetrate. It is like having something in front of your eyes [so 
that you cannot see other objectsl." 

A monk asked, "What is the profound purport?" 
The Master said, "There is no one who can under- 

stand that." 
The monk asked, "How should one approach it?" 
The Master said, "If one tries to approach it, one goes 

away from it." 
The monk asked, "And what if one does not ap- 

proach it?" 
The Master said, "Then who is seeking the profound 

purport?' Then he added, "Go away! This is not something 
you should think about." 

The monk said, "How could it be that you have no 
expedient teaching to lead me to enter [into it]?" 
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The Master said, "The power of Kuan-yin's subtle 
isdom can save the world from suffering."' 

The monk asked, "What is the power of the Kuan- 
's subtle wisdom?' 

The Master hit the lid of the tripod three times, and 
ked "Do you hear?" 

The monk said, "I hear." 
The Master asked, "How is it that I don't hear?" The 

nk could not answer. The Master chased him away with 

* 

The Master and Nan-ch'iian used to practice together, 
they suddenly separated. Once, while they 

an- ch'iian asked, "I already understand a 
we have discussed in the past. Later on, if 

about the ultimate matter, what are you 

The Master said, "This piece of land is excellent for 

Nanch'iian said, "Let's leave that hut aside; what are 
you going to say about the ultimate matter?" 

The Master broke the teapot and got up. Nanch'iian 
said, "My elder Dharma-brother finished his tea; I still haven't 

The Master said, "With that kind of talk, you will not 
be able to digest even a drop of water." 

* 

Once the Master went into the garden while [the 
monks] were picking vegetables. He drew a circle around 
one of the plants and told the monks, "Don't move this." 
None of -the monks dared to touch it. 

After a while, the Master came back, and when he 
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saw that the vegetables were still there, he chased the monks 
with his stick, saying, "What a bunch; none of you has any 
wisdom!" 

Once, as a monk was taking leave of the Master, the 
Master called him, "Come closer; I am going to teach you the 
Buddhadharrna." The monk drew closer; the Master told him, 
"All of you are bound by things. Come back some other time; 
then no one will know you. The weather is cold; have a nice 
trip. Now go!" 

Once, on the occasion of giving a formal talk, the 
Master said, "Now I am going to speak about Ch'an; all of you 
come closer." The monks mover forward. The Master said, 
"Have you heard about Kuan-yin's activity which appropri- 
ately responds [to the needs of beings1 at all places?" 

The monks asked, "What is Kuan-yin's activity?" 
The Master snapped his fingers, and said, "Do you 

all hear?" 
The monks said, "Yes, we hear." 
The Master said, "This useless bunch! What are you 

looking for here?" He then chased them with his stick, and 
returned to his quarters laughing loudly. 

A monk asked, "How should a beginne9 obtain an 
entry [into the Path]?" 

The Master hit the lid of the tripod three times, and 
asked, "Do you hear?" 

The monk said, "Yes, I do." 
The Master asked, "How is it that I cannot hear?" 
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The Master then hit [the lid1 three times, and asked, "Do 
you hear?" 

The monk said, "I don't." 
The Master asked, "How is it that I can hear?" The 

monk had no reply. The Master said, "The power of Kuan- 
yin's wisdom can save the world fmm suffering." 
* 

* 

When a certain monk was taking leave of the Master, 
the Master asked him, "Where are you going?" 

The monk replied, "I am going to study the five fla- 
vors of Ch'an."3 

The Master said, "Everywhere there is five-flavored 
Ch'an; here I have only one-flavored Ch'an." 

The monk asked, "What is the one-flavored Ch'an 
like?" The Master hit the monk, who then exclaimed, "I un- 
derstand! I understand!" 

The Master demanded, "Speak! Speak!" As the monk 
was about to open his mouth [to say something], the Master 
hit him again. 

Later on the same monk went to Huang-po and relat- 
ed to him the previous exchange. Huang-po then summoned 
the assembly, and after he brought this matter to the monks, 
he said, "Among the eighty-four teachers that came fmm 
among Ma-tsu's disciples, all of them are fumblers; it is only 
Kuei-tsung that goes beyond the rest."4 

NOTES: 

1. Kuan-yin is the Chinese rendering of the name of Avalo- 
kitesvara, the Bodhisattva of compassion. He, or she, according to 
the needs of the situation appears in numerous forms through the 
world in order to alleviate the suffering of beings, and lead them 
towards the Buddha's Path of wisdom and compassion. 

2. One who his just set his mind to seek unsurpassed en- 
lightenment, and has not yet undergone all the stages of the Path. 
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3. The five flavors of Ch'an, or the five kinds of Ch'an 
(meditation) practice are: Ch'an of the non-Buddhist, of ordinary 
people, HinayTina practitioners, MahTiyTina practitioners, and the 
supreme Ch'an. 

4. On another occasion Huang-po said: "Among the eighty- 
four disciples of Great Master Ma who sat at the site of enlighten- 
ment, the number of those who obtained Master Ma's proper eye 
does not go beyond two or three. Venerable Lu-shan was one of 
them." (CTL chtlan 9, Huang-po's entry). Venerable Lu-shan is the 
name by which Kuei- tsung was known; it comes from the name of 
the mountain where he resided. 

Appendix 

Sources for the Translations 

The Record of Ma-fsu presented in this volume is a 
nslation of Chiang-hsi ma-rsu tao-i ch 'an-shzh yii-lu 
cord of the Sayings of Ch'an master Ma-rsu Tao-i of 

angsi). This work forms part of Ssu-chia yii-lu (Records of 
?-Masters, HTC vol. 119, p. 405c-409a). Parts of the same 
can also be found in the Tratlsmission of the Lump 

vol. 51, p. 245c-246c) and Ku tsun-suyii-lu (HTC vol. 118, 
b-161b). I have used the last two texts only when the 
ry text was obviously in error, of which there are only a 

instances. Other early works which include materials 
t Ma-tsu are Tsu-tang chi, p. 260-265, and Sung kao-seng 

vol. 50, p. 766a-c). These two works have not been 
y utilized for the present volume and have only 

casionally been alluded to in the notes. 
Most of the translations from the records of Ma-tsu's 

iples that appear in part three of this volume have been 
nslated from the Transmission of the Lump, with the excep- 

s of Pai-chang and Nan-ch'iian. Pai-chang's dialogues 
ith Ma-tsu can be found in Ku tstm-su yii-lu, and his ser- 
ons in Ssu-chia yii-lu. Nan-ch'iian's sermon is translated 
m his entry in Ku ~un-suyii-lu. The biographical informa- 

Ion that precede the teachings of some of Ma-tsu's disciples 
e been drawn primarily from the Transmission of the 

and Sung kao-seng chuan. Absence of biographical in- 
implies that no such information is available. 
ous English translations of parts of this volume's 

nslations have previously appeared in different publica- 
Ions. Those works which I have consulted when doing the 
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present translations are: John Blofeld, The Zen Teaching of 
Instantaneous Awaking, for the chapter on Ta-chu; Chang 
Chung-yuan, Original Teachings of Ch'an Buddhism, for 
some of the chapters on Ma-tsu's disciples and parts of the 
Record; Thornas Cleary, Sayings and Doings of Pai-chang, for 
the material dealing with Pai-chang; Peigwang Li, "The Re- 
corded Sayings of Ma-tzu Tao-i," for the Record; Charles Luk, 
Tbe Transmission of the Mind Outside of the Teaching, for the 
chapter on Pai-chang and parts of the Record; Sohaku Ogata, 
Tbe Transmission of the Lump: Early Masters, for some of the 
material from the Tramis ion  of the Lump, and R. F. Sasaki, 
et al., Tbe Recorded Sayings of Luyman P'ang, for the material 
dealing with P'ang-yiin. 

Glossa y 

see five skandhas. 
"the Holy One," "the World-honored One," one 

of the epithets of a Buddha. 
&.p: fully ordained Buddhist monk. 

i: enlightenment, awakening; the realization of reality. 
i m a m :  "place of enlightenment," a place or sphere in 

which the enlightened mind manifests itself. 
isatma: a being who is fully dedicated to the goal of 

complete enlightenment and universal liberation. 
uddha: someone who has achieved perfect enlightenment; 

the Reality itself. 
uddhadharma: see Dharmu. 
&ha-nature: the pure, unalloyed, luminous essence of 

the mind of all sentient beings. 
uan: a division of a book; used in classical Chinese works. 

dhamnl: mystical invocation, spell, mantra. 
Dharma: ultimate truth, reality as perceived by a Buddha; 

the teachings that lead to personal realization of that 
reality; (when lowercased) elemental entities that 
make phenomena; any phenomena-thing, event, 
concept, idea, etc.. 

dhannadhatu the "Dharmaelement," or the "realm of real- 
ity*; according to different contexts it can mean both 
the essential nature from which arise both the abso- 
lute and the realm of phenomenal appearances, and 
the universe as it is perceived by the Buddha. 

Dharma-eye: the eye of truth that perceives reality. 
dhamzakaya: dhm-body ,  the absolute aspect of reality, 

the essence of Buddhahood which is identical in all 
Buddhas; one of the three bodies of a Buddha. 
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Dharma-nature: dhamtata, the absolute nature underlying rajM: transcendent wisdom, non-discursive immediate 
all phenomena; the Reality. Often used as a synonym perception of the way things truly are. 
for Nirv@a, Buddha-nature, suchness, etc.. samadhi: state of mental imperturbability and clarity, medi- 

five skandhm. sometimes referred to as the "five aggregates," tative absorption. 
are ?%?pa, or physical form; wdaM, sensation, feeling; tpsiira: the cycle of birth and death. 
~a2jik.i~ conception; satpskara, volition, impulses of figha: the community of Buddhist monks (bhmu) and 
like and dislike; tr~@i%aa, consciousness. These are nuns (bhik$unz?; the idealized community of Bud- 
the physical and mental constituents, the combination dhist saints. 
of which creates the phenomenal. dra: relic, especially of a Buddhist saint. 

Hinuydnu: the "small vehicle" of those who pursue the path tra: commentary on a sotra; treatise on Buddhist philo- 
of individual salvation and consider the ending of W P ~ Y .  
defiling mental tendencies to be complete liberation. : precepts, moral observances, virtuous behavior. 

kaba: eon, age, immensely long period of time. mana: Buddhist monk or nun, a recluse. 
karma: any physical, verbal, or mental activity that produces vaka: "hearer," a disciple of the Buddha who under- 

a result; the universal law that every action brings stands the basic teachings and follows the path of in- 
consequences that are largely determined by the na- dividual liberation. 
ture of that action. nyata: lack of permanent self-existing nature in all things. 

Mahdyana: the "Great Vehiclen that reveals the complete All things are relative and depend on sets of external 
liberation of all sentient beings; Bodhisattva's Path of causes and conditions for their existence. Often trans- 
universal salvation. lated as "voidness," or "emptiness." 

Mars: demon; personification of forces, both internal and Pa: Buddhist scripture, text which is considered to contain 
external, that obscure the true nature and lead one the actual teachings of the Buddha. 
away from the Buddha's Path. thagata: "one who has come from suchness," one of the 

Middle Way the way between the two extremes of existence epithets of a Buddha. 
and nothingness which reveals the Reality of all rathagatagarbha: "embryo of the Tathagata," or "womb of 

things. the Tathagatan; mind's inherent enlightenment which 
mind-ground: the pivotal basis of the mind, from which all represents the potential of every living being to be- 

things spring. come a Buddha. 
mind-seaL synonym for the Buddha-mind present in all stages: the stages of the Bodhisattva Path, which accord- 

beings. ing to the Avataqsaka Satra are: joy, freedom from 
Niruaqu: complete liberation characterized by absence of defilement, effulgence, blazing wisdom, hard to con- 

delusion and permanent bliss; perfect quiescence. quer, appearance, proceeding far, unmovable, virtu- 
One Vehicle: see vehicle. ous wisdom, cloud of Dharma. 
Pariniwaqu: the state of perfect quiescence entered by a three realms: the realm of desire, the realm of form, and the 

Buddha upon the dissolution of his physical body. formless realm. Also known as the "three worlds." 
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tripi;aka: the Buddhist canon in which all scriptures are 
arranged into three divisions: sfitras, Vinaya, and 
.sastras. 

vehicle: simile for the Buddha's teaching which carries over 
all living beings to enlightenment and liberation. The 
two vehicles are the vehicles of the Sriivakas and 
Pratyekabuddbus (self-enlightened ones). The three 
vehicles are these two plus the vehicle of the Bodhi- 
sattvas. These three are said to be expedient soterio- 
logical contrivances; it is only the One (Buddha) 
Vehicle that completely discloses the ultimate reality. 

Vinaya: monastic discipline, rules that regulate the monas- 
tic life. 
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